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STATE OF IDAHO 
***************************************************************** 
Supreme Court No. 37437 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, through her guardian PAUL PETERSON 
Plaintiff/Respondent. 
vs. 
PRIVATE WILDNERNESS, ET AL 
Defendants/Third Party Plaintiffs/ Appellants/Cross-Respondents 
vs. 
ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSON 
Third-Party Defendants/Respondents/Cross-Appellants 
***************************************************************** 
Appeal from the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District 
of the State ofIdaho, in and for the County of Bingham. 
Honorable Darren B. Simpson, District Judge, presiding. 
****************************************************************** 
Counsel for Appellant/Cross-Respondent: Ronald Swafford, Esq., 525 Ninth Street, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Counsel for Respondents: Donald Harris, Esq., PO Box 50130, Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Counsel for Respondents/Cross-Appellants: Michael Creamer, Esq., PO Box 2720, Boise, ID 83701-2720 
***************************************************************** 
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2D09 DEC I 0 Pr'll!: I:J 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robeli Peterson and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
AFFIDA VIT OF ROBERT PETERSON IN 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
AFFIDA VIT OF ROBERT 
PETERSON IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page I of 10 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
County of Bingham ) 
I, Robert Peterson, being duly sworn, depose and say as follows: 
1. 1 am named as a Third~Party Defendant in the above~captioned matter. 
2. I have personal knowledge ofthe facts herein and could so testify if called as a 
witness. 
3. I cUlTently am 56 years old and am the son of Kenneth (deceased) and Fern 
Peterson. 
4. Since my early years, my parents owned real property in Bingham County, Idaho, 
the legal description of which, as originally held by them, is contained in Exhibit A attached 
hereto (the "Peterson Property"). This land consists of mountains, valleys, rolling hills, and 
swales and contains springs and streams disbursed throughout. Some portions of this property 
are timbered and some are areas of open sagebrush and grass. The Peterson Property originally 
included those lands designated with yellow and with pink borders in Exhibit B attached hereto. 
5. 1 h'Tew up involved in my parents' farming and ranching operations, including 
those conducted by my parents on the Peterson Propeliy. Up until 2005, I worked and recreated 
on the entire Peterson Property on a continuous basis, and I am familiar with the location and 
condition of the improvements that existed on the Peterson Propeliy and the roads that were used 
to access the Peterson Propeliy. 
6. Prior to approximately 1983, my father (and I) gained access to the Peterson 
Property by means of a two-track, unimproved road crossing tlu"ough private property owned by 
other individuals. The approximate location and course of this two track road, hereinafter 
referred to as the "Blue Line Road," is indicated by a blue line on the attached Exhibit B. 
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7. The Peterson Property was used by my father primarily for summer livestock 
grazing. In approximately 1982 or 1983, however, my father sold some of the timber on the 
Peterson Propelty and logging operations occurred there for three to four years. In connection 
with facilitating this logging operation, my father obtained an easement from the State of Idaho 
Department of Lands to cross approximately one~halfmile of State-owned Jand from a county 
road known locally as the '"Blackfoot Reservoir Road" to access the eastern boundary of the 
following portion of my parents' propelty: 
Township 2 South, Range 40 East, B.M., Bingham County, Idaho 
Section 19: W1I2SE1I4, E1I2SW1I4, Lots 3 and 4; 
Section 30: Lot 1, NE1/4NW1I4, N1I2NE1I4 
8. In exchange for granting this easement, the State of Idaho, which also intended to 
and did log its own lands to the west, requested and obtained an easement from my parents 
across the above-described lands. A true and COlTect copy of cOl1'espondence from George 
Bacon, Director of the Idaho Department of Lands, dated January 16,2009, confirming the 
easement across the State's land is deemed by the State to be appurtenant to the above-described 
lands is attached hereto as Exhibit C. This Exhibit C includes, as attachments, true and correct 
copies of the Easement Agreements for the exchanged easements. 
9. After the Easement Agreements were exchanged by my parents and the State of 
Idaho, a road was constructed from the Blackfoot Reservoir Road across the State Land and the 
real property described in Paragraph 7 above. This road was constructed to provide a more 
direct route than the Blue Line Road for the logging trucks hauling timber off both my father's 
propeityand the State lands. Because of its improved character and more direct route, as a 
matter of convenience, this road (hereinafter the "Red Line Road") became the customary, but 
not exclusive, way to access to the Peterson Property. The approximate location and course of 
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the Red Line Road is indicated by a red line on the attached Exhibit B. Access could still be 
obtained using the Blue Line Road described in Paragraph 6 above that was used for access 
historically. 
10. r believe there is another means of access to the southern-most portion of the 
Peterson Propelty. That means of historical access commences north of the State land lying 
between the Robert Peterson Property and the Blackfoot Reservoir Road, follows the line of the 
original county road south and then diverges west across the State land to an unlocked gate at the 
eastern boundary of the southernmost parceJ near the southeast corner of the SE 1I4NE1I4 of 
Section 30, T2S, R40E, B.M .. My understanding is that this road (the general location and 
course of which is indicated as a green line on Exhibit B hereto and is referred to hereinafter as 
the "Green Line Road") was the historical means of access from the county road to an old cabin, 
the site of which is on lands owned by Private Wilderness LLC and is marked with an "x" on 
Exhibit B hereto. 
11. Yet another access route to the Private Wilderness Propelty is a road situated 
south of the Blue, Red and Green Line Roads that runs west from the Blackfoot Reservoir Road 
into Commissary Basin and then north through State lands, through portions of what now is the 
Private Wilderness Propeliy, and to the Robert Peterson Property. This road is accessible by 
vehicle and historically has been used by logging trucks to haul logs, by pickups, snowmobiles, 
four-wheelers, and all terrain vehicles. The location and general course of this access route is 
depicted by a yellow line on Exhibit B attached hereto (the "Yellow Line Road"). 
12. To my knowledge each of the access routes described above, the Blue Line Road, 
Red Line Road, Green Line Road, and YeHow Line Road, have provided, and still would 
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provide, physical access to what was the origina~ Peterson Property, including those parcels now 
owned by Private Wilderness LLC. 
13. In July of 1994, my parents sold to me and my wife, Nancy Peterson, the same 
real property legally described in Paragraph 7 above, which consists of approximately 370 acres. 
This property is generally depicted by the parcel outlined in yellow on the map attached hereto as 
Exhibit B (herein referred to as the "Robelt Peterson Property"). A true and correct copy ofthe 
Deed from my parents to Nancy and me is attached hereto as Exhibit D. In connection with this 
purchase, Nancy and I entered into an agreement with my parents that stated, among other 
things, Nancy and I would convey to my father an easement in gross providing him access 
during his lifetime across the Robert Peterson Property. True and correct copies of this 
agreement and the easement in gross are attached hereto as Exhibit E and Exhibit F respectively. 
14. My parents and I structured the purchase and the easement in gross this way 
because my father wanted me to have a choice about whether the Red Line Road, or any other 
roads crossing my property, would be available to access my parents' remaining propelty after 
my father died. This is why my parents did not reserve an easement across the Robert Peterson 
Property benefitting their property in their deed to Nancy and me. At the same time, Nancy and I 
granted my father the easement in gross because we understood that he wanted to have access 
across our property while he was alive. Neither my parents nor Nancy and r believed my father 
otherwise would have had access across the Robert Peterson Property without this easement in 
gross, nor did we intend to create any pennanent easement or recognize any other type of 
easement across the Robert Peterson Property. 
15. Commencing in 1994 r assumed ownership of the Robert Peterson Propelty and 
have made various uses of, and improvements to, said propelty. r have permitted limited 
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recreationa1 use on it by church groups, the Boy Scouts, family, and fi·iends. Most ofthis 
property has been leased to local ranchers for the summer grazing oftheir cattle. These 
permissive uses occurred on the Robert Peterson Propelty but not on my parents' retained 
property. I provided keys to my guests and lessees for them to gain entry through a locked gate 
at the Blackfoot Reservoir Road. 
16. From 1994 until approximately 1998 my parents continued to use the property 
that he and my mother had retained ownership of for his own cattle operation. After 1998, my 
parents' property also was leased to local ranchers for summer grazing. 
17. In 2003 my father, Kenneth Peterson, passed away, and his interest in their 
property passed to my mother, Fern Peterson. Thereafter, I assisted her in managing her 
property, and I entered into grazing leases with various local ranchers on her behalf. No other 
uses of my mother's property occuned after my father passed away. 
18. In 2004 my mother, Fern Peterson, indicated to me that she wanted to sell her 
property. Third-Party Plaintiff Kevin Murray had been serving as my and Nancy's agent in 
attempting to se11 the Robeli Peterson Property, and my mother entered into a verbal agreement 
with him to assist her. 
19. In January 0[2005 my mother entered into an agreement to sell her property to 
Third-Party Plaintiffs Kevin Murray and ShelTi Murray, Cecil Davis and Yu Wen Davis and 
David Lawrence; and the purchase was closed in the name of Third-Party Plaintiff Private 
Wilderness, LLC (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Private Wilderness"). True and correct 
copies of the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Grant Deed of conveyance between my mother 
and Private Wilderness are attached hereto as Exhibit G and Exhibit H respectively. The real 
property conveyed to Private Wilderness by the Grant Deed is herein referred to as the "Private 
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Wilderness Property" and is generally depicted by the three parcels outlined in pink on Exhibit B 
attached hereto. 
20. In both the purchase and sale agreement and the deed between Fern Peterson and 
Private Wilderness, the purchasers were expressly notified that the property was being purchased 
without any warranty of access by Fern Peterson. 
21. Under the terms of section 3.8 (Access) of the Fern Peterson-Private Wilderness 
purchase and sale agreement, the closing was contingent upon, among other things, the purchaser 
satisfying itself that access was available or on the waiver of this contingency. Inasmuch as 
Kevin Murray had been my agent when I was seeking to sell my property, he was welJ aware of 
the issues surrounding access across both the State land and my property. 
22. I was aware of the tenns and above-described contingencies in the purchase and 
sale agreement. Prior to the closing of the purchase and sale, and I inquired whether Private 
Wilderness was intending to discuss access across the Robert Peterson Property with me. Plior 
to the closing, I never obtained an affirmative response or request to discuss the issue of access 
across my property from any of the Third-Party Plaintiffs, and I assumed that they were not 
intending to cross the Robert Peterson Property. 
23. Upon closing the purchase of the Private Wildemess Propelty, the Third-Party 
Plaintiffs immediately sought to press a right of access through the Robert Peterson Property by 
the Red Line Road and no other, although they were aware of the existence of altemate historical 
access to their propelty. 
24. At no time did I ever represent to any of the Third-Party Plaintiffs that they had an 
easement across the Robeti Peterson Property. Prior to the closing of the purchase and sale of 
my mother's property I did, however, inform the Third-Party Plaintiffs that if Private Wilderness 
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intended to access its property by crossing State lands, 1 believed it would have to obtain an 
easement from the State to do so. 
25. It is in my and Nancy's interests that Private Wilderness maintain fences to 
prevcnt intelmingling of cattle 1:,)Tazing on their property with cattlc belonging to our grazing 
lessees. It also is in our interest to have neighboring lands, such as the Private Wilderness 
Property, grazed because this reduces accumulated fuels and resulting fire danger to our 
property. I therefore permitted Third-Party Plaintiffs to access their property across the Robeli 
Peterson Propelty via the Red Line Road for the limited purposes of constructing and 
maintaining fences and grazing cattle on their property purchased from Fern Peterson. 
26. Attached hereto as Exhibit I, Exhibit J, Exhibit K and Exhibit L are true and 
con'ect copies of correspondence prepared by my attorney, Kent Gauchay, and directed to Third-
Party Plaintiffs' attorney, Ron Swafford, at my instruction confirming my pennission for Private 
Wilderness to cross my propeliy to do fence work and conduct cattle grazing. 
27. Since 2004,1 and Nancy have maintained the same lock on the gate that enters the 
State lands from the Blackfoot Reservoir Road to access the State land easement and the Robert 
Peterson Property. This lock remains on the gate today. The State of Idaho also maintains its 
own lock on this gate to permit access by its employees and contractors. Other than ourselves, 
our parents, two neighbors, invited guests, grazing lessees, and State of Idaho personnel and 
contractors access across the State land and the Robert Peterson Property through this gate which 
was restricted up until the time Fem Peterson sold the Private Wildemess Property in 2005. 
28. Up until the District Court entered a stipulated Final Judgment in Case No. CY-
2006-1289, wherein I and Nancy stipulated to the grant of an easement to Private Wildemess 
across the Robert Peterson Property, we provided only the limited access described in Paragraphs 
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25 and 26 above to Private Wilderness to conduct fencing work and cattle grazing on the 
propelty it acquired from my mother Fern Peterson. 
29. r first provided a key to our locked gate to Kevin MUlTay in approximately 2003 
when he was assisting us in attempting to sell our property. In connection to his af,>Teement to 
help with my mother's attempt to sell her property, Kevin Murray also used this key so that he 
could show her property. Mr. MUI1'ay has used this key numerous times to access the State land 
and our property through the locked gate, both to show our properties to potential buyers and 
subsequently as an owner of the Private Wilderness Property. This key has never been returned. 
30. On the evening of Nov em bel' 16,2006, at the request of Third-Party Plaintiff 
Cecil Davis, r provided another key to the gate to Mr. Dm Guthrie whom I was told would 
deliver the key to Mr. Davis. This key has never been returned. 
31. I have never prevented the Third-Party Plaintiffs from accessing their property 
through my property for the limited purposes described above. I have, at various times since 
Private Wildemess acquired my mother's property, confronted other persons on my property 
who obviously entered it through the locked gate at the Blackfoot Reservoir Road to use the 
Private Wilderness Property for purposes other than fencing and grazing, such as a high school 
senior party, campouts, and four-wheeling. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
Robert Peterson 
afU 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of December, 2009. 
r-~f-i~DF:AM MUELLER. ~asU!~A!-D 
i
', 0, \, ':-'\ -'v ':ll)"1 It' 4~ PublIc for th tate 0, I aha 
r\lO I f-'.r\ I t D~ v R 'd' 
:... \ "T t= 0 FlO AH 0 eSI mg a~ -t' 7--. '-"'-''-''''-''-;--}'-f-''-'"-t-''7-----c,--------
'" ~ TA I - . My CommIssIOn ExpIres: 
~ " __ .. , -+:f''+--+-+----'-'+-'-''----
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on the ,~ of December, 2009, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attorneys Defendants/Third-Party PlaintiffS 
Donald L. Harris 
Karl R. Decker 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Dr., Ste. 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Attorneys/or Plaintiff 
~ o o 
i o o 
u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
Express Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
E-Mail 
u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
Express Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 523-9518 
E-Mail 
4u' . ~t1;;;~ 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER ~ 
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EXHIBIT A 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
EXHIBIT A 
Parcel A: 
Township 2 South, Range 40 E.B.M. 
Section 30: SlI2NE; SENW; E1I2SW, Lots 2,3 and 4. 
Township 2 South, Range 39 E.B.M. 
Section 25: SESW; SE; SENE; WlI2NW; NENW 
Section24: Sl/2SW; NESW; SWSE; NlI2NW; NlI2SE; S1I2SE 
Section 23: E 112NE 
Section 13: SW; SENW 
Section 26; E112NE1I4 
(Hereinafter coHectively referred to as uParcel A") Parcel A is shown outlined in 
pink on PlaintitI's Exhibit A, admitted at trial on June 18, 2007. Plaintiffs 
Exhibit A is attached hereto and adopted herein. For purposes of clarity, this 
Court shall refer, where necessary, to the northern-most portion of Parcel A as 
"Parcel AI," the southern-most portion as "Parcel P:.3," and the portion in between 
Parcels Al and A3 as "Parcel A.2." 
Parcel B: 
TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, Rf\.NGE 40 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BINGHAM 
COUNTY, IDAHO 
SECTION 19: WYlSEY4, EYzSW~, LOTS 3 AND 4 
SECTION 30: LOT 1) NE~NW1;4, N%NE!t4 
(hereinafter referred to as "ParceJ B"), Parcel B is outlined in yellow on Exhibit 
A. 
EXHIBITB 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
Tn Snnnort Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
]1]OS2. 000· VI! 1 J 1 °51.000' W 11 1 °49 .000' VI' . _ _ _ _ --'1 &.Iii ! 111 °48.000' Vi 
EXHIBITC 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
Tn ~llnnort Of Mntion For SummarY JudQ"ment 
ADMINISTRATION 
DIRECTOR'S;OFFICE 
954 West Jefferson 
PostDffice. Box 83720 
Boise fD83720~0050 
Phone' (206).334,0200 
fI2~~iii~;~~ STATE'BoARD OF LAND'COMMISSIONERS 
'II C. L. UButch",.otter,Govemor 
Fax (208)334-2339 
Robert & Nancy Peterson 
735 Robins Ave. 
Idaho Fal/s, /D 83401 
GEORGEB.:SACON 
INTERIM DIRECTOR 
EOUAl OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
January 16,2009 
RE: IDL Easement Agreements Nos. 5107 and 121 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Peterson: 
Ben Ysursa,SecretarYiofStale 
LawrenceG. Wasden,'AtfomeyGeneral 
Donna M. Jones,Btate Controller 
Tom Luna, Sup't ofPublio/nstruction 
THIS LETTER SUPERSEDES THE LETTER DATED JANUARY 7,2009, WITH ATTACHMENTS, 
AND THE PREVIOUS LETTER AND ATTACHMENTS SHOULD BE DISREGARDED. 
This letter is intended to confirm that the Idaho Department of Lands (UIDL") acknowledges that the 
easement granted by the State of Idaho, by and through the State Board of Land Commissioners 
pursuant to Easement Agreement No. 5107 (copy enclosed) is an easement appurtenant to the following 
described real property: 
Township 2 South, Range40 East, B.M., Bingham County, Idaho 
Section 19: WY2SEX, EY2SWX, Lots 3 and 4 
Section 3D: Lot 1, NEXNW"'I4, NY2NE"'14 
Easement Agreement No. 5107 was granted by the State of Idaho by and through the State Board of 
Land Commissioners in exchange for Easement Agreement No. 121 (copy enclosed). Easement 
Agreement No. 5107 is an appurtenant easement providing access across State endowment land to the 
above-described real property in accordance with, and subject to, the terms and conditions contained in 
said easement. 
This letter is intended merely to acknowledge the existence of Easement Agreement No. 5107 as an 
appurtenance to the above-described property. This letter is not intended to, and it does not define, 
describe, limit or expand the scope of the ~asement. 
A copy of this letter is being forwarded to the staff of IDL's Eastern Area Office in Idaho Falls for its 
file. 
Director 
Idaho Department of Lands 
Enclosures: Copy of Easement Agreement No. 5107; Copy of Easement Agreement No. 121 
cc wI enclosures: Eastern Area Office 




THIS INDENTURE, made this __ 1___ dgy of March ,19~, by and 
betl~een the STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through the State Board of Land 
Commissioners, hereinafter referred to as 'the State, as party of the first 
part, and ,Kenneth:Peterson , a-private landowner with principal place of 
residence at Shelley, Idaho , -as party of the second part, hereinafter 
referred to as the Grantee, 
For the sum of $10,00 and in exchange for an easement on the S~ Section 
19; N~ Section 30, Township 2 South,Range 40 East and W~ Section 25, Town-
ship 2 South, Range '39 East, the State does grant an easement for the purpose 
of constructing, maintaining and using a road over and across the following 
described lands situated in Binqham County, State of Idaho, to wit: 
A strip of land fifty (50) 
described real property: 
feet in width traversin~ the following 
The said strip being twenty-five (25) feet in width on each 
side of centerline as located in N~NW~ Section 29, Township 2 
South, Ran~e 40 East, B.M. 
Said road is shown on the attached map, which is a part of this 
agreement, (See Exhibits "A" and "B"). 
It is understood and agreed that the road is not considered to be a public 
road, In the event that either the Grantee Dr his assigns, or the State finds 
it necessary or desirable to improve the road, all costs in connection there-
with shall be the responsibility of the party requiring the improvements. 
Nothing in this instrument shall be construed as binding the State to 
perform beyond its legal authority, or to expend any monies in excess of appro-
priations or other authorized funds available for such purpose. 
It is understood and agreed that the 1 ega 1 descri pt ion descr; bed in thi s 
easement is that provided by the party of the second part, who assumes full 
responsibility for the road being located within the described legal description. 
The party of the first part assumes no responsibility involved with an inaccurate 
legal description. 
It is further understood and agreed that in the event the lands hereinabove 
described are not used for the purposes herein specified for any five-year period 
the State Board of Land Commissioners may declare such right of way forfeited 
and the use of the lands will revert back to the State of Idaho or to the record 
wner of the lands. 
INIHTNESS ~IHEREOF ,theState;{Joard df Land Corrmissioners :. has caus'ed these 
presents to be executed by its President. the 'Governor 'of the State of Idaho, 
andcounters;gned by the Secretaryof 'Stateand .theDirector. 
STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS 
Department of Lands 
~']~ ~y of the Second Part 
- - _._ .. _ - .... __ .. ----
I .~ 
Page 'Three -State {O(tfhO'Easement 'No,' _ ... SJJ.l,Qu.z __ 
.5S. 
~~ ,19~. before me, the under-
. ~erSOnally·appeared ____ _ 
known to me ,to e 'theper50n ,whosename.is/are su scribe to the foregoing 
instrument and acknowledged 'fome thatJ1E_executed the same. 
r.tY Bond Expi res -.i.l. 7 / '? C:, 
* * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
STATE OF IDAHO 
55. 
COUNTY OF ADA 
On this ~ day ofa , 19 83, before me, a Notary 
Pub 1 j c in and fo Siii d State, pers a I Iy appeared JOHN V: EVANS , known 
to me to be the Governor of the St te of Idaho and President of the State Board 
of Land COlrrnissi oners; PETE T. CENARRUSA ,known to me to be the Secretary 
of State of the State of idaho; and G. C. TROMBLEY , known to me to be 
the Director of the Department of Lanas of the State of Idaho, that executed 
the said instrument and acknoviledge to me that such State of Idaho and State 
Board of Land Commissioners executed same. 
IN vlITNESS HHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal on the day and 
year last written above. 
JOHN B. aho 
My Bond Expi res Augus t 25, 
T 26 
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State of Idaho Easement No. 5107 
EXHIBIT "B" 
A strip of land fifty (50) feet II/ide being twenty-five (25) feet on either 
side Of the following described centerline: 
Commencing at the North one-quarter (1/4) corner of Section 29. Town-
ship 2 South. Range 40 East, Doise Meridian. thence South, 25 feet along 
the CEast boundary of the,N~~cof csaidSection~29 to 'a pOint, said point 
being the REAL POINTOFcDEGLNNING; thence;Weat, 572 fee~; 
thellceSouth 73· West,220 feet; thence West. 220 feet; 
thence North 70· West, 220,feet; thence West, 1,408 feet to a point on the 
West boundary of saidSect10n'29,s8id point being the terminus of said 
easement, the above described,area'containing 3.03 acres, more or leas. 
The boundary lines of said right-of-way and easement shall be pro10nged 
or shortened to begi n on and end on and conform to the ,property 1 ines, 
# 
.:EASEMENT :AGREEMENT Acq ;:Esmt/·No. '121 
'C;:7':'oo2o 
TIllS INDENTURE, made this _...:.7.::.t:.;..h __ day of :March , 19~, by and 
between Kenneth Peterson ,a private landowl)er with principalp.laceofresi-
dence at Shelley, 'Idaho , as party of the fi rstpart, hereinafter referred 
to as Grantor, and the State of Idaho, acting by and through the State Board of 
Land Commissioners, as party of the second part, hereinafter referred to as the 
State; 
For the sum of .$10.00 and in exchange for an easement in N~NWl,; .....:..;.;;..:..;..:..:..---
Sec ti on 29. Townshi p 2 South, Range 40 East, the Grantor does hereby grant to 
the State an easement for the purpose of constructing, maintaining and using 
a road over and .across the following described lands situated in Bingham 
County, State of Idaho, to wit: 
A strip of land fifty (50) feet in width traversing the following 
descri bed rea 1 property: 
The said strip being twenty-five (25) feet in width on each 
side of centerline as located in S~ Section 19; NY, Section 30, 
Township 2 South, Range 40 East and Hl:i Section 25, Township 2 
South, Range 39 East, B.M. 
Sa i d road is shovm on the attached map, whi ch is a part of thi s 
agreement. (See Exhibits "A" and "B"). 
It is further understood and agreed that the road is not considered to be 
a public road, and that the rights, privileges and authorities herein granted 
are for the use of the State or its assigns for any and all purposes deemed 
necessary or desirable in connection with the control, management and adminis-
tration of the State lands, or the resources thereof, The road will be main-
tained by the State only as deemed necessary by the State. 
~ . 
In the event that either the Grantor or his assigns, or the State finds it 
necessary or desirable to improve the road, a11 costs in connection therewith 
sha 11 be the responsibil ity of -the party requi ri ng the improvements. In the 
event the Grantor wishes to provide a locked gate to restrict aceess to the 
genera 1 pub 1 i c, the Grantor wi 11 make necessary provi s ions to incorporate a 
State padlock in the system to ensure the State continuous access. 
Nothing in this instrument shall be construed as binding the State to per-
form beyond its legal authority, or to expend any monies in excess of appropri-
ations or other authorized funds available for such purpose. 
INI'IHNESSWHEREOF. ,Kenneth'Peterson of SheTley, Idaho 
has caused these presents to. be duly executed by his ,5; gnature and sea l,affixed 
the day and year first written above. 
My commission expires ~ - ? 
~ '10 CJ &0 




As Party of the Pi rstPart 
,19 ?3 . 
STATE OF IDAHO 
State Board of Land Commissioners 
BY; As Party of the Second Part 
G. C. TROMBLEY, Director 
Department of Lands 
" t II 
r I 
EXHIBIT liB" 
Two (;;) ,strips of land fifty (50) feet wide , being twenty-five (25) feet on either 
'side oftne'fol1owing described centerline: 
Commencing at the 'northeast corner of Section 30, Township 2 South, Range ,40 
East, :Boise Meridian, thence South, 25 feet along the Ilast,boundary of said Section 
30, said~poitltbeing the REAL POINT OFl3EGINNINGi 
thence West, 704 ,feet; thence South 61'" West, 176 feet; 
thence:South 89 0 West, 176 feet; thence North 84° West. 176 feet; 
thence>North65° West, 352 'feet; thence North 80· West, ,176 feet; 
thence West, 352 feet; thence South75 Q West, 528 feet; 
thence South 74° West, 528 feet; thence West, 704 feet; 
thence North 45° West, 88 feet; thence North, 88 feet; 
thence North ,5° East, 352 feet; thence North 60° Hest, 704 feet; 
thence West, 176 feet; thence South '85 0 West, 176 feet; 
thence South 81° West, 352 feet to a point on the West boundary of Government 
Lot 4 of Section 19, Township 2 South, Range 40 East, B.H., said point being the 
terminus of said centerline, the above described area containing 6.67 acres, more 
or less. 
ALSO: 
Commencing at the northeast section corner of Section 25, Township 2 South, 
Range 39 East, Boise Meridian, thence South 60~ West, 4,576 feet to a point, said 
paint being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
thence South 48° West, 352 feet to a point, said point being the terminus of 
said centerline and easement, the above described area containing 0.40 acres, more 
or less. 
The total area contained within this easement being 7.07 acres, more or less. 
The boundary lines of said right-of-way and easement shall be pro1onged or 




To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
Tn Sunnort Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
"-.. --~ 
JJTor Value Received 
KENNl'.TlrPBl;I!RliONANJ} FllRN PRTllRSON, , IillU.I, nAMB ALSO 
tJiWIIAlHlbt"a,flJb IIllfelony gram, bnrg~ln, lcllnnd convoy uow 
C.,RODBRT PETERSON AND NANCY LllE PllTERSON, hu.~hand uno wi£~ 
who~c' t~rrcnt ,ddr ... is 
735 RODINS WAllO FALLS, XIlAIiO B3(.01 
~Z~293 
the granteos • the following clescrlbed ptdO\is", in nXNGllAN COUnty kii'lhol to wit; 
rOlftISJ!!!' 2 SOUTll, RANGH I,D &AS!, nO[SE NBltIlJMN, JlINCJlMI COUNTY, IDAIIO 
SECTION 19: wJ,SW" JM:tl~, LOTS 3 ANI) 4 
SECTXON 30: LO'1' 1, NFh,'NII;", NI.N~ 
$UBJECr'le: ALL elistio9 ,!tent merratiQns, easeeecU, ci9hts 0/ Uf, protecti" covenants, IOOi09 
ordinances and applicable buildiog coQe., lais and regulations. 
mO HA VB AND TO HOLD .he ,.iu !'fomi."" with .heir appurtenance, uo.o the $Did Orantee. , 
the;.ir heir$. and 3o$$1gO$ {ortvet. And tho said Grantor s do hereby covennnt to and with the said 
Grantees I thatt ho/ara the owner sin (cc simple: o( .said pfcmises~ th"'t they ilTe free from ait incumbrancc$ 
and that t hey will warran' and defend the ;arne {rom .il lawful claims whatsoever. 
July 7. 1994 
2(>~4?t~~, 
KENNETH PETERSON 
.&rATB OF IDAlIO. COUNTY OF Bonnevl!l. 
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American Land Title Co. 
EXHIBITE 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
llGREEMENT 
'.THIS "AGREEMENT ,is :maae'andentered .intothis 7~day of .>July , 
1.994,by:and·between:Kefmeth,;Penersonand 'Fern :Petersollc,husband 
and;wi'fe.,' hereincdllJ!ectiveilyxeferred 'to:a5 I~Sellers" ,and 'Robert 
Peterson 'and Nancy ':PElterson ,:husband :and I·dfe , herein collectIvely 
referred ito as·'.!Buyers." 
;wm:REAS,the ,Sellers have agreed to sell and the Bllyers have 
agreed'to:purchase'cernainreal estate located in Bingham County 
more,partictilarlydescribed below; and 
WHEREAS, theterms'and conditions of the parties'agreement on 
tlle .• seile .and'purchaseof the property are evidenced in o.ther 
documents ; and . 
WHEREAS ,the SeTlers desire to continue to make certain use of 
the property and Buyers desire that Sellers be allowed to make 
certain continued 'use of the property; 
IN CONSIDERATION of the mutual covenants entered in no herein, 
the parties agree as follows: 
1. The Sellers have agreed to sell and the Buyers have 
agreed to purchase the following described property: 
Township 2 South, Range 40 East, Boise Meridi-
an, Bingham county, Idaho 
section 19: W1/2SE1/4, El/2SW1/4, Lots 3 and 4 
section 30: Lot 1, NE1/4NWl/4, Nl/2NEl/4. 
2 • The Buyers shall convey to Kenneth Peterson an _\u 
easement in gross in the above described property for the life of .~ 
Kenneth Peterson for purposes of ingress and egress to properny not 
covered by this agreement which is owned by Sellers. This easement 
shall be considered in gross and personal to Kenneth Penerson and 
\ shall not attach to any other real estate which is owned by Kenneth 
, Peterson. 
3. In the event the Buyers should ever decide to sell 
the above described property, they shall, before offering the 
property to any other person, partnership, corporanion or any other 
legal entity, offer the property to Kenneth Peterson. Kenneth 
Peterson shall have thirny (30) days in which. to reach a decision 
whether to purchase nne property. If, at nhe end of thirty (30) 
days, Kenneth Peterson has failed to elect no purchase the 
property, the Buyers shall have the right to offer the property for 
sale no other parties. Sellers must be willing to pay fair market 
value for the property. Fair market value shall be determined at 
the time of the offer. The Buyers, if they so elect, may offer the 
property to Kenneth Penerson for less than tair market value, but 
not at a price in excess of the then fair market value. 
4. The Buyers agree they shall never subdivide or sell 
. off portions of the above described property during the life of 
Kennenh Peterson or Fern Peterson without first obtaining the 
written consent and permission of Kenneth Peterson or Pern 
Peterson. 
5. During nhe life of Kenneth Peterson, he shall have 
the right to use the livestock corrals presently located on the ~\t, 
described property or whioh may be constructed on the described JIl' 
property. This right to use the livestock corrals shall cease on 
the death of KennetlJ Peterson and is not transferrable by him to 
any other person or other legal ennity. 
6. During the life of Kenneth Peterson, he shall have 
the right to park 11is mobile home, or trailer, on the described 
property. He shall also have full right to use the facUi ties of 
the property, including power, water, sewer, etc., consistent with 
his use and occupancy of his mobile home or trailer. This right 
shall cease on the death of Kennenh Peterson and is not nransfer-
Pf:T.t"lISQ1l.J.OR.licl XWO 
1 • AGREEMENT 
IIA 1. 
rable orassignablecby him. ,The Buyers clo not assume ,'af!Y ,rsSlpon-
sibility'forany'lossor destruction ,to 'the property of 'Sene rsand 
Sei11:ersagreetoJlOld 'harmless Buyers 'for any loss or destruction 
to Se:llers' property" 
7. The terms ,and conditions of this agreement shall 
survive the closing of 'the purchase 'transaction between Sellers and 
Buyers of the above described property • 
B. This document may I at the request of the Sellers J be 
recorded in the Recorder',s Office of Bingham County and ,shall serve 
as a public record of these parties' obligations as set forth 
herein. 
9. This agreement is binding upon the heirs I successors 
and assigns of the Buyers. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this agreement 
on the dates first noted above. 
STATE OF IDAHO 












On this ~ day of July, 1994, before me the undersigned, a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared KENNETH 
PETERSON and FERN PETERSON, husband and wifs, known to me to be the 
persons whose names are subscribed to the wi thin instrument and 
ac~ow'ledged to me that they execut:'l0 the same. 
A'\ • .. " ... ,.::: '" 
/" ,,\~lrN WIT,m;:SS WHEREOF I I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
" .Q.d:':i'c;,:rai"'·i~a1.. the day and year in this certificate first above 
;.' .. ( ..;'+.... ~"'" ~ 
r;Y\'2~\~r ~i * 1 
\",'\: '~,~8',_,\,~,-<?//. 
'·fseaJ: ),) r: /,' "~",, 
.~.~~~::.~~\ .. ,\~ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonneville 
NO ary Public 
Residing at: IDAHO FALLS 
Commission Expires: 12/22/95 
S5. 
On this -1I! day of July, 1994, before me the undersigned, a 
Notary Publ ic in and for said state, personally appeared ROBERT 
PETERSON and NANCY PETERSON, husband and vlife, known to me to be 
the persons whose names are subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to nle that they executed the same. 
ll'e:r&l{!lOH • .AClfl.Hc;.1KliG 
2 • AGREEHENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF ,I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
official 'seal the day and year in thIs certificate first above 
written., 'ID'" 
l'.,.··········-'>'" .~mi~11 
j •• , J ~\O Ti\:l )'~ 'f. t, 0 ary.Pubhc 
!"i '(:real.};!- - .' p ~.. Residing at: IDAIIO FALLS 
1. '~t.l'()[}\..\C ... o 1 coromissionExpires: )2/22/95 
i,.. ;~"" '~''>'f. f' t'~:·~;""" ,/ 
", •••• I" '.t •.• ::~ ,<) _/ 
·~~i~~:~:!~ .. t~::lf'll""" 
":!r.) , 
pl!1'l!n~OIl.AaR.ff<:::::KWG 
3 • AGREEHEWf 
DIHGHAtJ GI.'Wi i i' i.ECORDEP. 
BLACiiFOCf.1[',·,!i:) : 
m: f C?2. O£f'_.~ 
94 JUL -8 Pi·j 2; 26 
HECOfWCD Ai iii~ l.:.iJu~::d v, 
...... American Land Title Co. 
EXHIBIT F 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
E.P;SEMEU.T,lNGROSSFORRURPOSE OF INGRESS AND 'EGRESS, 
THIS AGREEMENT 'made ·this . ...2I!!- .dCjyofJu~Yf ,1994, 'by ano 
between"Robert.tBetersonanct 'Nancy;Peterson, husbanaana 'wi'f~, of 
r dab 0 : Fal J:s." . IdClho I . party of then, rst part I ahd Kenn ethPeterson 
of .shelley, rdllho,party of the second 'part. 
;WITimsSETIl,thatthe ·partyof ·the'first pClrt, for themselves, 
their.'heirs;an(l;assigns ,grants 'andconveysunto the party of the 
second 'part an,easemelit ill, to ,:upon andover roadways 51 tuated 
upon thefd:r1owingdescribeClproperty: 
Tovmship~2south, Rangei40 East, Boise Meridi-
an,Bingham County, Idaho 
sect±on19: 1'11/281':1/4, El;l2SW1/4, Lots 3 and 4 
section 30: Lot 1, NE1!4NW1/4,Nl/2NE1/4. 
Said easement is given for tbe sale purpose of ingress and 
egress and it is agreed and understood that it is not to be 
construed as an 'easement given to the exclusion of the party of the 
first part, their 'heirs and assigns, or to others later granted a 
similar right. The party of the second part may, at his mm 
expense, make .repairs to the roadway as he r in his sole discretion, 
deems appropriate. 
This easement is personal to Kenneth Peterson and shall not 
attach to or run with any real property that he may own. 
This easement is granted for the life of Kenneth Peterson and 
shall cease and extinguish upon the death of Kenneth Peterson. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 
agreement. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
county of Bonneville 
the p,rti., ~ted thi> 
Robert Peterson 
y~~ 
Nancy Pe ie son 
5S. 
On this ~ day of July, 1994, before me the undersi~led, a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared ROBERT 
PETERSON and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife, known to me to be 
the persons whose names are subscribed to the wi thin instrument and 
acknowledged to me that they executed the same. 
Pt:1'£P.5Qll. E),!I.l1C I Ky'U 
EASEMENT IN GROSS 
No~ary PuJ:ilic 
Residing at: IDAHO FALLS 
Commission Expires: 12! 22/ 95 
American Land Tille Co. 
.:' ... ', .. , 
EXHIBIT G 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
' iTHlS'Pl1RCHA.SEANn~AL.J3.AQREEMEwr (the'~'Agr~e1Uent");dlit~dth~ til ~~ 
day oDJariuary /20Q~ ,'is\el1tered:intdb.tF~RN)PETI£R.SON:,· asingle,womaD,hereinafter 
' referreittbas " ,' Sel1er;" /iuJ.d ·;(iY'CI£CIIA[)~iYIS.and' yu;.'\iYEN:DANIS., :htisband 'and\wife 
(collectively . "Da~iS'~) , i(ii)',NEVIN'MURRAYand;:SHERRI:wrtJRRA Y, ,husband and 
wife (collectiveJy "Murray") ,arid (iii)DAV1I> <DAWRENCE, a , single man 
("Lawrence"), Davis, ,Murray and ,Lawrence , are he:reafter referred to collectively as 
'''Buyers:'' In conSideration of the mutual covenants contained herein the parties agree as 
follows: 
1. Agreement toPurcbase and Sell. 
1.1 Real Property. Seller hereby agrees to sell to Buyers and Buyers 
agree to purchase from Seller the following described real property ("the Property"). 
Township 2 South, Range 40 E,B.M. 
Section 30: S1I2NE; SENVV; ElI2SW, Lots 2,3 and 4. 
Township 2 South, Range 39 E.B.M. 
Section 25: SESW; SE; SENE; W1I2NW; NENW 
Section 24: S1J2SW;NESW; SWSE; NlJ2NW; N1/2SE; Sll2NE 
Section 23: E1/2NE 
Section 13: SW; SENW 
Section 26: E1I2NE1I4 
SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS: 
1. Reservations and exceptions in the United States Patent, and in the act 
of authorizing the issuance thereof. 
As follows: Excepting and reserving, also the Urrited States aU the 
phosphate in the lands so patented , and to it, or persons authorized 
by it, the right to prospect for, mine, and remove such deposits from 
the same upon compliance with the conditions and subject to the 
, provisions and limitations of the Act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509) 
AND 
Excepting and reserving, however, to the United States all the coal 
and other minerals in the lands so entered and patented, together with 
·[t11e!rjghtto ,prospectfo~·,uilil~, ~and :iemove , the 'samepursuant!to the 
··;pto.visibbsiandJiIliitatioruoftheAcfd'f,.De'cerriber,29, ". F916~'(:39 'Stat.: , 
i~t52.)~ · '.. ' . . , . ..' 
2. .An : easeme~t .iorthepU[pO.'l~ . shown.below and rights ,in6iClental 
tllereto'>as setforth'·in document: 
Granted to: · Utili Power arid Light Company 
J>Uwose: Pill51ic'Utilities 
Recorded: January:26, 1973 
Book 13, No . .177155 bfOfficial Records. 
3. Memorandum of Timber ,Purchase Agreement 
Between Kenneth Peterson and Fern Peterson and Wickes Forest 
Industries, a Division of The ' Wickes Corporation 
Recorded: August 16, 1979 
Instrument No. 2566653 
4. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental 
thereto as set .forth in the document: 
Granted to: State ofIdaho 
Purpose: Constructing and Maintaining and using road over and 
across the W112 Section 30, Township 2 South, Range 40, East and 
Wl12 of Section 25, Township 2 South, Range 39 East. 
Recorded: August 26, 1985. 
Instrument: File No. 338282. 
5. Terms, provisions, covenants, conditions, definitions, options, 
obligations and restrictions, contained in Easement in Gross for 
Purchase of Ingress and Egress. 
Recorded: July 8, 1994. 
Instrument No.: 427294, of Official Records. 
6. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights mcidental 
thereto as set forth in a document. 
Granted to: State of Idaho. 
Purpose: Use of Existing Road. 
Recorded: August 16, 2002. 
InstrumentIFile No. : 516020 
Affects: Pts SEl/4 Section 25; S1I2NE1!4 Section 26, Township 2 
South, Range 39 East. 
2 PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT 
~--.----.-.----.--------.--,-,...--------'-----'-~---------------
7 . \An. ,'ease~en(IOr;t~ewu{pose ' ShOWI! ,b~}owand . right; 'inCidcI1taJ 
. :thereto:as:set?fbrfuinta,document: ." .... 
:{Gi@t~d :tQ:;~*~t~;()tIdahb '. ' .' ...  . . .' . 
.. J?uti1()$i~:a:~oriStruct,maintainingand ;using a. road· over ' and across 
:~Uf}NW114/ .;El!ZSWl/4; . SW1/4SEl!4 /(Section 24 ... ... ·ana 
:'NBf/4NW1I4, 'oW1/2NWl/4:of Section 25 , Township 2Bouth,:Range 
39J~;a£ 
'Recorded: November 13, 2002. 
Instrunient/File No.: 519149. 
8. The Idaho 'Department of . Fish and Game Habitat Improvement 
Program Cooperative Agreement entered into the 23 rd day of June, 
1997, between the Idaho Department of Fish and Game and Ken 
Peterson ("the Fish & Game Agreement"). 
TOGETHER WITH an water rights. and ditch rights appurtenant thereto, and 
all other appurtenances and lease no.: G9312 for 160 AUM's issued by the 
State of Idaho Department of Lands ("the State Lease"). 
Seller does not warrant access to the Property. 
2. Purchase PIice. 
2.1 Amount. The purchase price for the Property is equal to the sum of 
One Million and NollOa Dollars ($1,000,000.00) ("the Purchase Price"). 
2.2 Deposit. On or before the date which is five (5) business days after 
the Contract Date (as defined in paragraph 10.12), Buyers shall deliver a fully executed 
copy of this Agreement to AmeriTitle ("the Title Company") at its office in Idaho Falls, 
Idaho. At such time Buyers shall deposit with the Title Company the sum of One 
Thousand and NollOO Dollars ($1,000.00) (the "Deposit"), wbich Deposit shan be paid 
to the party entitled to the Deposit according to the terms of this Agreement. Unless. 
otherwise disbursed, the Deposit and all .interest accrued thereon shaH be disbursed to 
Seller at Closing in payment of part of the Purchase Price. rf Buyers fail to make Ihe 
Deposit on a timely basis, this Agreement shall be void ab initio. 
2.3 Balance of Purchase Due. 
2.3-1 In addition to the Deposit, at the Closing (as defilled in 
paragraph 3.1) Buyers shall pay a sum to Seller in immediately available funds equal to 
3 - PURCHASE Ai'iD SALE AGREEMENT 
/}J./L 
' the ,4iffel-ence' · . betwe~n{W'One 1Hlll1dred 'Thous~,nd;D0l1,~s.($JOQ;Ooo.no).··.an&{ij);,the~Wn ·· 
·d(~)Jg~ ,pipQslf :a!l~JBj/al};w~re~i, thereon· 'I.pliis ;. ad~i~9n~!:sum · shal1 il1~tiP~1~~#pl~d ·a 
'PartialJR~He~se;pdce·as:describedi:iil' the ·Note jaentifieddri 'paragraph ·2 :3~2iheieafter. 
~ '," : :".".:. ' .. ' " ... .,:; ' !~ ... :-" . . - '. : . :'". •. : -. ~ ".-.. ." - - : .: (. - - - ,. :-:.' . 
. '. . ... ·2;3~~ 'f.Ph~ ;balance /oJjhe :'purchaseprice':in the amount ,8i'Nine 
.Hundr~d Thousand J?ol1~rs; and,No/l'GJO,; ($900;9'90; OQ)l~haII .· accrue interestatthe ' rate"of 
five .perc~nt : (5 %)per, " annurn ;aD.4 : shalI : be ;paid · qy'~uyers ~,'pursuant to the terIDsand 
conditionS. ora ' Promissory"Note iwhichBuyel's :' shani e~ecute and deliver' to . S~Her '("the 
Note") . The Note shalHbe:inihe form df'EXIlibif"A II ~hi6h is attached hereto ana by this 
referenceincorporatedh~reiD.. ! 
! 
2.3-3 The Note shall be secured by a good and sufficient firstposition 
mortgagewbich Buyers shall execute and cause to be recorded and then delivered to 
Seller. The mortgage shall be in the form ofExbibit liB" wltich is attached hereto and by 
this reference incorporated herein (the Mortgage") together with a first lien on the State 
Lease. 
3. Closing Matters. 
3.1 Closing. The transaction contemplated by this Agreement ("the 
Transaction") shall close at the office of the Title Company in Idaho Falls , Idaho, on April 
8, 2005, or such earlier date as agreed in writing by the parties (the "Closing Date") or 
an earlier date as elected by the Buyer and submitted to the Seller in writing. The closing 
which this Agreement contemplates will occur on the Closing Date is referred to herein 
as the "Closing." 
3.2 Closing Through Escrow. The CJosing shall occur through escrow, 
with the Title Company serving as escrow agent and closing agent for the parties, In 
connection with the Closing, each party shall deposit into escrow all oftbe documents and 
funds required of such party by this Agreement, for delivery When all conditions to the 
Closing have been met. In connection with the Closing, each of the parties or such party's 
attorney shall provide whatever instructions (nat inconsistent with the provisions of this 
Agreement) to the Title Company that such party deems necessary to enable or facilitate 
the Closing of the Transaction. 
3.3 Closing Docnments. On or before the Closing Date , the parties shall 
execute and deliver to the Title Company each of the documents and other items listed 
below. 
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. . . 3;3':11~XGrallfDeeaf'th,eDeed~:)cOnv~Yli+gtheErq~e1'0~ijl:thef6rrrl .' . 
,which'is attachecLhereto: as ,EXhiHit "Clland 'QY this referenceincorponitedhereiD . . ' .' ,' . ", ".' . ". . ... " 
3.3;;.2 The Note. 
3.3-::3 'The~Mortgage. 
3.3-4 . All documents necessary to transfer the State Lease to Buyers 
and. thereafter to grant: Seller a first Hen on Bllyers'interestlll''theState Lease. 
3.3-5 The parties shall execute Escrow Instructions to the Title 
Company. This Agreement together with such Escrow. lnstructions shall . constitute the 
directions to the Title Companywitliregard to the Closing. 
3.4 Delivery of Closing'Documents. The Title Company shall record the 
Deed and the Mortgage and shall distribute to the parties copies of the all of the documents 
listed in paragraph 3.3 when the Title Company: (i) bolds al1 of the documents listed in 
paragraph 3.3, Oi) is prepared to issue the Owner's Pcilicy called for by paragraph 6 
below, (iii) holds for delivery to Seller all cash from Buyers required to complete the 
Closing, and (iv) can record the Mortgage as a first position lien. 
3.5 Fees and Costs. Any escrow fee or other Closing-related fee cbarged 
by the Title Company (other than the premium for a standard title insurance policy or 
policies which shall be paid by Seller) shall be paid equally by Seller on the one hand and 
Buyers on the other. Except as may be otherwise provided in this Agreement, aD other 
closing costs shall be paid by the parties as is customary in Idaho Falls, Idaho. Each party 
shall bear the fees of any counsel representing such party in the Transaction. 
3.6 General Proration. Except as provided below regarding real estate 
taxes and assessments, all credits or debit items to be prorated shall be prorated as of 12:01 
a.m. on the Closing Date. Real estate taxes and special assessments, if any, shall be 
prorated as provided in paragraph 3.7 below. 
3.7 Ta."t Proration. All real property taxes and assessments, inclUding 
water assessments, pertaining to the Property for the year 2004 and prior years shall be 
paid by Seller and all such taxes and assessments for the year 2005 prorated from the 
Closing Date forward and for succeeding years shall be paid by Buyers. 
3.8 Access. The effectjveness of this Agreement is conditioned onBuyers 
satisfying themselves as to whether there is adequate access to the Property as set forth 
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below. Ifatalfytirnebefore A,pril .1) 2005 Bqyers determine'that thereisadequate access 
totheJ)IQperty,orBu,yers waiveJbiscondition,Buyers shall give wntten 'notice to. Seller 
of ' such, determination or waiverancUhe Transaction~shal1C1ose. ,:Any such notice 1s 
irrevoca~le. Ifata.tl.ytime before April 1, 2005 Buyers determine that acteguateaccess' to 
the:Property does :notexist,'thenBllyers sha11gjve wfitten notice to Seller of such 
deterniination.Insuch.event, thIs Agreement shalL be vdidab initio; all parties shall be 
relieved of all their obligations.bereunder; the Deposit and all interest .thereon shaH be _ 
returned to Buyers; ,and BuYers'shalLhave no right, title, or interest in the Property. If 
Buyersgiveno,sucbnoticeto.Seller)before:ApriI 1, 2005, then Buyers shall be deemed to 
have waived the access requirement and the Transaction shap close on the Closing Date. 
4. Property Condition. 
4.1 "AS IS ". Buyers aclmow ledge that> EXCEPT as specifically provided 
to the coniTary herein or :in the Deed, Seller bas made no representations or warranties of 
any kind or nature whatsoever concerning the Property, and Buyers acknowledge that 
Buyers are relying solely upon Buyers' own investigation in regard to all aspects of the 
Property. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN OR IN THE DEED, BUYERS 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE TRAT BUYERS HAVE BEEN INFORMED AND 
UNDERSTAND THAT SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTIES IN REGARD TO ANY 
OF THE PROPERTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED TO BUYERS, EXCEPT ANY 
WARRANTIES OF TITLE THAT MAY OTHERWISE BE CONTAINED IN THE 
DEED. THERE IS NO WARRANTY GIVEN AS TO FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR AS TO MERCHANTABILITY NOR IS ANY 
WARRANTY MADE OF ACCESS TO THE PROPERTY. 
Provided bowever, Seller does represent: (i) that Seller bas received 
no notification with regard to a release of bazardous substances on, into, onto or from the 
property under the "Environmental Laws" described below; (ii) neither has Seller received 
any summons, citation, Notice of Violation, Administrative Order, directed letter, or other 
communication, written or oral, from any governmental or quasi-governmental authority 
concerning any releases or contaminations caused by hazardous substances or violation or . 
alleged violation of any Environmental Laws; and (iii) to the best of Seller's lmowledge 
there has beenno release or spill of any hazardous substances on the Pl'Operty wltich would 
require any clean up action ill order to comply with the Environmental Laws. Buyers do 
acknowledge that the Property is ranching property and normal agriculimal Chemicals have 
been used thereon. 
The tenn "Environmental Laws" as used herein includes all current 
federal, state and local envjronmental1aws, statutes, ru]es, regulations and ordinances, 
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,prbducts , ' asbestos, ()r:asbestos'~C:OI1ta {D iggmatefGIs;:polychlormared'biphe#yls'(" PCB's") , 
radon ;gas" ,ureaform'aldehyaefoam instllatioI1 ('~lJFEI':), 'and any and aUbazardous 
substances;; haiardouswastes ,:polIutants:alltFcont3irii:nants 'regulated or coritnJlled bYal1Y 
environmentaLlaws. ' " , 
5. Special Terms and Conditions. 
5.1 Survey. Buyers may elect to have the exterior boundary of the 
Property, exclusive of the land subject to the State Lease, surveyed and if Buyers elect to 
have such survey conducted, Seller agrees to pay reimburse Buyers part of the cost of such 
survey up to the lesser of (i) one-half (\6) the cost of such surveyor (ii) Two Thousand 
Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00). 
5.2 'Commission. Buyers shall be responsible for any sales commission 
due to Rema..'C Realty or Kevin Murray in connection with the Transaction and shall 
indemnify, defend and hold Seller harmless from the same. Seller aclmowledges that 
Kevin Murray is a licensed real estate agent. 
5.3 Assignment. Prior to Closing, Buyers shall be permitted to assign 
Buyers' interest in this Agreement to a partnership or limited liability company owned and 
controlled by the members of Buyers identified herein. Except as pemritted by the 
preceding sentence, no assignment shall be permitted of Buyers' interest herein. Any 
permitted assignment shall not relieve any of Cecil Davis, Yu Wen Davis, Kevin Murray, 
Sherri Murray, or David Lawrence of liability hereunder or under the Note and the 
Mortgage. In the event that Buyers assign Buyers' interest hereunder prior to the Closing, 
each of Cecil Davis, Yu Wen Davis, Kevin Murray, Shern Murray, and David Lawrence. 
shall personally execute the Note along with the permitted assignee, or shall execute a 
personal guarantee of the Note in form and substance satisfactory to Seller's counsel. 
6. Title Insurance. 
6.1 Title Commitment. Seller has obtained a preliminary title report 
(" the Commitment") disclosing the condition of title to the Property . A copy of the 
Commitment is attached hereto as Exhibit liD" and by tbis reference incorporated herein. 
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·;tothe<qoI@:iitment;inl'the': aJ:l10unt~qf~l:hemW'chase;miiCe :and:su5}ect :to ; the ·· exc~ptions.set 
-forth the(eiri !ex-c~pt Sc4edt¥ei}3. ; , S~c,4on 2 ,Item;JO; .' ... ' 
" , ';"",~'~<'::,:".::~- ~.".: ::' ::~-:' .<~' ,:.'::" " 
. rL ..... ". )DeliveIT:·rifmossession ~'aIl(fRisk(}fLoss ; 'Possess19n6'fth~ :Prbpertyshall 
bedelivereq , to :Buyers;atfJ:he:tooe;of'theClosmg. Ifprior to·the/Closmgany · material 
damage to the ,:Property occurs through fire or other casualty, SeHer shall be .responsible 
for such loss. . 
8. 'Default. 
8~1 Buyers I Default. If Buyers default in Buyers I obligations to purchase 
the Property, Seller's sole remedy shall be to terminate Buyers r rights under this 
Agreement and to receive the Deposit as liquidated damages for such default or failure as 
Seller's sole remedy. 
8.2 Seller's Default. In the event of a default by Seller, Buyers shaD 
have the right to specifically enforce the terms and conditions hereof, or to tenninate this 
Agreement and to recover Buyers r Deposit and the interest accrued thereon. 
9. Notices. All notices required or permitted to be given under this Agreement 
shaIl be in writing and shall be given by personal delivery, recognized overnight courier 
service, or by deposit in the United States mail, certified mail, return receipt requested, 
postage prepajd, addressed to Seller and Buyers at the addresses set forth below or at such 
other address as a party may designate by notice similarly given. Notice shall be deemed 
given and received on the date on which the notice is actually received, whether notice is 
given by personal delivery, overnight courier or by mail. 
Seller: 
With a copy to: 
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Fern Peterson 
2725 E. 17th Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83406 
Stephen E. Martin 
Martin & Eskelson, PLLC 
P.O. Box 3189 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-3189 
;J31.1yers: 





DruM. ,. GUtlJrie, £sq. 
Pi 0 ,Box5061'6 
Idaho Fa]Is,ID83405-0616 
JO.IWaivers. No waiver of anY Dime provisions of this Agreement shall 
constitute a waiver of anyother provision, whetherornot s:imi1ar, nor shall any waiver be 
a continuing waiver. Except as expressly proyjdea in this Agreement, no waiver shall be 
bindIDg unless executed fuwritingbythe partymaldng the waiver. Any party may waive 
any provision of this Agreernentintended forsucb party's sole benefit; however, unless 
otherwise provided for herein, such waiver shall in no way excuse the other party from the 
performance of any of such party's other obligations under this Agreement. 
10.2 Construction. This Agreement shal1 be interpreted according to Idaho 
law) and shall be construed as a whole and in accordance with its fair meaning and without 
regard to, or taking into account, any presumption or other rule of law requiring 
construction against the party preparing this Agreement or any part hereof. 
10.3 Time. Time is of the essence of this Agreement. 
10.4 Attorney Fees. In the event that any party shall become in default or 
breach of any of the terms of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to 
recover all reasonable attorney fees and other expenses incurred by such party in 
connection with such default or breach. 
10.5 Binding Effect. This Agreement and all instnunents or documents 
entered into pursuant hereto are binding upon and shan inure to the benefit of the parties 
and their respective Sllccessors and assigns. 
10.6 Further Assurances and Docnmentation. Each party agrees in good 
faith to take such further actions and execute such further documents as may be reasonably 
necessary or appropriate to fuHy carry out the intent and purpose of this Agreement. 
10.7 Time Periods. ]f the time for the performance of any obligation 
under this Agreement expires on a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, the time for 
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" p~rformance~Shall:beextended to; the next succeed~ga~yw hich)s· not;a~Satur.d~y ,SUndC).y 
oiJegaUiqmf~Y· · ..;.. .... '.' ... '. .'. . 
<>.," ,. ':-: . " '~ . 
.. '1Q:8 .Headings. The.headingsof:t1iis .Agreementaref~E ;purposesof 
f{;!ference onlyana .shal1 ·not Jinritordefmethe :meanmg : df-:~yprovisi0ii :-dLiliis 
Agreement. ' . 
10.9 .. Einth'c Agreement. This Agreement, tOgether with ,all 'Exbibits 
refen:ed to herein,w1#cb. :aremcorporatedherein ,aridmade 'Rpart hereoi',by reference, 
coristitute the entire agreement of the ,parties pertaining to the 'su5jectmattercontamedin 
this AWeement. NostlPplement, modification or amendment of this Agreemen.tshaD be 
binding unless in writing and executed by Buyers and Seller. 
10.10 Survival. Each of the terms and provisions of this Agreement shall 
survive the Closing and the delivery of the documents of transfer. 
10.11 Brokerage Fees. The parties represent one to the other that no 
brokerage fees or commissions are due upon either the execution or performance of this 
Agreement except any fee due to Kevin Murray which shall be paid by Buyers as stated 
in paragraph 5.2. 
10.12 Deflnition of Contract Date. The term "Contract Date" as used 
in this Agreement refers to the date on which Buyers and Seller have each actually 
executed this Agreement. If Buyers and Seller do not execute this Agreement on the same 
date, the Contract Date shall be the date on which this Agreement is executed by the 
second of Buyers and Seller to sign. The Contract Date mayor may not coincide with the 
reference date appearing on the cover page or on the fIrst page of this Agreement. 
10.13 Counterparts; Accep~'lnce by Fa."" , This Agreement may be 
executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original but a11 
a f which together shaD constitute one of the same instrument, with the same effect as if' all 
parties had signed the same signature page. Any signature page of this Agreement may 
be detached from any counterpart of this Agreement and reattached to any other 
counterpart thereof. Facsimile transmission of any signed counterpart of this Agreement 
and retransmission of any signed facsimile transmission, shall be the same as delivery of 
an original counterpart of this Agreement. 
10.14 Paragraphs. ,,"J1 references herein to paragraphs are to paragrapbs 
of this Agreement. 
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~10~J5Joiitt; and · SeverruLiability. . TheobHgations creach df Cedl 
Da~is,'YuWenDavis, :Kevin'Murray, Shen+Mu.rray; . an{j David'Lawrence"liereundercai:e 
'. joinf andsevenil. . .' '. . . 
10.16 Idiiho,EishandGame Agreement. A copy oftheBishand·Game 
AgreemenLis:attachedheretoasExliiblt "E"and ,C?ythis reference made part hereof. 
Bu,yershereby assume all obligations df the Cooperator under the Fish and Game 
Agreement and agree to indemnify and hold harmless ' Seller from any liability under the 
Fish and Game Agreement. . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement as 
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. Date: 
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County of Bonneville .' ) 
iOuiliisJ.!/- day Of:;JaI1Df!ift . ,'2005, • before me, ,the undersigned Notary 
• Public in: and for saidstate " personal.!y appearedFER1'LPETERSON, lmown oddentified 
to Tll~to bethepersonwbosename is 'stibscfibedto the within instrumentand 
acknowledged tome tbatshe executed the same. 
"TN WITNESSWHBREOF, r have here1ll1to set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the dav.and year in this certificate first above written . 
. \\11\\11 nml/II/I. ' 
\\\\'\ ,:-N, GAU 1//4/. 
~.~ ......... ; c.c~ .;:0'& ,.... ···.:47~ 
~ '"'" ." ~~ I.)...:.,? 
f /'~OTARy\ ~ 
1 J{S~~~G .L I 
~ \. . ... S 
~U").."" ·,"0 ~ .;. .. /-1...:. ......... 0- ~ 
"1/// IE c;:- \D~\\\\" 
Illlll!.liiil\\\\\ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS, 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this.& day of ~ ~~~j , 2005, before me, the undersigned Notary 
Public in and for said state~y appeared CECIL DAVIS and YU WEN DAVIS, 
husband and wife, known or identified to me to be the persons whose names are 
subscribed to the within :instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate fIrst above wri .., . 
11
7
.. jjRu'M. GUTHRIE 
:,. Notary Public 
'\: i l (seal) State of Idaho . ~~::.;;;-- ' iNiJiiiiij~~~---~- " " 
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Re" gat: ,~ ~ . 
3 .... p..o5""" 
, , 
, , ' .... 
. "s'" rr.;''T)E'kO' F·\I>D'· ~· ,A'HO '.:). 
: :~. f.l';t1.;l.:,. - :A~' ,L 'oM. . 
"" . :.:' .. :';,.,. ..... .) . 
':", , .:.' ...... , .'.:.. ' .. .,.:,'·SS. 
County{of2Bonneville'} .. ' 
.. riJIl/P;~l1~<4Y'o~U~" ... .. · . ·.,200?"befQn,'~e,.~eundersjgne~'NOtary 
PublicTin:~~D(r;for. isaia ~ S-:, ,!perSCfaIlY ' ~1?pe~red 7K~~fiV ';NJ{URRAY 'and ;!SHERRl 
TY.f(JRRAW;i~husbandianq \Wife, .. kllown.()iidentifjed,t6:meto ·be'the:persons'whose .. names 
ire stibscrib~(Uo:the withll:lanstrurrlent andaclmowledged· to me that they ·. executed the . , . . . . . ' . - ' . 
same. 
IN WITNESSwHERBOF, Ihave hereunto:set my band and affIXed my cifficial seal 
the day andyearintliis . certificate fITSt : above written. 
On thisa~ay of ,2005, before me, the undersigned Notary 
Public in and for said state, pe onally appeared DA VlD LA VVRENCE, lmown or 
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 
aclmowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year :in this certificate first above written. 
. i'"e
o 
DRU ~J. : IJTHRlf 
Notary Public 
teal) SiHie cftdaho 
", ---:,:~;;;;;;;;;;;;';;;;;;;~~ ~ ::.. --
o 
Resid· g at: ..,.....~ fii?(;., :s 
My :5-'? -os-
S ;\Joycz' sMyFilcslscm-clicntsI0767IAgrecment·Purchnse&Sale(J aD10D5). wpd 
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EXHIBITH 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
/1 , I r 
GRANT;DEED 
~.J)Nlllr:ffmJESr{f -' 
l'JIISJNDENTURE ismade·rhls""7~d!!-Y oft)qJp..12~ ,2005 •. by , 
FERN:PETERSONof;Bonnc.viUecounty,' State ofIdAbo. the ·Gr.uuo~. ~ and P.IUV ATE ; 
WlLDERNltSS,·LLC.anlclaho lhniredliabilityc:omp;my. whosem9iling address is clo 
KevinM:u.rray, lSOl E. I1thStreeI,ldabo FaUs. l'daho 83401, the "Grantee." I, 
WITNESSE'l'fl, that tbe Gmntof, for and in cO.tl3ideration of the sum of Ten 
DOIJa:rs(S!(}.OQJlawfulmoneyofthcUnitedStares of America, and other good and 
valuable consideration, to me Gr.ulloxinnand paidi)y the Grantee. £he receipt whereof is 
.hereby acknowledged. bas !,'I'anted. and by these ptesen.rs does gnmt and confirm unto the 
Grantee, aDd to Grantee's successors and assigns forever. all of the following described 
property in the County ofBingbam, Stite of Idaho. to~wit; 
Township Z South, Raoge 40 E.B.M. 
Section 30: Sll2NE; SENW; Elr.2SW, Lots 2,3 and 4. 
Township 2 South, Range 39 E • .E.M. 
Section 25: SESW: SE; SENE; WlI2NW; NENW 
Section 24: SIJ2SW;N.ESW; SWSE; Nl12NW; Nlf2SE; S1I2NE 
Section 23: Ell2NE 
Section 13: SW; SENV\' 
Section 26: ElI2NE1/4 
StIBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING MA'ITER.S: 
1. Reservations and exceptions in the United States Patent, and in the nee 
of authoriziDg the ~'IlaD.Ce thereof. 
As follows: Excepting and reserving, also the United States all the 
phosphate in the lands so patented , and to it. or persons authorized 
by ill the right to prospect for, mine. and remove such deposirs from 
the same upon compliance with the cooditions and subject to the 
provisions and limitations of !he Act of July 17) 1914 (38 StaL., 509) 
AND 
Excepting and reservmg, however, [0 fhe United States all the coal 
and other minerals in the lands so entered and patented. together with 
the dght to prospect far. mine, and remove the same pursuant to the 
" 
provisionsandlimi[atioIlSoftb.e Act ofDec:cmber 29.J916 (39-Smt., 
862); '.' . . " 
z. An,ca.sement{orthe .purpose shown below and rights incidental 
thereto' as set forth ; lrdfocnment: 
Grantcil'to; 'Utah,Powcr amI Light Company 
PllrPOse~ :Pnblie'''(Jlilities 
RCcoTded:]anuary 26,1973 
BOOk 13.No~ 'In ISS'of Official Records. 
3. MemorondumofTimbc:r Purc~e Agreement 
Between Kenneth ' Pet~rson and Fern Peterson and Wicke.<; Forest 
InClU9trics. a DiviSion of The Wickes Corporation 
Recorded; August 16.1919 
Instrument No. 2566653 
4. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental 
thereto as set forth in the document: 
Granted to; State of Idaho 
Purpose: Constructing and Mainulining and using road over and 
across the W1I2 Section 30. Township 2 South, RHnge 40. 'wt nod 
.Wll2 of Section 25. Township 2 South> :Range 39 East. 
Recorded: August 20, 1985. 
Instrument/FiJe No.: 338282. 
5. Terms. provisioD~, covenants, con<litioDS, definitions. optioIlS. 
obligations and restric~ion(O. contained in Eru:ement in Gross for 
.Purchase of Ingress and Egress. 
Recorded: July 8. 1994. 
Instrument No.: 427294, of Official Records. 
6. An easement for the purpose shown below and right~ mcidenml 
thereto as set forth in a document. 
Granted 10: State of Idaho. 
Pnrpose: U:re of Existing Road. 
Recorded: August 16, 2002. 
insttUnlentJ File No.~ 516020 
Affects: Pts SEI/4 Secrion 25: S1I2NE1I4 Section 26, Towriship 2 
South. Range 39 EasL 
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7.An.··~ement •. for 'thcpurpose ',shown • below and .rights incjdcntal 
'Ihereto;as, set:forth' in a. 'document: 
. GTImtetlHo:;State,:ofldallo ..... ' . 
Purpose;Constn,pi, 'rnajxl6tinmg.and using .a rond over ant! across 
NE1I4NWl!4.EI125Wfl4; · ~1/4SE1I4 Section 24 and 
N'E1/4NWl/4, Wl'12NWl/4ofSection25, Township 2 South, Range 
39 Easr. 
Reco,f(led~ _ November 13, 2002. 
InstrttmentlFile No;: 519149. 
8. The Idaho Department of . Fish and Game Habitat Impwvemcnt 
Program Cooperative Agreement entered into tbe 23M day of June, 
1997, between the Idaho Deparcment of Fish and G-dIlle and Ken 
Peterson. 
FURTHER SUBJECT [0 all existing casements or c.Iaims of easements. palen1' 
reservations. rights of Wily, protec:tive covenants, zoning ordinances, and applicable 
building codes. laws and regulations,; encroachments, overlaps. boundary line disptlles and 
oiliormat:teTs which would be disclosed by an accurnre survey or inspection of the premises 
and subject to the condition that Grnntot does not warrnnt access to Ihe properlY dellcribed 
het'cill, 
TOGETHER with the tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto 
belongjng or in anywjse appertaining. and any reversjons, :my remainders. and rents, 
i.ssucs and profits therefrom, and an water rights and dirch rights appurtenam thereto; and 
all estate, right. title and inlerest: in nnd to said property, as well in law as in equity, of the 
Granl.Or. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, the premises aud the appurtenances onto the Grantee. 
amI to Grantee's successors and lIssigns forever. 
In construing this deed and where the comcxr so requirc::s, the singUlar im:ludos the . 
plural. 
IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, Ihe Grantor has execured tID!: instrument the day and 
year fU'St above wrjtten. 
J - GRANT DEED 
STATE OF !DAltO ) 
) 55. 
County of Bonneville ) 
On the"'1t2- day of Dc+e>~/ .2005, before me, fue undersigned notary 
public in a.n!lior said ScaTe, personally appeared m~P£mlWON, known or identified 
to me to bclhc ... person whose nrum: i<;·· subl>cribcd to the within Grant Deed. and 
acknowledged 10 me that she executed tIle same. 
559363 
;\ - GRANT DJ35.D 
EXHIBIT I 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 






~ F.A;CSI ~vin:E 
' . ,. ;'(208)C522i4295 .- ,' " - .-, ' .\ 
Ron L. Swafford, Bsq. 
Swafford Law Office Chartered 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
M~yJ5, 2007 
Via Fax: 208-524-4131 
RB: Private Wilderness v. Robert and Nancy Peterson 
Dear Ron: 
As I have indicated in past telephone conversations my clients see no problem with your 
clients going to their property and working on their fence. 
I discussed this issue with my clients and they certainly understand the need for your 
clients to construct and repair fencing. 
If you have any questions concerning this, please feel free to contact me at your 
convernence. 
KWG/nm 
pc Robert and Nancy Peterson 
Sincerely, 
SIMPSON ' GAUCHA Y 
Kent W. Gauchay 
Attorney at Law 
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('208) S2:l.-\~ 
As I have indica'tCd in past -.lephone .......... v~ am;; xny clicn:ts see no problem VIli:th your 
clients going 'to their property aDd ~g on ~.
I OiscusseQ. ttris issue ~th ZDY c::.liJc:D;tis. and. ~ ~ly understand 'the :need :for your 
clicn~ 1;0 construct and rc>pair :fi:>nc::ii .... g 
Hyou have any quostiooats COD~g1lbis~  .feel free 'to con'tact me at your 
convanicn.ce .. 
~GA.UCHA.Y 
-~ :K.en.1: "W _ Gaucbay ~ 
.A:tu:Jrnc:y at L.a.""" 
K.V'VG/>=Y1. 
pc Rob=t and Nancy P=crson 
EXHIBIT J 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
/lC-,Q 
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, · :irEEEPHONE 
· \ (~O~ii~~~20,OO . 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq. 
SWAEFORD:LAW OFFICE CHARTERED 
5 25NiIlth: Str~et 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
. . . 
M(ii22,2007 
Via Fax: 524-4131 
Private Wilderness v. Peterson 
Dear Ron: 
Apparently there is some confusion regarding the lock on the gate, I told you that I 
thought the only lock on the gate was the one placed there by your clients. There is a lock still 
there that needs to be removed, which my clients thought was placed there last Fall by your 
clients, The lock that your clients most recently removed was the Peterson lock. That lock needs 
to be returned to the gate, There are others that need access to the property that unlock the 
Peterson lock to gain access. This includes Gerald Kelley, Larry Jacobsen, and the Petersons' 
realtor, This is the same lock that your clients were given a key to last year. I presume they still 
have a key to that lock so if they will replace the lock removed everyone should be in good shape. 
So that the necessary people can have access to my clients property the new lock installed by your 
clients has been removed and I am returning it with this letter. 
My client tells me the chain needs to be replaced, and he will be doing that in the near 
future, So that other lock does need to be removed, I hope this clears up all confusion on the 
lock issue, I do think all parties can see the need for the gate to remain locked, and so if you can 
get your clients to put back the Peterson lock that was removed it would be appreciated. I think 
with the reinstallation of that lock everyone that needs access will have a key. 
In order to avoid what happened last year, if your clients intend on going to the property 
for any purpose other than fencing and cattle ranching would you please have your clients let 
Petersons know, That way there will be no confusion. Robert was at the site last evening and 
told me this morning that it doesn't appear any fencing has been done, Robert tells me that unless 
the fence is completed any cattle placed on your clients property will naturally migrate onto 
Peterson property. I trust no cattle will be moved onto the property until the fence is completed. 
. " F:I';CS.IM:Illil 
(20~)'S22~4295 
, - ",.;".:'--. ", 
pc: Robert Peterson 
·.Smcerely, 
Kent W. Gauchay 
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*** SEND SUCCESSFUL *** 
S~ & GAUc:s:A Y 
A.:~.vs ..... ""iI"~ 
4!n" .NOR.'ZH·CAP..rTAL A~:.tJr'rE. 200 
POST,~.BQX.:J1[)48.4 
~ F~ :1DAH.O 'a:3~1iU 
S'W'AFFORD LAVV OFF.lCE crIAR."T'RRET> 
525 Nim:h S= 
Idaho Falls. l:D 83402 
Dear Ron: 
Apparenrly there is &<nne co~ regar.ding 1:he lock on 1:he ~e, r 1:01d you t:ha1: I 
mougln the only lock: on me ga:" .. -..vas 1tbe ODe p&aeed. :.t:her.c by your clients. There is II lock still 
there 1:bat: needs "to be reunovccl. ~ DIY cli.conIs ;tlnw"t '>NBS placed there last: Fall by your 
cJie.ns. The lock: 1:hat: your clients :lnost: ~~ ...vas the Pct:crson lock.. Tba't lock needs 
'to be returned 1:0 the gal:e. Th.cn:: are 01:bcr:s .ms.: need. .tSQCIeSS '1:0 the proper1:y tha1: unlock the 
Peterson lock 'U) gain access. This in.cludc& GeaIld.K.aUey. l...a%Ty Jacobsen,. and the Petersons' 
rcalt:or. This is 'the BlUne lock t:ha1: your clieo<rts --=rc giv...",;II. key "to las1: year. I prcsun:>e ti>.c:y .still 
have ... key '1:0 1:hat lock so if"thcy --uI replace 'tihc 'Jock reznovcci everyone . should be in good shape. 
So "that "the :necessary people can have access 1:0 n>y diCUl;& proper1:y "the nevv lock: :iQst:allccl by your 
client:s has been Tcoznovedand I an:t rc:t:urDing it: vvith DIis letter. 
~y client: t:ells n1CO "the c:bain needs 1:0 be r....,.ecood. and he --uI be doing that: in t:he :ru::ar 
fUture. So tbat: other lock: does need 1:0 be ~ I h.o,pe tiDs clears up all confusion on the 
lock issue. I do dUnk all partiC5 can see "the need.:flar I:bI:o l!JtKe t:o ren:JaiD locked. and 50 if you c:a:n 
,set: your clien1:s to put: back 'the P=arsc>:n loclc t:bat: ~ ~ved it: vvould be: appreciated, I 'tbin.k 
"With t:he reinst:allation of "that lock: """eryoDC ~ a.ocds.a.ccess vvill have IX. key, 
In order u:> "",aid .".,ba~ happened Ja:st: yaaxz::. if'your clien1:S ilnend on going to t:he property 
for any purpose other than fencing and caU:Jc =--nhiqg ~d you please have your clients let 
Pel:ersODE .k::novv. T.ha:: vvay there -uJ be: no cou:fi.asion.. JRobert vvas at: 'the 51= last: evening and 
told %De this ro.orni>:>e 1:ha't it doesn't: appear any :fienc;;ng bas bc:cn dane. R.obert: tells IDe t:ha.t unless 
thco ten.ce is cOD>ple'ted any cattle placed. ... your- cIic:a.l:s property vvill nat:ura1ly znigrat:e onto 
Peterson propert:y. I 'trUst: no cat:tle -an be ~ CN:IU> ~ property uzrtil the fonce is coznplet.ed. 
T!U..J!:P.Hc>NE 
(2a.) :s.:.tS-.2000 
F .... cSDt.c!TTE 
(2oe).:!i22~ 
EXHIBITK 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
r7~~ 
CRAIG W. SIMPSON 
KENT W. GAUCHAY 
,'SIMPSON;&/G:AUCHAY 
'iATTORNEYS·ATllAW, 
'497 NORm CAPI'FAL'AVENUE,,'SUITE'200 
'POS'z: Q1i'llICE'BO:lC' 50#4 
IDAHO FAILS; IDAHO f34(l5..0484 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq. 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE CHID. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Via Fu: 524-4131 
Private WiltiemeJrt; l'. Peier.son 
Dear Ron: 
I wanted to let you know that Robert Petersoo: ~ntly received a letter from the Idaho 
Department of Lands informing him that the state grazing leases were going to be cancelled 
because of non-payment. The only leases he is aware of would be the ones that were acquired by 
Private Wilderness. The Petersons tell me that last year they got the same call and notified Private 
Wtlderness and assume it was taken care of 1 am not sure why the Department of Lands 
contacted Robert, unless Mrs. Peterson was contacted :.ikst and she referred them to Robert. At 
any rate I thought I should let you mow that payment needs to be made on the leases. 
I want to reiterate that if your clients vnmt ~. across my clients' property to fix fence 
or operate a cattle grazing operation my client will rot have a problem. In fact your clients have a 
key to the gate. We do not believe we have to grant them access on side roads etc. Once they 
cross over my clients' property they can get anywhere ~ need to go on Private Wtlderness 
property. 




























06-29 02: 36pm 
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*** SEND SUCCESSFUL 
S~SON .& GAVC.HA.Y 
.A~...s:-~ 
48'7 NOR."'%'B c::.AP'l:T'AL..A.~ .. ~::zoo 
POS ~
D::JAHOPA.Ll..S. ~ ___ 
R.onald L. S-wafi"ord... Esq. 
S"",a£ford. :r..a- Ofiice Chtd. 
Ken:t: W'. GauGbay 
*** 




IF YOU ARE NOT R.EC:s:rv::IN"G .A. CL..E.AR.. ~.P'Y OF T&-llS DOCt.J.MENT OR. .AR.E NOT 
RE:CEIVI:NG ALL ~TERIALS TB..ANSM1t1£:ED,. .P.LE:.A..SE CONTA.CT us AT (208) 523-
2000. 
TH7S .w:ES'&4GE IS IJVX.E:NDED ONLY FOR 7'HE :c.p!E pr :;ruE IN.l2Tf7DUdL TO 7!'f7'TQ.M' IT IS 
AD.DRE.S'.<iEP AND CONTAINS TNFP.RM4XTQN THA"1C l'Si .eR.ry7Z EGE.l? CO.NE7.D.l£NTZAL. AND 
.EX:lHt4PX FRQM .D.lSCLOSURE rTNT?BR .A.f"PLICtIIRk f' 7..,AJY: .IF' YOU A..R.E NOT ::r:rIE .INTENDED 
REc:::LPIENT,. OR ::r:rIE .E:l:ld:PLOYEE OR. A.GENT ~~FOR. D.EL.TP':Ei:RING :r.FI.IS ..IId'ES'SA.GE TO 
:r:EIE INT.EN:DED .RECZP.lENT. YOU A..R.E .~r :NO:Jr.J!:FZ.li T.i':L<l.T ANY lJN"A.UTF:TO.RIZED 
DISCLOSURE. DIS'S'EA4ZNATION,. DIs:rR..lBv:zr:roN OR: COP.YZNG OF T.EnS CO~C4.:r.TO.N IS 
STRICTLY PROF.T.T.B.r.rED. IF YOU HA. P:E: .RECEIVED :r:;F;US' CO.ll.4ll4l:.T.N:CA.T.ION IN .E:.RROR.. PLEA.S.E 
NOT.LF.Y us ~.IA.TELY BY T.El:...EPHO.NE;. AND .RE~ TETE ORIGIlV.A..L .A4ESSA.GE TO D'S AT 
::r.Fi£E .ABOVE ADD.R.ESS ~ XF.TE u.s. .PO.ST.AJ.I.. SERY.ZC::E:. 77i':TANK you.. 
EXHIBITL 
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
Il {'_/\ 
CRAIG W. SIMPSON 
KENTW. GAUCHAY 




• POS1l0mGE BOX'50484 
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO: 83405:.0484 
JuIy26,.2007 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE CHARTERED 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 






My clients, Robert and Nancy Peterson have.as:ked that I contact you on their behalf As has 
been indicated in previous correspondence, my cliems me willing to grant your clients access across 
their property for purposes of constructing and maintaining a boundary fence as well as conducting 
a cattle grazing operation. Unfortunately, your clients !have not done any fencing or cattle grazing. 
It is getting increasingly dry in the area _ my clients are becoming more and more 
concerned by the lack of grazing ofthe Private Wiliif:l!Dess property. They believe that the lack of 
grazing is creating a substantial fire danger that O1)Wd significantly impact my client if any fire 
started and got out of control. 
Additionally, my clients find it more and more difficult to utilize their property until your 
clients have constructed the fence on the boundary. Mydient has finished his portion of the fencing 
but has seen no effort by your clients. Please aooept this letter as written notice under Idaho Code 
§ 3 5-103 that your client must complete the fence or my client will do so and demand reimbursement 
for the cost. If my clients are required to construct the fence, I understand they will have a lien 
against the Private Wilderness property. 
I would appreciate if you would discuss these matters with your clients. 
Sincerely, 
SIMPSON & GAUCHA¥ 
~~2aa~_ -;'Io!'-(--.._ """""""'~ 
Kent W. Gauchay { ____________ _ 
Attorney at Law 
KWGich 
c: Robert Peterson 
f70/. ,..,17 
:;:~~'T {:~., .......... ~ '. ;;.:~~ ,'.':.~ ,./\ 
}-qc)" f,il.if·~ '1H~;~~1'f'{&iJ~"l : .. ;~B:'~~99',\ ·~~ .• ~. 
;~\''',~:>\''::~ 
--;"-::; :.. ''-_'';',: ''':: '\~ "'. '~'i. 
""~;~,?'\r&·-~-t~{~r,iCf. -'. -- . - 0:-> 
-<;'-' "'ri~~ i' _) :io'i~f7joT"',-~ti:36pm " ,,:, .,. ", 
Jo ... 1._.' . n.-. um. - ~I( ' 
Da~e ..•. ~ .... 
j . 








CRAJG '\IV. STMPSON 
KEN"'7' \\.I. OAUCHAV 
592 
R.onald L. Svvaffbrd. Esq. 
--:Te CH i n'e ;,:H 2085224295 -








*** SEND SUCCESSFUL *** 
SIlY.lPSON &. _GA-t..!TCHA Y 
ATTOaNBYS AT ,LAW 
497 NOR.'T"H' CAPfTALAVEtNUE. SUJ"T".2.200 
POST OPAce sox 50484 
u:>A.HO ·PAl....L.S~ IDAHO 83405-0484 
July 26. ,:zJ{U.07 
S'VVAFFORD LA V\T OFFICE CHARTERED 
S2S Ninili Street 





(2.08) .!I23 .. 2QOO 
f""ACSU""fl1..e. 
('208) S2.;i.-4Z!l5 
~y cli=>.ts. Robert: and NancyPe1:er:sc:au.ha_at&k=d lhat I COZ11:ac1: you. on their bch.a.L:f" . .A.s has 
been Fdicated in previous oorrespondence. ~cili-e:ailS ....:e.....,ilLi:ng 1:0 grant your cl:ien.ts access across 
-.:heirpropcrty.for purposes or constructing and:z:naintaoiSllimt.g a boundary renee as ""ell as conducting 
a catt:fe grazing operation. Unfort:u:natcly. ;youxc:lien-.:s !bave not: done any rencing or cattle gra,zing. 
1 It is getting increasingly dry in me area aad lIIIl!Y clients arc becoxnmg more and n::lore 
con.ccrncd by ilie lack: or grazing of the PrivlUlC ~ property. Tbey believe -.:hat the lack of 
g:razi;q.g is creating a substantial fire ~g= -.:bat c:auld significantly iJ:npact TrlY client: ir any :fire srart:cr and. got OUt of controL 
Additionally. :nxy clients find it %nOn. and. lIIIMX'e difficult to utilize "their prop~ until your 
clients bave consttuctecl ili", fence on "the boUDda.ty. :M:ycllicn't has finished his portio= of-.:he fencing 
but J:uu; Been :no effort by your cliconts. Please -=>cc;pt: -o:.is :ic:1:tcr as vvrinen notice under Idaho Code 
§3S-103 fuRt your client n>'US1: coxnplcte the :fi:::IDIce ar~cJj=u vvill do so and demand reixnbursen>cnt 
for the cost:. If ray clie<nts arc required 1:0 ~ 1iaa:> 1ibnce. I understand -they vvill have a lien 
against me Private 'VVilder=css property. 
I vvould appreciate if you vvould di_lhesc:"",,_ners vvit:h your clieIns. 
Sincerely. 
s:IllIod:J>SOJ:o;r &: G-AUCHA. Y 
~~7';" 
Kcntvv-. Gauchay { ____________________ _ 
Atton:J.ey at Lavv 
KVVG/ch 
c; .R.obc::rrr "P ..... or8~ 
1cPw-07 
Dec. 10. 2009 3:40PM S ord Law 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone; (208)524-4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Defendants, ThirdJpartyPlaintiffs 
No. 1511 P. 2/12 
7Ur.\Q orr ! 0 AM 3: 45 _" v) ..-V ! 
, ~' • _, H-" ~'-" 
of ;,~>-t,:" F- ,j .. =~~::- h 
;~ _./ I ~_~ "'""n ____ f T 
.,-----,,-
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR' BINGHAM COUNTY 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VB. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN .DA VIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
JOHN DOES 1-20; 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability ,company; CECIL DAVIS. 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
Third-party Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Case No.: CV-07-3163 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL 
Third-party Defendants. ~ (j 3 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
Dec, 10. 2009 3:40PM ford Law No.1511 p, 3/12 
COMB NOW the Defendants by and through their attorney of record, Swafford Law Office, 
Chartered and here by object to Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal based on the 
following: 
I.RC.P.41(9.)(1) 
Plaintiff's Motion for Dismissal is based on the improper rule, LR.C.P. 41(a)(1)requires 
a Notice of Dismissal to be filed before an answering document or with a stipulation of all 
parties involved in the litigation. Answering documents have been filed and there is no 
stipUlation between all the parties. Therefore I.R.C.P. 41(a)(1) is improper. 
l.R-C.P.41(a)(2) 
Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal should have been file pursuant to LR.e.p. 
41(a)(2). This rule states, "Except as provided in paragraph (1) of this SUbdivision of this rule j an 
action shall not be dismissed at the plaintiff's instance save upon order of the court and upon 
such terms and conditions as the court deems proper." Ifthis Court is to consider Plaintiffs 
Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, it must be pursuant to I.R.C.P, 41(a)(2). 
HUnlike I.RC.P. 41(a)(l). a motion to dismiss under LR.C,P. 41 (a)(2) is not a matter of 
right, but is discretionary with the trial court both as to [1] whether a dismissal should be 
allowed, as well as to [2] the terms and conditions to be imposed if allowed." Dep 't a/Health & 
Welfare v. Housel, 140 Idaho 96,102,90 P.3d 312 (2004). Vlhen detennining whether to dismiss 
and what provisions to impose, "this rule provides the trial court with vast power subject only to 
an abuse of discretion standard." Wood v, City a/Lewiston, 138 Idaho 218, 227,61 P.3d 575 
(2002), 
()jll]:(("l'TON ANn MRMORANDUM IN OJTPOSITJ~~ ~LAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
Dec. 10. 2009 3:40PM ord Law No.1511 P. 4/12 
OBJECTION TO VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL 
Defendants object to the Court granting the dismissal of the Plaintiff's case based on the 
infonnation provided in the Motion for Voluntary Dismissal filed by the Plaintiff. The claims 
stated in Plaintiffs motion are unfounded and not required for the Court to rule on the motion. 
Additionally, a dismissal by the court would prejudice the Defendants' interests in this matter. 
The Court has discretion, as noted above, to grant a voluntary dismissal and if granted, 
the tenns upon which dismissal is granted, "The purpose of the court's discretionary authority 
under this rule is to insure that the court pays due regard to the interests of both the plaintiff and 
defendant; dismissal of the plaintiff's action must not unfairly jeopardize the defendant's 
interests." Parkside Schools, Inc. v. l1ronco Elite Arts & AthleticsJ LLC 145 Idaho 176, 178, 177 
P.3d 390,392 (2008). 
Defendants have filed a Third-Party Complaint against Robert and Nancy Peterson. In 
this Third-Party Complaint, Defendants seek indemnification from the Third-Party Defendants 
for any damages in the original complaint. IfPlaintiffis allowed to dismiss its action, Defendants 
may not have a claim against the Third.Party Defendants, requiring a dismissal of the Third-
Party Complaint. This dismissal could result in an award of attorney fees and costs against 
Defendants! causing a substantial prejudice of Defendants , interests. 
Defendants therefore request the follOWing conditions and te1mS set on the voluntary 
dismissal of the Plaintiff's Complaint: 
1. A dismissal of the Plaintiff's complaint pursuant to I.R,C.P 41(a)(2). 
2. The dismissal is with prejudice. 
du5 
n"RmrnnN ANT) MFMO'RANDTTM TN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
De c. 10. 2009 3: 40PM ford Law No. 1511 P. 5/12 
3. The finding and order of this Court that, by virtue of the complete dismissal of 
Plaintiffs complaint as requested by Defendants in responsive pleadings, the 
Defendants are the prevailing party in the original action against Plaintiff. . 
4. That upon dismissal with prejudice of the Plaintiff s Complaint, the Third-party 
Complaint is dismissed. 
5. All attorney fees and costs that may be requested by the Third-Party Defendants be 
the responsibility of and awarded against the Plaintiff. 
These tenns and conditions would effectively remove all prejudicial impact from the 
Defendants, permit the voluntary dismissal of the Plaintiff's Complaint and a. complete 
resolution of tho case. Each of these terms and conditions is well within the scope of the Court's 
discretion to impose for a dismissaL 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal as currently requested is improper and cannot 
be granted. Plaintiff's motion could be granted under LR.C.P. 41(a)(2), except for the prejudice 
to the Defendants by such an order. If the Court exercises its discretion by imposing the 
requested tenns and conditions with the dismissal, Defendants would not be prejudiced and the 
matter may be dismissed. 
Dated this ;i!f.;ofDeoombet, 2009. ~*--Larren K. Covert, Esq. 
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered 
Attorneys for the Defendants 
OlHRC'T10N AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPO~i!TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTlON FOR 
Dec.l0. 2009 3:40PM ord Law No. 1511 P. 6/12 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am an attomey licensed to pravtice lawin the State of Idaho, that I have my office 
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and con'eot copy of the foregoing 
document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Donald Harris, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &: Crapo 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Creamer 
Givins Pursley 
601 W. Bannock St. 
POBox 2720 
Boise, ID 83701--2720 
Dated December 10, 2009 
o US MAIL 
'FAX (108--513--9518) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
o US MAIL 
l!fFAX (208 ... 388--1300) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
~ ~
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered 
Attorney for the Defendant 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPO~(fN~O PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
Dec. 10. 2009 3:40PM S ford Law 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
Attorrieys for Defendants, Third~party Plaintiffs 
No. 1511 P. 2/12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR'BINGHAM COUNTY 
FERN PETERSON, a. protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRl MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
JOHN DOES 1-20; 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability ,company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRl MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
Third-party Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Case No.: CV-07-3163 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL 
Third-party Defendants. a {p \j 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITIW T(f'PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
Dec. 11. 2009 4:57PM S ord Law 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No, 1657 
R. James Archibald) Esq.) Bar No. 4445 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Defendants, Third"party Plaintiffs 
No. 1553 P. 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BINGHAM COUNTY 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERlU MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
JOHN DOES 1-20; 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS) husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRl MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
Third-party Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Case No.: CV-07-3163 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO THIRD PARTY 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
PERMISSION TO APPEAL 
Third-party Defendants. f} (j q 
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, ' 
COME NOW the Third-Party Plaintiffs by and through their attorney of record, Swafford Law 
Office, Chartered and here by object to Third-Party Defendant's Motion to Appeal. 
ISSUES 
Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Appeal seeks to stay the case and allow the Third-
Party Defendants to appeal this Court's prior order denying their Motion to Dismiss. Third-Party 
Defendants claim that substantial grounds exist for a difference of opinion on controlling 
questions of law and that a pennissive appeal will advance the orderly resolution of the litigation. 
The permissive appeal requested by Third-Party Defendants is not one where substantial 
grounds exist for a difference of opinion and will not advance the orderly resolution of the case~ 
given the current status of the case. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The Idaho Supreme Court recently stated, "Rule 12 appeals are only accepted in the most 
eXceptional cases with the intent to resolve substantiallegul issues of great public interest or 
legal questions offitst impression." Aardema v. U.S. Dairy Systems, Inc., 147 Idaho 785,215 
P.3d 505, (2009). It further stated, HThe intent ofI.A.R. 12 is to provide an immediate appeal 
from an interlocutory order if substantial legal issues of great-public interest or legal questions of 
first impression are involved. II Id. 
ARGUMENT 
While the requested appeal does include questions of law, these questions are not ones of 
first impression. In fact, this Court thoroughly reviewed existing case law and applied it to all 
arguments in the Motion to Dismiss. The questions are also not ones of great public interest as 
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they apply to a very particular set of facts in tlris case. In the Aardema case, the Supreme Court 
accepted that permissive appeal based on confusion regarding the application of the economic 
loss rule, ld. The Supreme Court even noted the District Court's comments from its ruling 
requesting guidance from the Supreme Court to clarify this issue. Id. at Footnote 1. 
As noted in the Third-Party Defendants Motion for Appeal and Motion for 
Reconsideration, the central issue at question in the Motion to Dismiss was of claim preclusion 
based on the previous stipulation of the parties. The legal analysis of this stipulation is based on 
contract law, an'issue that has long been litigated and tremendous case law exists. 
Third.Party Defendants) arguments that a pennissive appeal in this matter will advance 
the orderly resolution if the case is also inaccurate. A Motion for Voluntary Dismissal has been 
filed by the Plaintiffs in this matter, which should resolve the litigation completely. If the Motion 
for Voluntary Dismissal is granted, the only remaining issue would be that of attorney fees and 
costs. Resolving this remaining issue does not involve "lengthy and expensive litigation" 
contemplated by Third-Party Defendants, The resolution ofthis case will only be lengthened and 
additional fees and costs incurred if this maiter is appealed. 
CONCLUSION 
Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Appeal does not an exceptional case requiring the 
unusual posture of a pennissive appeal, The permissive appeal would only lengthen the litigation 
and stall a resolution of the matter, The requested appeal also does not contain a question of great 
public interest or a question of first impression. Therefore the request should be denied so this 
case may be completely resolved. 
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Dated this Ii aay of December, 2009. 
No. 1553 p, 5 
en K Covert, . q. 
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered 
Attorneys for the Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofIdaho, that I have my office 
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Donald Harris, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &; Crapo 
p.o. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Creamer 
Givins Pursley 
601 W. Bannock St. 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701--2720 
oUSMAIL 
~AX (208,,523.-9518) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
oUS MAIL 
IlIFAX (208~388~1300) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
'0 COURTHOU BEOX 
Dated December 11, 2009 
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SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
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R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Defendants, Third-party Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BINGHAM COUNTY 
FERN PETERSON t a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON t 
Plaintiff, 
VB. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERR! MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
JOHN DOES 1-20; 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERR! MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
Third.party Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-parry Defendants. 
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COME NOW the Third.Party Plaintiffs by and through their attorney ofrecord, Swafford Law 
Office) Chartered and here by object to Third-Party Defendant's Motion to Reconsider. 
ISSUES 
Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration seeks to amend this Court's 
previous order on two grounds; 1) the Court committed error in its analysis of claim preclusion 
and 2) the Court committed error in its detennination of the meaning of"a11 claims." 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
On appeal, the Supreme Court evaluates a trial court's decision on a motion for 
reconsideration for an abuse of discretion. Van v. PortneuJMedical Center, 147 Idaho 552,212 
P.3d 982, 990 (2009). The Supreme Court has stated, "In reviewing whether a trial court abused 
its discretion, this Court applies a three-part test) which asks whether the district court: (1) 
correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) acted within the outer boundaries of that 
discretion; and (3) reached its decision by an exercise of reason." Id. 
In reviewjng a motion for reconsideration, the trial court considers the correctness of the 
interlocutory order, Barmore v. Perrone, 145 Idaho 340) 179 P.3d 303,307 (2008). In this 
reView, the burden is on the moving party to bring to the attention of the court any new facts that 
bear on the COll'ectness of the interlocutory order. Id. the burden is not put on the trial court to 
search the record for new information that might change the facts established. Id. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
In its orderj the Court established the relevant facts as they pel.iain to the actions involved 
in the original Motion to Dismiss and need not be repeated herein. Third-Pmy Defendants 
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attempt to argue a different set of facts in their Motion to Reconsider. The major difference is in 
the statement of the claims in the "2009 Indemnity Suit or Third-Party Complaint in CV -2007-
3163." The claims in the 2009 Indemnity Suit are that Third-Party Defendants are liable for any 
damages that might arise out of the underlying "2007 Foreclosure Suit" against Third-Party 
Plaintiffs. 
This Court correctly identified the claims and issues in the actions concerning this 
Motion for Reconsideration. Third-Party Defendants' recitation of the claims in their motion do 
not present any new evidence or facts, but merely state arguments. 
ARGUMENT 
RES JUDICATA AS CLAIM PRECLUSION 
Res Judicata as Claim Preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties upon 
the same claim Or upon claims l"e1ating to the same cause of action which might have been made. 
Order Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss pg, 7 quoting Ticor Title Company v. 
Stanion 144 Idaho at 123, 157 P.3d at 617. 
As noted in this Court's Order; the issues in the "2009 Indemnity Suit" are not the same 
as those addressed in the "2006 Easement Suit." Most notably, the "2009 Indemnify Suit" does 
not seek to establish an easement but assumes an easement and interference thereof Order 
Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss pg. 9. Additionally, the "2009 Indemnity 
Suit" seeks the Third-Party Defendants to indemnify Third-Party Plaintiffs for any judgment 
rendered in the "2007 Foreclosure Suit." This indemnification was not and could not be 
addresses in the "2006 Easement Suit" as the damages which ~hou1d be indemnified were not 
realized at that time or part of the same nucleus of facts. 
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This Court acknowledged that the two underlying cases are connected, they were and are 
two separate and distinct lawsuits.ld. As noted in the Order Denying Third-Party Defendants 
Motion to Dismiss, even counsel for Fern Peterson stated that the "2006 Easement Case" must be 
determined before the 442007 Foreclosure Suit" could be detennined. Id. 
In order to have a Motion to Reconsider granted, the moving party must show that the 
previous order of the court is improper, In their Motion, Third-Pmty Defendants have failed to 
show any new inf01mation that the previous order of the Court is improper. Third~Party 
Defendants only re-assert their previous arguments on claim preclusion. All of these arguments 
and the underlying facts were known and addressed by the Court in its Order. Without additional 
or new infonnation, Third-Party Defendants Motion tQ Reconsider must be denied as the 
previous order of this Court is proper. 
2006 EASEMENT SUIT STIPULATION 
Third~Pmiy Defendants' second argument on reconsideration is that the COU1t improperly 
applied the "all claims" portion of the stipulation in the 2006 Easement Suit to the claims in that 
suit. As is noted in both the order and the Motion for Reconsideration) settlement agreements are 
construed pursuant to contract rules. Order pg. 11, Motion for Reconsideration pg, 10. 
Third-Party Defendants argue that the language of "all claims" should be interpreted as 
applying to all possible claims between the parties, including the indemnification claims raised in 
\ 
the "2009 Indemnity Suit.'J The Court stated that the "all claims" provision applied only to those 
claims settled in the settlement agreement and the "2006 Easement Suit." 
"If the language of the contract is plain and unambiguous, the intention of the parties 
must be deteID1ined from the contract itself" Mihalkct v. Shepherd 145 Idaho 547 at 551, 181 
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P.3d 473 at 477. The language in the settlement agreement, when taken as a whole. is clear and 
unambiguous. The settlement agreement resolves those claims in the "2006 Easement Suit" only. 
There is no mention of any other claims or cases within the settlement agreement nor in any of 
the record or previous agreements for conclusion of the ff2006 Easement Suit." Third-party 
Defendants only seek to expand the settlement agreement outside of that document and thereby 
add additional telms to the settlement. 
As noted above, in order to have a motion for reconsideration granted, the moving party 
must show that the previous order of the court is improper. This must be done by shoeing new 
infOlmation or facts that would change the previous order of the court. In arguing thejr position 
on the previous stipulation, Third-Party Defendants have presented no new information, only 
reargued their previous position that the stipUlation should apply to the claims raised in the 
"2009 Indemnity Suit." This Court has appropriately evaluated the previous stipulation of the 
parties and applied correct law to determine that the stipulation did not address indemnification 
claims and therefore does not bar the claims in the "2009 Indemnity Suit." Without any 
additional information, the Third-Party Defendants Motion for Reconsideration should be 
denied. 
CONCLUSION 
Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration fails to show this Court any new 
information or facts that would invalidate the previous order, Likewise, the motion fails to show 
where the Court applied incorrect law or applied the law incorrectly. The Motion for 
Reconsideration is only are-argument of the previously denied theories of Third-Party 
Defendants. 
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The Order Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss was correctly considered 
and rendered. This Court properly analyzed the applicable claims and arguments and properly 
determined that the Third-Party Plaintiffs' claims are appropriate. Therefore the Motion for 
Reconsideration must be denied. 
'Ii?-
Dated this /.L day of December, 2009. 
Attorneys for the Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofIdaho, that I have my office 
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Donald Barris, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &; Crapo 
p.o. Box 50130 
Idaho Fails, ID 83405 
Michael Creamer 
Givins' Pursley 
601 W. Bannock St. 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701--2710 
(/,tl 
Dated December )(2009 
o pS MAIL '-
nfFAX (208--523--9518) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
opSMAIL 
~AX (208~388"1300) 
o HAND DEIlVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
Larren . overt, E . 
Of Swafford Law Office, Chatiered 
Attorney for the Defendant 
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Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #72 8 8 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W, Bannock st. 
Post Office Box.2720 
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff: 
v. 
PRIV ATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRA V, 
husband and wife; DA VID LAWRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants_ 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company~ CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-Part Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 
ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' 
RESPONSE TO OBJECTION AND 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL 
TlIIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' RESPONSE TO 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR VOLUNTARY 
DISMISSAL- Page: 1 /) \7/ 
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Thil'd ... Party DetendaIlts Robert Puterson and NalleY .P<~terson (the ~'Petersorm~'), by and 
Mc)fionfOf Voluntary Df.mJ.issal dated December 10) 2009. 
PetersOllS do not objeot to Pl.aintifFs motiotl to dismiss the Comphlinlnor 
Defc.ndulllj'Illird··Pflrty PlailltifIl;' Pl'opt)sal to dismiss their Thi.rd-Pm'!.y Compl,iint tiS it appears 
tht".-'I'e are no ias\leg remaining to 'be litigated OIJ the mer.its as bel:w{~e!l Plaintiff and. Deft-mdallts 
und dismissal of the Third-Patty CQrnplaillt lllso i8 heil'l.g sought by t!:it: PetcfS()US. P".terSO.Ilfi 
request fhis Court dismiss the Third Party-Complain! with prejud.ice. Given the conflmndcd and 
shifling posturf: lyfthe ca.se) Pctersom reserve the dght to state iill'thcr amI altellla:tive positl{'ms 
on the pendin.g motions and ohjec:tio116 us theil' interests mflY require. 
Respectftllly submitted this 14th day of Decenfber) 2009, 
GIVENS J'URSLEY LLP 
1t1'" (.,1/1 f,JI'/~ /" '\ ~ l I/~, // ,.. ........ _ .... ,.,,') fl~c:.:~ ... ,.?bttl!l...4Ll ... fr~::., . .f:"z· ~.-f-.."" 
M. ~ .AEL C. CREAMER 
Attorneys./br .Third·.Party DeJendant~' 
Robert and Nr.mcv Pei(mxm 
" 
THIRD·PARTY.lH;F~iNDAN'fS Rom-;R:r ANn NANCY Plrn:RSONS' RI1:SPPNSr.: TO 
(n.\.J.!,~C'J10N ANn MEMORANllUM IN o:r.POSfrlON TO PLA1NTmii~$S MonON FOR VO(.{JNT ARY 
/7 O/) 
CE"RTIF1CA'fE OF'SERVICE 
1 hereby cernly that on. the 14lh dfty ofDe,~embcri 2009, a true and correct c~P:V of the 
fbregoh'lg wall served upon the f:ollowltlS individuHl(s) by the rneilOS indicated: 
R(malcl L Swdxord 
8WAFfi()!W LAW OFFIC.r1~ C.HARTglU~l) 
525 Ninth Stmet 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attorneys Df!fi!mltmt,)YT'hin/~Pl.zrty Plail1t({f.\' 
DO.tlald L, Harri~l 
K~lrI.R D(~okor 
H01-J)EN~ KrDWEU., HAHN & CnAIJO. P.L.L •. C, 
1000 Riverwalk Dr.) Ste. 200 
.P.o. Box 501.30 
Idaho .Fulls~ ID 83405 
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Donald L. Harris, ISB # 1969 
Karl R. Decker, ISB #3390 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone 208-523-0620 
Facsimile 208-523-9518 
Attorneys for Fern Peterson 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH WDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, 
through her conservator, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PRIV ATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS and 
YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRA Y and SHERRl MURRA Y, husband 
and wife; DA VID LAWRENCE; JOHN 
DOES 1-20; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-3163 
AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL 
COMES NOW PlaintiffF ern Peterson, a protected person, by and through her guardian, Paul 
Peterson, and amends her previous Motion for Voluntary Dismissal Pursuant to Rule 41(a)(1) 
LR.C.P., requesting that this matter be dismissed with prejudice pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 41(a)(2), and that such further proceedings under this motion be considered pursuant to 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(2) and shall be entitled Plaintiffs Motion for Dismissal 
Pursuant to Rule 41 (a)(2) LR.C.P. 
DATED this JU~ay of December, 2009. 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.c. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that I served a copy of the following described pleading or 
document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the 
correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof on this IS-O day of December, 2009. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: MOTION FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO 
RULE 41(a)(1) I.R.C.P. 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
Swafford Law Office 
525 9th St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Michael Michael C. Creamer 
Givens Pursley LLP 
PO Box 2720 
Boise,ID 83701-2720 
(I"" ) First Class Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( 1") Facsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(I"" ) First Class Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(I") Facsimile 
( ) Overni ht Mail 
Id L. Harris, Esq. ~ 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.c. 
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Donald L. Harris, ISB # 1969 
Amanda E. Ulrich, ISB #7986 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
] 000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone 208-523-0620 
Facsimile 208-523-9518 
Attorneys for Fern Peterson 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, 
through her conservator, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS and 
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRA Y and SHERRI MURRA Y, husband 
and wife; DA VID LA WRENCE; JOHN 
DOES ]-20; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-3163 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO RULE 
41(a)(2) I.R.C.P. 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fern Peterson, a protected person, by and through her conservator, 
Paul Peterson, and submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Dismissal 
Pursuant to Rule 41 (a)(2) LR.C.P. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(2) states, "Except as provided in paragraph (1) of this 
subdivision of this rule, an action shall not be dismissed at the plaintiffs instance save upon order 
of the court and upon such terms and conditions as the court deems proper." As Defendants note 
in their Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, 
"The purpose ofthe court's discretionary authority under this rule is to insure that the court pays due 
regard to the interests of both the plaintiff and defendant; dismissal of the plaintiff s action must not 
unfairly jeopardize the defendant's interests." Parkside Schools, Inc., v. Bronco Elite Arts & 
Athletics, LLC, 145 Idaho 176, 178, 177 P.3d 390, 392 (2008). Defendants interests will not be 
prejudiced by the dismissal of this action. 
Defendants' main objection to Plaintiff s motion to dismiss appears to focus on some alleged 
prejudice to Defendants' interest in Third-party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson. However, 
Defendants' interests would not be prejudiced by the dismissal of this case with regard to 
Defendants' action against Third-Party Defendants. Plaintiff is not requesting that the Court dismiss 
this action in its entirety. Rather, Plaintiff is requesting that the Court dismiss this action only as to 
Plaintiff s claims against Defendants. Defendants may, at their option, wish to continue to pursue 
their action against Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson. However, such decision 
does not affect Plaintiff s cause of action, nor is it of Plaintiff s concern. 
Additionally, with regard to whether Defendants' interests will be unfairly jeopardized by 
the dismissal of this action as to claims by Plaintiff, Plaintiff is the prevailing party in this matter and 
would be entitled to seek attorney fees from Defendants. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( e)(1). 
Defendants, as the non-prevailing party, would not be entitled to any attorneys fees from Plaintiff. 
Plaintiff brought this action to enforce the terms of the Mortgage after Defendants defaulted on 
several provisions. Pursuant to Paragraph 27 of the Mortgage, Plaintiff is entitled to an award of 
attorneys fees resulting from an action to enforce such Mortgage. After Plaintiffbrought this action, 
Defendants cured their default of the Mortgage and Plaintiffs subsequently filed a Notice of Cure 
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of Defaults. Thus, Plaintiffis the prevailing party and Defendants would not be entitled to attorneys 
fees from Plaintiff. 
Further, Defendants have consistently alleged that this action was brought to assist Robert 
and Nancy Peterson in the lawsuit brought by Private Wilderness against them. Such allegation is 
unfounded and untrue. Given the prior position of Private Wilderness that the action should not have 
been brought, their objection now appears disingenuous. 
Based upon the foregoing, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court dismiss this matter 
with prejudice, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(2), because Defendants' interests 
will not be unfairly j~lzed by dismissal of Plaintiffs action against Defendants. 
DATED this day of December, 2009. 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that I served a copy of the following described pleading or 
document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by maiGnK.Or by facsimile, with the 
correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof on this _(~ __ ( dhay of December, 2009. 
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By ___ -,---DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERR! MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVIn LAWRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
PRrv ATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; and DA VID 
LAWRENCE, 
v. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-Part Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
REPLY TO PRIVATE 
WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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Third~party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson (the '~Petersons"), by and 
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby file this Reply to Third-party 
Plaintiffs' ("Private Wilderness") Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party 
Defendants' Motion/or Reconsideration ("Private Wilderness's Objection") dated December 11, 
2009. 
A. There is no requirement that new evidence be presented on a motion for 
reconsideration. 
Private Wilderness wrongly asserts that Petersons' Motton/or Reconsideration a/Order 
Denyz'ng Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and Memorandum in Support ThereoJfilcd 
November 18, 2009 ("Motion for Reconsideration") is infirm because Petersons did not provide 
"additional" or "new" evidence. Private Wilderness I 5 Objection at 3-5. On this very question, 
the Idaho Court of Appeals has held that "the aosence of new evidence accompanying [a] motion 
for reconsideration d[ocs] not, standing alone, require that the motion be denied." Johnson v. 
Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 473, 147P.3d 100, 105 (2006),1 The Court explained; 
a rule requiring new evidence on a motion for reconsideration would be a cause 
for concern ... [because i]t would prevent a party from drawing the trial court~ s 
attention to errors oflaw or fact in the initial decision, precluding correction of 
even flagrant errors except through an appeal. 
ld. Such is the CElSe here, Petcrsons raised errors oflaw fUld fact in the Court's resjudicata 
(claim preclusion) analysis and interpretation of the parties' release of "all claims." As held by 
the Johnson Court, these types of errors are appropriate to i'aise in a motion for reconsideration 
under Rule 11 (a)(2)(8) without providing new or additional evidence. 
I Tbe ldaho Supreme Court has nol addreslletl this qUc:l~tion. AocordinglYI the Court of Appeals' holding in 
Johnson is controlling, 
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B. Private Wilderness includes collateral estoppel arguments in its res judicata 
(claim preclusion) analysis. 
As discussed in Petersons' prior briefs to this Court on it Motion to Dismiss and Motion 
for Reconsideration, the Third Party Complaint is barred by the doctrine of res judicata (claim 
preclusion), not res judicata (issue preclusion) (aka "collateral estoppeI").2 Nevertheless, Private 
Wilderness discusses collateral estoppel in the section of its brief entitled ~'Res Judicata as Claim 
Preclusion." Sp~cificl:111y) Private Wilderness cites the Court's collateral estoppel analysis for the 
following statements: 
As noted in this Court's Order, the issues in the "2009 Indemnity Suit" are not the 
~ as those addressed in the "2006 Easement Suit." Most notably, the '2009 
Indemnify [sic] Suit' does not seek to establish an easement but assumes an, 
easement and interference thereof. Order Denying Third-Party Defendants I 
Motion to Dismiss pg 9. 
Private Wilderness's Objection at 3 (emphases added). The Court's statements that the issues 
"are not the same" and that the 2009 Indemnity Suit "assumes an easement" are contained in a 
paragraph that ends as follows: "Therefore, the Petersons have not shown that Private 
Wilderness's Third Party Complain[t] is barred by res judicata (issue preclusion), Order at 10 
(emphasis added). Neither Private Wilderness's statements quoted above, nor those statements it 
attributes to the Court, are applicable to res judicata (claim preclusion) or to Peterson's Motion 
for Reconsideration. 
C. Private Wilderness could have and should have raised its indemnification claim 
in the 2006 Easement Suit, despite its assertion that damages had not yet been 
"realized. " 
Private Wilderness states that the Third Party Complaint's indemnification claim "was 
not and could not be addresses [sic] in the '2006 Easement Suit' as the damages which should be 
2 To help avoid confusion between the doctrinOB in this brief, PetcfSOnB usc tho tenll "res judicata (claim 
precluSion)" to refer to that doctrine, and the tenn "collateral estoppel" to refer to res judicata (issue preclusion). 
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indemnified were not realized at that time or part of the same nuoleus of facts." Private 
Wilderness's Objection at 2, This is unpersuasive for several reasons, 
Fh'st, although it is not clear what Private Wilderness means by HreaHzed," its assertion 
that potential damages "were not realized, II does not preclude the application of res judicata 
(claim preclusion), Perhaps Private Wilderness intends "realized" to mean that it could not have 
predicted that damages would be sought by or awarded to Fern Peterson in the 2007 Foreclosure. 
If so, this simply is not the case. Fern Peterson filed her Com.plaint initiating the 2007 
Foreclosure Suit on December 17,2007, while the 2006 Basement Suit was pending, In its 
Answer filed seventeen months before the final order ill the 2006 Easement Suit. Private 
Wilderness stated, as an affirmative defense, that "All damages alleged by the Plaintiff are 
attributable to penmm over which the Defendants have no control and for which Defendants 
cannot be held accountable"-a clear reference to Petersons and their alleged wrongful 
interference with the alleged easement. Private Wilderness knew damages were at issue in the 
2007 Foreclosure Suit and it could have, and should have, raised its claim for indemnification in 
the 2006 Easement Suit. 
On the other hand, perhaps Private Wilderness intends 'Irealized" to mean that the 
damages sought by Fern Peterson in the 2007 Foreclosure Suit had not yet been determined 
while the 2006 Easement Suit was pending. If so, it is of no consequence because there is no 
practical or legal requirement that damages be detennined prior to obtaining a judicial 
declaration that one party should indemnify another. See Hartman v, United Heritage Property 
and Cas. Co. I 141 Idaho 193, 199, 108 P.3d 340,346 (2005) ("a duty to defend or to indemnify 
can be decided in a deolaratory judgment action prior to the resolution ofthe underlying 
lawsuit"), 
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Private Wilderness seems to argue that resjudtcata (claim preclusion) does not apply 
because Private Wilderness)s claim for indemnification against Petersons depends on whether 
Fern Peterson would prevail in the 2007 Foreclosure Suit. This is not the case. As stated 
numerous times in Petersons' prior briefings, Private Wilderness)s indemnification claim in the 
Third Party Complaint must stand or fall on the determinations of (1) whether the alleged 
easement existed, and (2) whether Petersons wrongfully interfered with it-Leo the same claims 
raised and resolved in the 2006 Easement Case. The outcome of Fern Peterson's claims against 
Private Wilderness will detelmine whether a default has occurred and whether Private 
Wilderness is liable for damages as a result. It will not determine Whether Petersolls should 
indemnify Private Wilderness for any such damages. 
Contrary to Private Wildemess's assertion, it could have sought indemnification in the 
2006 Easement Suit without knowing whether it would be liable to Fern Peterson for any 
damages, and it should have brought its claim for indemnification because the same facts are 
necessary to prove that claim as were necessary to prove Private Wilderness's claim for relief in 
the 2006 Easement Suit. 
As this Court is aware, the 2006 Easement Suit has been resolved via settlement between 
the parties and upon judgment entered by this Court. Private Wilderness now seeks to obtain 
more favorable relief than it negotiated and settled for in the 2006 Basement Suit by trying to 
litigate the same set of facts in the 2007 rndemnity Suit. In essence, Private Wilderness "split its 
cause of action 80 as to obtain a further bite at the apple." Kootenai Elec. Co-op., inc. v. Lamar 
Corp., 219 PJd 440 (2009). As held by the Kootenai Court, "[a] primary purpose of the res 
judicata doctrine is to prevent just such an occurrence." Id., citing Wing v. Hulet, I 06 Idaho 912, 
916,684 P.2d 314,318 (Ct. App. 1984) ("the rule against splitting a claim applies even though 
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the remedies or fonn of relief demanded in one suit are different from those demanded in 
another. ") 
D. Private Wilderness compares the wrong cases in its resjlldicata (claim 
preclusion) analysis. 
Private Wilderness continues to confuse the cases l'elevant to res judicata (claim 
prelusion) in its assertion that "the two underlying cases are connected, they were and are two 
separate and distinct lawsuits." Private Wilderness's Objection at 3. As pointed our in 
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Petersons l Motion for Reconsideration, the correct cases to compare are the 2006 Easement Suit 
and the 2009 Indemnity Suit, not the 2006 Easement Suit and the 2007 Foreclosure Suit. 
E. The 2007 Foreclosure Suit does not depend on the ou.tcome of the 2006 Easement 
Suit. 
Petersons disagree with assertions that the 2006 Easement Suit had to be detennined 
before the 2007 Foreclosure Suit could be. Private Wilderness's Objection at 3. It should be 
noted at the outset that Private Wilderness IS assertion that "even counsel for Fern Peterson stated 
that the '2006 Easement Case' must be determined before the '2007 Foreclosure Suit' could be 
determined" is not an accurate statcment.3 Fern Peterson's counsel actually stated: 
Further, Plaintiffs have differed [sic?] in pursuing this matter pending the 
outcome of a dispute between Private Wilderness and Robert Peterson with the 
Department of Lands concerning access to properties related to this action. This 
Plaintiff has been advised that until such resolution is complete, that it may be 
premature to proceed with the trial on this action. 
MOliollto Aller Pre-Trial Schedule at 2, 2007 Foreclosure Suit (filed Nov. 26, 2008). Fern 
Peterson's counsel clearly was not referring to the 2006 Easement Suit, since that case did not 
involve a dispute with the Idaho Department of Lands. Accordingly, Private Wilderness's 
3 Private Wilderness statos that the Court's Order noted this, but this is not accurate either. The Court 
stated "Fern noted that until the issue of Private Wilderness's acoess to the Purchased Property was complete, 
proceeding to trial in the 2007 Mortgage Suit was premature." Order at 10, citing Motion to Alt.er Pre-Trial 
Schedule at 2, 2007 Foreclosure Suh (filed Noy. 26, 2008). 
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portrayal of statements made by Fern Peterson's counsel is inaccurate; nothing in the statements 
actually made supports Private Wilderness's argument that the 2007 Foreclosure Suit depends on 
the outcome of the 2006 Easement Suit. 
It also should be noted that Petersons do not believe that the relationship between the 
2006 Easement Suit and the2007 Foreclosure Suit is gennane to the analysis of whether res 
judicata (claim preclusion) bars the indemnification claim brought by Private wilderness against 
Robert and Nancy Peterson. The relevant casos to compare for res judicata analysis are the 2006 
Easement Suit and 2009 Indemnity Suit, both of which have been brought by Private Wilderness 
against Robet1 and Nancy Peterson. 
Nevertheless, Petersons feel compelled to point out that the defaults alleged in the 2007 
Foreclosure Suit do not depend on Private Wilderness's claims about the existence of the alleged 
easement or Petersons' alleged wrongful interference. The 2007 Foreclosure Suit involves 
default of a mortgage and prays for foreclosure of that mortgage; it does not involve the 
existence of an easement or any actions by Petersons. To the extent that "Private Wilderness's 
ability to access the Purchased Property ... had to be determined before the mortgage issue [in 
the 2007 Foreclosure Suit] could be fully addressed," Order at 10, by stipulation and final 
judgment in the 2006 Easement Suit Private Wilderness waived its right to have those facts 
detennined. It is bound by that decision. 
In summary, Private Wilderness raises no good argument as to why it could not or should 
not have brought its indemnification claim in the 2006 Easement Suit where the same facts 
regarding the same alleged easement and same alleged wrongful interference by Petersons were 
concluded. As such, the doctrine of res judicata (claim proclusion) bars Private Wilderness from 
bringing the Third Party Complaint's indemnification claim. 
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l''' Privab~ Wijderness'li nd.mission tbat tbe ~'llU claims" release .·esolves aU claims ill 
th(! 2006 .Ensemcnt Suit t)]'ecludes it from bringing its Third Party Complaint. 
In aocordance wlth tho Court's fil1dirlgst Private Wilderness asserts that ·~The ~ettlell1el1t 
ag:n~ernent resolves those claims in the '2006 Eusement Suit' only .. " Private Wilderness's 
Objeotim1 at 5. As discussed in their Motioll lor Roconsiderniion, .Petersons disagree that "all 
claims" is so limited. How6ver~ ruther thaIll'eitemte all their argumcltts on this subject, 
Petersons herein Incorporate by the arguments raised in their prior briefl:1 to this COUl't. 
At the same timel even if Private 'Wildcmess and the Court are correct ill their 
il1tcll'!'etat.ion of the release, Pdv~!te 'Wilderness stiH is barr(.."£l ii'om bl'inging its indemnification 
olaim against PetersOllS because thut claim depends 011 the claims rnised M4.t~1~lUi~. in the 2006 
EaS'~1DeIlt Casc·· ... :Ilamely, whether the alleged easement existed and w}lcther Peteraons~ 
wrongfully interfered with it Privute Wildo11lcSS cannot simply "assume:' the existetlCe of an 
easement (If wrongful interi'erence with its 'use. Put simply, Privute Wildernesfi cannot obtain the 
relief they request in the Third Party Compl"int (i,e. indemnificatiol1) without proving these 
claims, Accordingly, eVCllllndcl' the Court's and Private Wilderness's illterpretation of the "all 
claims" releuse, the Third Party C()~plaint should be: dismissed, 
Respectfully submitted this 1 ill day of December, 2009, 
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DA Vln LA WRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS) husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY} 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON} 
husband and wife, 
Third-Part Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
REPLY TO PRIVATE 
WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO 
APPEAL 
'D11''P'f.'V 'T'f) P~TVA'T'T<' WTT,nRRNR~S;PS On.JJU·"TION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
'. 
Third-party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson (the HPetersons"), by and 
through their attorneys of record, Given.s Pursley LLP, hereby tile this reply to Third-party 
Plaintiffs' ("Private Wilderness") Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party 
Defendants' Motion/or Permission EO Appeal ("Private Wilderness's Objection") dated 
December 11, 2009, 
A. An immediate appeal is appropriate because the Court's Order involves 
controlling questions of law as to which there are substantial grounds for 
difference of opinion and an immediate appeal from the order will rna terially 
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation. 
According to tA.R. 12(a), pennission may be granted to appeal from an interlocutory 
order ifit involves a controlling question oflaw as to which there is substantial gl'Ound for 
difference of opinion in which an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the 
orderly resolution of the litigation, 
There are two controlling questions of law at issutl here: (1) whether resjttdicata (claim 
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preclusion) bars Private Wilderness from bringing its Third Party Complaint; and (2) whether the 
parties' stipulated release of "all claims" in settlement of a prior lawsuit precludes Private 
Wilderness from bringing its indemnification claim against the Petersons. To avoid repetition~ 
Petersons refer the Court to the discussion of this factor contained in their Motion for Permission 
to Appeal filed November 16, 2009. 
In addition) it is clear that an immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly 
resolution of the litigation by detennining whether Petel'sons should be parties and whether the 
district court must address the claims raised in the Third Party Complaint. IfPetersons are 
dismissed from this case, the two remaining parties can focus their litigation and settlement 
efforts on each other. In addition, if the Third Party Complaint is dismissed, the Court need not 
determine facts and issues involving an alleged easement and Petel'sons' alleged wrongful 
tH,'tlTVT(\ P1H\JA.T11' wn.mf.RNF.r.1~'~ OlUlf.r'l'JON' ANn MEMORA.NDUM IN 
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interference with that easement-facts and issues that are completely unrelated to the underlying 
cause of action brought by Fern Peterson against Private Wilderness. 
B. Private Wilderness cites a standard used by the Idaho Supreme Court that is 
inapplicable to this Court's determination under Rule 12(b). 
Private Wilderness argues that IIRule 12 appeals arc only accepted ill the most 
exceptional cases with the intent to resolve substantial legal issues of great public interest or 
legal questions offirst impression." Private Wildorness's Objection at 2, citing Aardema v. U.S. 
Dairy Systems, inc., 147 Idaho 785,215 P.3d 505 (2009) (emphasis added). By its express 
language however, the Aardema Court's standard applies only to the Idaho Supreme Court's 
detelmination of whether it will "accept" an appeal by pennission under Rule 12(c) and (d); 
Aardema does not apply to the district court's detelnlination of whether it will approve or 
disapprove a motion for permission to appeal under Rule 12(b). 
Rule 12(b) expressly states that a motion for peITIlission to appeal filed with the district 
court shall be filed "upon the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rulen-i.e. on grounds 
that it "involves a controlling question oflaw as to which there is substantial grounds for 
difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may materially 
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation." It is this standard alone that the district court 
must use to determine whether it will app1'Ove or disapprove Peteraons I request for pClmission to 
appeal. This standard is met here. 
Rule 12( c), by contrast, requires a party to request the Supreme Court's "acceptance" of 
an appeal by permission, and Rule 12(d) gives the Supreme Court the authority to enter an order 
"accepting" the appeal. The standard in Aardema expressly applies to the Supreme Court's 
detennination of whether to '~accept" an appeal by pennission under Rules 12( c) and (d)~ and is 
not the standard to be used by the district court in determining a motion under Rule 12(b). 
REPLY TO PRIVATE WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
C .. Even jf standards other than those expressly stated in Rulc12(a) apply to this 
Court's determination, those standards favor appro\,ing permission to appeal. 
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The Aardema Court cited Budell v.Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 4, 665 P .2d 701,703 (1983) (per 
curiam) rOl' the standard cited by Private Wilderness. However, neither the Aardema Court nor 
Private Wilderness discussed all of the other factors cited by the Rudell Court that the Supreme 
Court weighs "in addition to the threshold questions of whether there is a controlling question of 
law and whether on immediate appeal would advance the orderly (;)solution ofthe litigation." 
Budell, 105 Idaho at 4,665 P.2d at 703. Such factors include 
the impact of all immediate appeal upon the palties, the effect of the delay of the 
proceedings in the district couti pending the appeal, the likelihood or possibility of a 
second appeal after judgment is finally entered by the district court~ and the case 
workload of the appellate courts. No single factor is controlling in the Court's decision 
of acceptance or rejection of an appeal by certification ... , 
ld. As discussed below, application of these factors in this case supports granting an immediate 
appeal of the Court's Order. 
The impaqtgf an immediate appeal upon the parties. An immediate appeal would 
significantly and benef1cially impact the parties because an appeal would detelmine whether or 
not Petersons should even be involved in this litigation. If they should be involved, the parties 
can prepare litigation and settlement strategies accordingly. If they should not be involved, their 
dismissal from the actio11 will allow the Court and the other parties to focus their Ii tigation and 
settlement efforts on the claims presented by Fern Peterson's Amended Complaint. It will also, 
of course, save Petersons from spending unnecessary time and money litigating or settling ~ case 
they have no interest in. 
The effect of the delay of the proceedings ill the district court pending the appeal. While 
the district court proceedings likely would be delayed if an immediate appeal is allowed, such a 
delay would not inordinately prejudice the other parties because there are no issues remaining for 
'Dt"'D7 V 'T't") ll'Dnr A 'f''Il'. wrr .n'lfRNRlO:S'~ ORJ'F.C'f'ION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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tl'ial except those related to the potential award of attorney fees. Plaintiff Fern Petel'sonhas tiled 
a Motion for Voluntal'y.Disrnissal of her case against Private Wildetness because Private 
Wilderness has cured the alleged defaults that formed the basis of Fern's complaint. If Fern 
Petersons' action is dismissed, there is no triable issue remaining ullder the Third Party 
Complaint and it also must be dismissed. Private Wildemess readily admits that, given this 
posture, the only l'emaining issue is their request for attorney fees. Private Wilderness's 
Objection at 3. Thus, any delay in the proceedings from taking an immediate appeal will not 
prejudice the parties since the only thing to determine is the issue of attorney fees. 
Moreover, this matter was commenced in December of2007, and Private Wilderness 
delayed joining the Petersons for nearly a year and a half. It shOUld not be heard now to argue 
that it would be prejudiced if this matt~r were temporarily stayed while the questi on of whether 
the Petersons' are properly joined is resolved. l 
The likelihood or possibilitv of a secund appeal after judgment is finally entered by the 
district court. Regardless of the outcome of an immediate appeal, there is little possibility of a 
second appeal on the merits after judgment is entered by the district court because, as discussed 
above, the only issue remaining in this case is whether Private Wilderness is entitled to attorney 
fees. 
Ih~ case workload of the apI!ellate courts. This factor is difficult to weigh because 
neither the parties nor the district COUli are in a position to assess the appellate courts' workload. 
This factor exemplifies why, as discussed above, the only factors for the district court to weigh in 
detennining whether to approve pennission to appeal are those factors contained in Rule 12(a). 
IThe Petersons have not bee11 dragging their feet in <my event, but have pressed consistently for the most 
speedy fflsolmion of this issue. 
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D. To the extent that Rule 12 appeals are allowed only in eases involving sUbstantial 
legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first impression, 
Petersons' request for an immediate appeal fairly meets those standards. 
As mentioned above, the Idaho Supreme Court in Aardema and Rudell stated that Rule 
12 appeals are "exceptional" and are to l'esolve ~Isubstantiallegal issues of great public interest or 
legal questions of first impression." Aardema, 147 Idaho at ---,215 P.3d at ~ Rudell, 105 
Idaho at 4,665 P.2d at 703. The two legal questions presented in Petersons' Motion to Dismiss 
meet these standards. 
Based on the Court's Order and Petersons' review ofIdaho Supreme Court case law, the 
question of whether res judicata (claim preclusion) bars Private Wilderness fl.·om bringing its 
Third Party Complaint appears to raise several questions of first impression related to the 
doctrine of res}udicata (claim preclusion). SpeCifically, it appears that the Idaho Supremt: Court 
has not expressly addressed how to apply the doctrine where a prior action was resolved by 
stipulated settlement of the paliies but the 8eltlem~nt did not address the factual allegations 
necessary to prove the newly raised claims,2 Nor has the COUlt squarely addressed how to apply 
the doctrine where the allegedly barred suit is a third~party action; that iS j in analyzing the "same 
claim" element of the doctrine, whether a court should compare the claims in the prior litigation 
to claims raised in the third-party complaint 01', as the COUli has done here, only to the claims 
raised 1n the underlying action.3 Another issue of first impression is whether a. claim for 
2 This question is based on tho Court's statement in irs Order that "Had the 2006 Easement Suit proceeded 
to adjudication, and had a detennination been made that Private Wilderness had access to the Purchased Property by 
means other than through Petersons' property, then Private Wilderness could not hllVe raisl!ld the third party claim at 
bar," Order at 10, 
3 This question is based on the Court'S .statement in its Order that 'Ithe mortgage dispute between Private 
Wilderness and Pern, although potolltially relaled LO the 2006 E!I:;!ement Suit, did not arise out of the same 
transaotion or series of transactions a$ those in the 2006 Easement Suit." Order al 9, 
3Dtf 
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indcmni.ficutiOl1 is barred where the facls allegedly giving rise to the indeml1ificai'km claim were 
·the basis fo1' the same party I s claims in a pdor l)rOceeding that reached H 'til1,al judgment. 4 
There also is a qu~)sti()l1 of greut }:lUblio intm'eRt regarding the pat1i.(~ ~ release of~'ull 
chlims" agtlinst each othel': 'What 1s the efi:cct ofE! release of "all claims" as 1;1 mutter oflaw? 
Thi~ is of groat public interest bemlLlS(~ the public must be illstructed ~lS to Wh~lt a I'eleuse of"aU 
claims" meallS tiC) it can conduot its daily busllless !lI\d settle disputes with conHdence. It is 
PeterSOll!' positioil thltt ·'all <~htims/' ,IS ,t·l't'iattor oflllw and COnlrnl)f'lllenSe, should be co:natmcd 
br{mdly to lTJ(~flt). all claims ~u16ing (rut of the SIlIne L1"ammcri.on or series of transactions that might 
and should hav(~ hoen ex.prel:mly ruised by t.he 'patties, Such all intorpreta.tion would ullow the 
public to .l'esolve disputes with two simple words-"all claitns'L··~md avoid the expense of hiring 
atto1'1lcys to craf:lICtlbrthy iU'ld detailed relea~f!: cht\!ses tn Cl(;cmnplisl1 the same thing. On the .other 
hand) even if the S'upremt:: C{lUl't interpreted Hall ciflims>l to meun something dHferent j at least the 
public would l.lnderstumi that it does not, in fitet j mean "all claims." 
Peters01l8 respectfully request this COlll1 apPf{lve its permission to appeaJ the COl.utls 
Order Denyin.g Petersolls' MotiuI1 Lo Dismiss. 
Respect.fu.l1y submitted this 1.7111 day of Dccmllher. 2009, 
4 Tbis qU~!lti()n is bailed on Private Wilderness!!) npp~'rent Otlllt.tmtio!l chat res jtldicllt.t (claim 'Preciusion) 
dO~$ not bw: ~ Clclil'l1 fo1' j1.1dc.mnifictl.~iofl cvcm thmlgb. rhe f!1Ct/l nec~Mnry t~) prove the< indelllllHkn:UOlL claim. fOfl.U(~d 
th\!) bllSili of c1uin:u: ill n prior ewe Wh~l'(l ju.dgm~nt was entered, 
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DA VID LAWRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-Part Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
REPLY TO PRIVATE 
WILDER..~ESS'S OBJECTION AND 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO 
APPEAL 
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Third-party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson (the "Petersons"), by and 
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby file this reply to Third-party 
Plaintiffs' ("Private Wilderness") Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party 
Defendants' Motion for Permission to Appeal ("Private Wilderness's Objection") dated 
December 11, 2009. 
A. An immediate appeal is appropriate because the Court's Order involves 
controlling questions of law as to which there are substantial grounds for 
difference of opinion and an immediate appeal from the order will materially 
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation. 
According to I.A.R. I2(a), permission may be granted to appeal from an interlocutory 
order if it involves a controlling question oflaw as to which there is substantial ground for 
difference of opinion in which an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the 
orderly resolution ofthe litigation. 
There are two controlling questions oflaw at issue here: (1) whether res judicata (claim 
preclusion) bars Private Wilderness from bringing its Third Party Complaint; and (2) whether the 
parties' stipulated release of "all claims" in settlement of a prior lawsuit precludes Private 
Wilderness from bringing its indemnification claim against the Petersons. To avoid repetition, 
Petersons refer the Court to the discussion of this factor contained in their Motion for Permission 
to Appeal filed November 16, 2009. 
In addition, it is clear that an immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly 
resolution of the litigation by determining whether Petersons should be parties and whether the 
district court must address the claims raised in the Third Party Complaint. IfPetersons are 
dismissed from this case, the two remaining parties can focus their litigation and settlement 
efforts on each other. In addition, if the Third Party Complaint is dismissed, the Court need not 
determine facts and issues involving an alleged easement and Petersons' alleged wrongful 
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interference with that easement-facts and issues that are completely unrelated to the underlying 
cause of action brought by Fern Peterson against Private Wilderness. 
B. Private Wilderness cites a standard used by the Idaho Supreme Court that is 
inapplicable to this Court's determination under Rule 12(b). 
Private W'ilderness argues that "Rule 12 appeals are only accepted in the most 
exceptional cases with the intent to resolve substantial legal issues of great public interest or 
legal questions offirst impression." Private Wilderness's Objection at 2, citing Aardema v. u.s. 
Dairy Systems, Inc., 147 Idaho 785, 215 P.3d 505 (2009) (emphasis added). By its express 
language however, the Aardema Court's standard applies only to the Idaho Supreme Court's 
detennination of whether it will "accept" an appeal by permission under Rule 12(c) and (d); 
Aardema does not apply to the district court's determination of whether it will approve or 
disapprove a motion for pennission to appeal under Rule 12(b). 
Rule 12(b) expressly states that a motion for permission to appeal filed with the district 
court shall be filed "upon the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule"-i.e. on grounds 
that it "involves a controlling question oflaw as to which there is substantial grounds for 
difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may materially 
advance the orderly resolution ofthe litigation." It is this standard alone that the district court 
must use to determine whether it will approve or disapprove Petersons' request for pennission to 
appeal. 'This standard is met here. 
Rule 12(c), by contrast, requires a party to request the Supreme Court's "acceptance" of 
an appeal by permission, and Rule 12( d) gives the Supreme Court the authority to enter an order 
"accepting" the appeal. The standard in Aardema expressly applies to the Supreme Court's 
detennination of whether to "accept" an appeal by permission under Rules 12( c) and (d), and is 
not the standard to be used by the district court in determining a motion under Rule 12(b). 
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C. Even if standards other than those expressly stated in Rule 12(a) apply to this 
Court's determination, those standards favor approving permission to appeal. 
The Aardema Court cited Budellv. Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 4, 665 P.2d 701, 703 (1983) (per 
curiam) for the standard cited by Private Wilderness. However, neither the Aardema Court nor 
Private Wilderness discussed all of the other factors cited by the Budell Court that the Supreme 
Court weighs "in addition to the threshold questions of whether there is a controlling question of 
law and whether an immediate appeal would advance the orderly resolution of the litigation." 
Budell, 105 Idaho at 4,665 P.2d at 703. Such factors include 
the impact of an immediate appeal upon the parties, the effect of the delay of the 
proceedings in the district court pending the appeal, the likelihood or possibility of a 
second appeal after judgment is finally entered by the district court, and the case 
workload ofthe appellate courts. No single factor is controlling in the Court's decision 
of acceptance or rejection of an appeal by certification .... 
Id. As discussed below, application ofthese factors in this case supports granting an immediate 
appeal of the Court's Order. 
The impact of an immediate appeal upon the parties. An immediate appeal would 
significantly and beneficially impact the parties because an appeal would detennine whether or 
not Petersons should even be involved in this litigation. If they should be involved, the parties 
can prepare litigation and settlement strategies accordingly. If they should not be involved, their 
dismissal from the action will allow the Court and the other parties to focus their litigation and 
settlement efforts on the claims presented by Fern Peterson's Amended Complaint. It will also, 
of course, save Petersons from spending unnecessary time and money litigating or settling a case 
they have no interest in. 
The effect of the delay of the proceedings in the district court pending the appeal. While 
the district court proceedings likely would be delayed if an immediate appeal is allowed, such a 
delay would not inordinately prejudice the other parties because there are no issues remaining for 
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trial except those related to the potential award of attorney fees. Plaintiff Fern Peterson has filed 
a Motion for Voluntary Dismissal of her case against Private Wilderness because Private 
Wilderness has cured the alleged defaults that fonned the basis of Fern's complaint. If Fern 
Petersons' action is dismissed, there is no triable issue remaining under the Third Party 
Complaint and it also must be dismissed. Private Wilderness readily admits that, given this 
posture, the only remaining issue is their request for attorney fees. Private Wilderness's 
Objection at 3. Thus, any delay in the proceedings from taking an immediate appeal will not 
prejudice the parties since the only thing to detennine is the issue of attorney fees. 
Moreover, this matter was commenced in December of 2007, and Private Wilderness 
delayed joining the Petersons for nearly a year and a half. It should not be heard now to argue 
that it would be prejudiced if this matter were temporarily stayed while the question of whether 
the Petersons' are properly joined is resolved. l 
The likelihood or possibility of a second appeal after judgment is finallv entered by the 
district court. Regardless of the outcome of an immediate appeal, there is little possibility of a 
second appeal on the merits after judgment is entered by the district court because, as discussed 
above, the only issue remaining in this case is whether Private Wilderness is entitled to attorney 
fees. 
The case workload of the appellate courts. This factor is difficult to weigh because 
neither the parties nor the district court are in a position to assess the appellate courts' workload. 
This factor exemplifies why, as discussed above, the only factors for the district court to weigh in 
detennining whether to approve pennission to appeal are those factors contained in Rule I2(a). 
IThe Petersons have not been dragging their feet in any event, but have pressed consistently for the most 
speedy resolution of this issue. 
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D. To the extent that Rule 12 appeals are allowed only in cases involving substantial 
legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first impression, 
Petersons' request for an immediate appeal fairly meets those standards. 
As mentioned above, the Idaho Supreme Court in Aardema and Budell stated that Rule 
12 appeals are "exceptional" and are to resolve "substantial legal issues of great public interest or 
legal questions of first impression." Aardema, 147 Idaho at ~ 215 P .3d at _; Budell, 105 
Idaho at 4, 665 P.2d at 703. The two legal questions presented in Petersons' Motion to Dismiss 
meet these standards. 
Based on the Court's Order and Petersons' review ofIdaho Supreme Court case law, the 
question of whether res judicata (claim preclusion) bars Private Wilderness from bringing its 
Third Party Complaint appears to raise several questions of first impression related to the 
doctrine of res judicata (claim preclusion). Specifically, it appears that the Idaho Supreme Court 
has not expressly addressed how to apply the doctrine where a prior action was resolved by 
stipulated settlement of the parties but the settlement did not address the factual allegations 
necessary to prove the newly raised claims.2 Nor has the Court squarely addressed how to apply 
the doctrine where the allegedly barred suit is a third-party action; that is, in analyzing the "same 
claim" element of the doctrine, whether a court should compare the claims in the prior litigation 
to claims raised in the third-party complaint or, as the Court has done here, only to the claims 
raised in the underlying action.3 Another issue of first impression is whether a claim for 
2 This question is based on the Court's statement in its Order that "Had the 2006 Easement Suit proceeded 
to adjudication, and had a determination been made that Private Wilderness had access to the Purchased Property by 
means other than through Petersons' property, then Private Wilderness could not have raised the third party claim at 
bar." Order at 10. 
3 This question is based on the Court's statement in its Order that "the mortgage dispute between Private 
Wilderness and Fern, although potentially related to the 2006 Easement Suit, did not arise out of the same 
transaction or series of transactions as those in the 2006 Easement Suit." Order at 9. 
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indemnification is barred where the facts allegedly giving rise to the indemnification claim were 
the basis for the same party's claims in a prior proceeding that reached a final judgment. 4 
There also is a question of great public interest regarding the parties' release of "all 
claims" against each other: What is the effect of a release of "all claims" as a matter oflaw? 
This is of great public interest because the public must be instructed as to what a release of "all 
claims" means so it can conduct its daily business and settle disputes with confidence. It is 
Petersons position that "all claims," as a matter oflaw and common sense, should be construed 
broadly to mean all claims arising out of the same transaction or series of transactions that might 
and should have been expressly raised by the parties. Such an interpretation would allow the 
public to resolve disputes with two simple words-"all claims"-and avoid the expense of hiring 
attorneys to craft lengthy and detailed release clauses to accomplish the same thing. On the other 
hand, even ifthe Supreme Court interpreted "all claims" to mean something different, at least the 
public would understand that it does not, in fact, mean "all claims." 
Petersons respectfully request this Court approve its permission to appeal the Court's 
Order Denying Petersons' Motion to Dismiss. 
Respectfully submitted this 1 i h day of December, 2009. 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants 
Robert and Nancy Peterson 
4 This question is based on Private Wilderness's apparent contention that res judicata (claim preclusion) 
does not bar a claim for indemnification even though the facts necessary to prove the indemnification claim formed 
the basis of claims in a prior case where judgment was entered. 
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.TN THE'DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT .FOR THE 
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KEVTN MURRAY and SHERR I MURRAY, 
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.husband and wite; and DAVID 
LAWRENCE, 
'l/. 
ROBERT £Uld NANCY PETERsON) 
llushan4 and w.ife~ 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
THlltD-:PARTY llE,FENDAl:'tlTS 
ROBERT AND NANCY. 
.PET.E.R.SON~S REQUEST ',«,OR 
ORDER GRANTrNG:SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, I)ISMISSING THIRD-
r ARTY Co.M.pi~AINT AND 
:A WAR.DING ATTORNEY FEES 
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COMES NOW Third-Party Detendants Robert and Nancy ·P·eterson e~P'etersonsP;), by and 
thrDogh their'attorneys c.f'reco~xI., Givcns Pursl~y LLl'; and herebY'requesf tl1at the CoUrt 
'fbrthw~tl!. enter·~. order gmLltiqg P~t~rsops summary'jI,ldginent on their l\1()tion. fi)t S~ary 
Judgment filed with the Court on Dccemb~r 1.0, 1009, t;iislnissing Third.Purty Plailltiffs Third-
'Party C()n~plairlt und awarding Petersons their attorney fec5ulIld costs in rlefclloing this .action. 
The gr()oods for this request are that the Third"Party Plaintiffs 'have tailed to respon4 to' 
the P.e:terilon'sJVlotiQu for !'ummmyJudgm51lt. to take is~~e ",{ith BOy points ofluw or fact 
pr~en'ted therein or to file o.PP()sting ~f:fidavits( Hearing 011 the. Peterson ~ s Motion for StUllmiu'y, 
Judgment has be~l set ror january i 1 tho 'Under Idaho·R.uLe ofC~vil Procedure 56(c},. the dend.llne 
fur Third-Party Plai.ntiff'S to file and serve .a resp.onse and 'opposing 'atlldavit$ to the .Peterson' g. 
Motion for SUUltnary Judgment'Wa,~neoember 28t\ 2009. I'laving faile-a: to do·so, and .there 
'being 110 diSj)'l.lte as to any material 'issue ~~t' law oi: fact p.resented hy PctcrS(}lis'~ MQth."'ll Jor 
Summar.y ju4w,I)ent and ~ Affidavit pfRobert;. Pcler~on tiled with ,thf;1 C~'Jw:t 
contemporaneously fuere~1.lith,. the .Petcr$ons. arc entitled to summary judment and dimuias£11 of 
the Third~PartY C{)mptaint as.n. matt~· oflaw, .... PUt'Suant to LR.C.'p. 56(e)~ once {htl' inaving parry 
ha.l;) pr:esent~ evi'dei'lCethut there aie no genuine issl,l.e$ of;l!.lat~l'iaj fact, the burd.en, sbf,fts to the 
non-moving 'pa~y it? 'come fOIWUrP.w:i1h evidence·tha~ th~re i8··tl,.ge:nuin:e.is.su~ foftriul. If the 
non-party Litle] docs·not 80 rc~pond, summaryjud:WI1Cllt, ifappr(~pr:iate., shaH be. flnt~ed against 
that purty.>1 A,'msLrm'ig'Y, Famer.Y! Insurance Ca. of .!dahtJ! 1471duho 67~ _" ____ ,205 P .3Tcl 1203 i· 
1208 (2009), As prevaiiihg partit:sr Pet~rsons are·'lilrther entitled under ldah{} law) inc1udirtg 
Iduho Code 12·121, to an 'awurd -of their atton:r.ey fees ss:.coats in 'd!;:fending .this·. action. 
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525 Ninth Street 
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No. 1965 P. 2 
Attorneys for Private Wilderness, the Davises) and !:he Murrays 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVEI\TTHJUDICIALDISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person Case No.: CV-2007-3163 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
vs. HEARING ON MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PRIVATE \lVILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Corporation; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DA YID LAWRENCE; 
]OHNDOES 1~20; 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
Thirw Parry Plainr:iffs, 
v. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband 
and wife, 
Third~ Party Defendants 
,Jan, 5, 2010 9:10AM 
'" 
ord Law No, 1965 P. 3 
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COMES NOW the Defendams, Private Wilderness, the Davises\ and the Murrays, by 
and through their acmrney of record, RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ. of Swafford Law Office, 
Chartered. who hereby Moves this Court for an Order vacating and resetting the hearing on the 
Motion for Summary Judgment herein, scheduled for the 11th day of January 2010, at che hoUt of 
4:00 p,m. before the Honorable Darren B. Simpson, District Judge, 
Defendants bring forth this Motion as the Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal and 
the Third ... Party Defendants' Motions for Reconsideration and Permissive Appeal Were taken 
under advisement at the conclusion of the December 21, 2009 hearing. It is in the best interest of 
judicial efficiency that the hearing scheduled herein be vacated and rescheduled to a date 
succeeding that of the entry of the Order on the Motions currently under advisement. It is not 
reasonable for all parties to expend the time and resources [0 hold a hearing on a Motion that 
may be resolved by previous pending Motions. 
DATED this J.!f-day of January, 2010. 
SVvAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD, ESci' 
Attorneys for Defendants 
!Jan. 5. 2010 9:10AM 
~ \..r. 
rd Law No. 1965 P. 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
r HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day I caused to be served a r:rue and correct copy of the 
foregOing document on the parties designated below and by the method of delivery indicated: 
Donald l. Banis, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &: Crapo, PLLC 
p.o. Box 50130 
o MAILING 
./ FAXING (208,523-9518) 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
(208)523,0620 
Michael C. Creamer, Esq. 
Givens Pursley, UP 
p.o. Box 2720 
601 W. Bannock Street 
Boise, ID 83701 
(208)388-1200 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
o MAILING 
.,/ FAXING (208--388--1300) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
DATED this &1'fL day of January, 2010. 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED 
~ .. cA-.~ 
RONALD L SWAFFORD, ES . 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Jan. 5. 20 1 0 9 : lOAM S! for d L a VI No. 1965 P. 5 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq. t Bar No, 1657 
R James Archibald, Esq., Bar No, 4445 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Palls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Defendants, ThirdMparty Plaintiffs 
20lD ~-5 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BINGHAM COUNTY 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
JOHN DOES 1-20; 
Defendants, 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERR! MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
Third-party Plaintiffs, 
VB. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-party Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-3163 
OBJECTION TO TIDRD PARTY 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
OBJECTION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS) MOTION FOR SUMMARY (~3 
Jan. 5. 2010 9:10AM ord Law No. 1965 P. 6 
COME NOW the Third-Party Plaintiffs by and through their attorney of record, Swafford Law 
Office) Chartered and hereby object to Third Party Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
This objection is based on the record before the court in this case and in Bingham County Case 
No. CV -2006-1289 which Third-party Defendant rely heavily upon. This motion is additionally 
opposed based on the Motions to Dismiss currently under advisement by this Court, 
Oral Argument is requested. 
Dated this:;! day of January, 2010. 
./ Larren K. Covert, Esq . 
Of Swafford Law Office, Chaltered 
Attorneys for the Third Party Plaintiffs 
OBJECTION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
Jan, 5, 2010 9:10AM ord Law No, 1965 p, 7 
n' -
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, that I have my office 
in Idaho F alIs, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Donald Harris, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &; Crapo 
P.o. Box 50130 . 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Creamer 
Givins Pursley 
601 W_ Bannock St. 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701,,2720 
Dated January 5,2010 
oUSMAIL 
J FAX (20B~523~951B) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
oUSMAIL f FAX (208~388"1300) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
D COURTHOUSE BOX 
~ 
Lan-en K. Covert, Esq. 
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered 
Attorneys for the Third Party Plaintiffs 
OBJECTION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030 
Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #7288 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock st. 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388w 1200 
Facsimile: 208 ... 388 .. 1300 
I o 291.2_747200JDOC 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY or BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PRIV ATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS . 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20. 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-Part Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
RESPONSE TO THIRD .. PARTY 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION AND 
MOTIONS REGARDING ROBERT 
AND NANCYPETERSONS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION AND 
MOTIONS REGARDING ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
page 2 of 7 
JUDGMENT - Page 1 .(~ Q{P 
page 3 of 7 
Third-Party Defendants Robelt and Nancy Peterson ("Petersons"), by and through their 
attomeys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby submit this l"tlsponse to the January 4, 2010 
Motion to Continue Hearing on Motionfor Summary Judgment, and the January 5, 2010 Motion 
to Shorten Time and Objection to Third Party Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
("Objection") filed by Third-Party Plaintiffs (collectively "Private Wilderness") in the above-
captioned matter. Petersons request the COUlt deny Private Wilderness's motions because there 
is no legal or equitable justification for shortening time or continuing the hearing. Petersons 
further request the Court grant Petersons' motion for summary judgment. 
Petersons timely filed and served their Motion/or Summary Judgment and Memorandum 
in Support Thereqf(UMotion for Summary Judgment") and supporting affidavits on or about 
December 10, 2009. On 01' about the same day, Petersons served Private Wildemess)s counsel a 
Notice of Hearing ("Notice of Hearing") specifying January 11,2010 as the date for this Court to 
hear arguments regarding the Motion for Summary Jud.bJUlent. Private Wildemess's deadline to 
serve an answering brief and affidavits opposing PetersOllS' Motion for Summary Judgment was 
December 28,2009 (14 days prior to the date of the hearing). LR.C.P.56(0). Private Wildel11ess 
did not file any brief or affidavits by that date and still has not filed any. 
On December 21,2009, this Court held a hearing on Petersons' Motionfor 
Reconsideration ~r Order Denying Third Party Defendants I Motion to Dismiss ("Motion for 
Reconsideration") and Motion for Permission EO Appeal Order Denying Third Party Defendants I 
Motion to Dismiss C'Motion for Pennissivc Appeal"), and Plaintiffs Motionfor Voluntary 
Dismtssal at which Private Wilderness's counsel participated. The Court took those motions 
under advisement and stated its intent to issue a written decision on the motions. No decision 
has yet been issued. 
THlRD.PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD.PARTY PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION AND 
MOTIONS REGARDING ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY ~ n '7 
JUDGMENT - Page 2 .., ) e:J-
page 4 of 7 
At the December 21st hearing, Private Wilderness did not request the Court alter the 
briefing schedultl or continue the hearing date for Pete::rsons' Motion for Summary Judgment, 
even though Private Wildemess had been served with the Motion for Summary Judgment and 
Notice of Hearing ten days earlier and, therefore, was on notice of the briefing schedule and 
hearing date, It was not until January 4, 201 Ol-one week after its deadline for filing and 
serving a responsive brief and pleadings and one week prior to the hearing date-that Private 
Wildemess requested the continuance, And it was not until January 5th that Private Wilderness 
filed its "Objection" to Peterson's Motion tor Summary Judgment. Private Wilderness's request 
to postpone the hearing on Petersons' Motion for Summary Judgment is simply an attempt to 
avoid the adverse effect of its missing the response deadline and, presumably, to postpone any 
decision on the merits of Peter sons' motions-a strategy that has consistently been pursued in 
this case to the substantial prejudice of the Petersons, who remain under numel'OUS pre .. trial 
deadlines that they at least have been diligent in meeting. 
The COUlt should not rewfll'd Private Wilderness's complacency. If Private Wilderness 
believed the disposition of Peter sons' Motion for Summary Judgment should wait pending the 
Court's disposition of Peter sons , Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Pelmissive Appeal, 
it could have made a request as soon as it had been served the Motion for Summary Judb,'ffient, it 
should have made that request at the December 21st hearing. It should be deemed to have 
waived its right to do change the deadline (i,e., move the hearing date) once the response 
deadline had passed, If Private Wilderness elected to assume that the Court would dismiss the 
Third~Party Complaint 01' this case in its entirety, and that an ordor to that effect would issue 
! Private Wildornos$'S l'equest for a continuance ofthe hearing was not received by Pete1'liOnS' cOllnsel 
until after business hours on January 41h, and not until after Petersons had served Private Wilderness's oounsel by 
fax with Third-Parly Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson's Request for Order Granting Summmy Judgment, 
Di~'mIS$tng Third.Party Complaint and Awarding Attorney Fees ("J8.1mBl'Y 4th RoquostH) earlier the same day. 
THIRD~PAR'l'Y DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO TmRD~pA.R.'l'Y PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION AND 
MOTIONS REGARDING ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
.TUDGMENT - Page 3 
page 5 of 7 
before it had to file any responsive pleadings, that was a risk (with potential consequences) that it 
alone assumed and should bear. Private Wilderness's request for a continuance should be 
denied. 
Furthe~more, Private Wilderness's Objection to Petersons' Motion for Summary 
Judgment should be denied because it is untimely and insufficient, and because any further 
delays in obtaining a decision on the merits of Peter sons' dispositive motions further prejudices 
the Petersons. 
Like its request tor continuance, Private Wilderness did not file the Objection until 
January 4, 201O-one week after the deadline under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for filing 
and serving a responsive brief and pleadings. The Rules do not provide for the filing of a simple 
"objection" to a motion for summary judgment, let alone an objection that rests merely on the 
parties' pleadings. Rather, "an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials in 
that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this 
rule, must set forth specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. ,j l.R. C.P. 56{ e). 
Private Wilderness's "Objection" sets forth no facts, let alone specific facts showing there is any 
genuine issue for trial. Private Wilderness bears, but has not met, the burden that shifted to it as 
the non-moving party once the PcterSOl1S presented facts that warrant summary judgment in its 
favor on all disputed issues. 
Petersons obviously do not believe they should be in this cas~ at all, and th~ir dffortl:l thus 
far have been almost completely focused on getting out of the case by having the Third-P arty 
Complaint dismissed pursuant to their Motioll for Judgment on the Pleadings tlled in August, 
2009, and through their pending Motion for Summary Judgment. At the same time, so as not to 
prejUdice their own position, they necessarily have been required to incur expense in pre-trial 
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO TUIRD.PAR'rY PLAlNTIFFS' OBJECTION AND 
MOTIONS REGARDING lWBlftR.T AND NANCY PETERSONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - Page 4 
page 6 of 7 
disc()ve.!'Y and prepuratiofl on a C!lSC th~'}y do ·.not believe they should have to litigate. Pctel'sons 
W{lllld not b~ involved in this muttcI\ s'll.d would Ilot be irlCU:rtillg udditional tees und costs, but 
for Private Wilderness filing its Third··Party CompluinL 'nlt~ Courtj the:r,~ton~, should not be 
p01·S1.u~dOO by Private Wnde111es~'s I'e.fcrences to judiciEll eiliciency or oo.n.oem for rh('J pmtles' 
time und resource~l. 
PetersO!lS Jemew their JUllUUI'Y 4th Request, iIl whicll (hey tlsked the C(mrt: t() ent(~r all 
()rde.r granting PetersOI1S summary judgment (Ill their Motion. for S1lll1rmJt'y Judfl}l"~mt, dismi!~sing 
Third~J)arty Plailltiff1;' Third .... Pai·ty Complaillt, and ~Iwarding Pders{)ns their nttomcy fees find 
costs in defimdillM this ~lction. 
RespectthHy submitted this (jIll day of JaIltliuy, 2010. 
Attorneys jiJl' 'l~lird~Par~y D~~f£mdcmts 
Robe~·t r.md Nan.(;)? Peten10n 
Tauw~:rARTV J)Ji;n~NnANTS' Rl!SPON$X~': 1'0 TH.m,,1)~PAll.TY }l[,AIN'I'.(F.'FS' Oll.TltCTlON ANI) 
MOTIONS R.l~GARDING ROnIi':Rl' A...~D NANCY I~ETE:RSONS' M{)'rlON FOR SUMMARY 
.m:nGMIl;NT' -" .p&gf.' .~ 
r hereby certify thut on the 6th duy of Jmlu.m'y~ 2010, a true an.d CmTCc.'t C01>Y ()fthc 
foregoil1g was sel"ved upon the following individual(s) hy the means indicated: 
Ronald 1.. Swafford 
SWAFPORI) LA W OFfICE, CHARTERED 
525 Nillth Street 
Idaho Fulls} If) 83404 
Attorneys D(~fendant$I1'hJrd·.p(Jf·~y Pla'mUt~ 
D011Llld L. Hnr.ris 
Karl R. Deoke.r 
H.OIJ)}!'N, KIDWELL, HAHN &: CRAPO, 
P.L.L.C. 
:1000 Rivetwalk Dr" Sttl. 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
A ttomey~' for l'lainr.tjJ 
U.S. Mail, postag(! prepaid 
E-x:press Mail 
Hlimd Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 524~4131 
E .. Mail 
U.S. Mail, postage pl'cpnid 
Expres5 Muil 
Hand Deli very 
Fl1osil!lil,~ (208) 523 w 9518 
E-Mail 
TH:llUl·lloi\RfV ])));nl;l'mA~l'S' JlESPONS:~~ TO THIRl)··FARTY 1)LAINTfIt'11'S' on,J}j;C'rJON AND 
MOTIONS lUCGARDlNG lWB.l~RT At~D NANCY "~]i~'l'li~RSONS' MOTION II'OR S{iMMARY 
JU.llGMF.N'r .v Page (} 
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SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
RonaldL. swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
R. James Archibald. Esq., Bar No. 4445 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Ninth Srreet 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208) 524~4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524~4131 
No. 2016 P. 2/12 
Atcomeys for Private vVilderness, the Dav.Lses, and the Murrays 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, 
th:roughhel' guardian) PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs, 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and 
YU V\TEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband 
and wife; and DAVID LAWRENCE. 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and 
YU V\TEN DAVIS l husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband 
and wife; and DAVID LAWRENCE. 
Third--Parcy Plainci£fs, 
VB. 
Case No.: CV-2007--3163 
MOTION FOR STAY OF 
DISCOVERY AND MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 
Jan. 6. 2010 3:35PM s ord Law 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband 
and wife, 
Third--Party Defendants. 
No.2016 P. 3/12 
COMES NOW the Dclendants and Cross ... Claimants, Private Wilderness, the Davises, 
and rhe Mm-rays, by and through their attorney of record, RONALD L. SWAFFORD, ESQ. of 
Swafford Law Office, Chartered, who hereby Moves this Court for the invocation of a Stay on all 
discovery during the pendency of the Court's deliberations on the Motions pending before it. 
The Court is deliberating the Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss, and the Defendants' 
Objection and Conditional Motion to Dismiss with regard to Attorney Fees and Costs, and as 
they relate to the Third .. Party Defendants' Motion for Permissive Appeal, all of which will in 
some manner dispose of the substantive issues litigated between the parties. 
\iVhile the Court is considering the above described issues which will almost: assuredly 
dispose of the substantive controversy, the Cross ... Defendants through their counsel, Mr. 
Creamer, has for some unknovvn and inexplicable reason, increased the costs and fees for his 
client, and seeks to increase r:he costs and fees of Private Wilderness through irrelevant, 
immaterial and moot questions regarding the primary controversy. On December 281:h, the 
Defendants/Cross~Claimants herein received a 17 page Discovery Request involving requests lor 
production, interrogatories and request for admission. Then, on Decembel' 30, 2009, the 
Defendants/Cross~Claimanr:s received an additiona14 page Discovery Request with 117 pages in 
attachments involving additional Requests for Admissions, 
Jan. 6. 2010 3:35PM r d Law No.20 16 P. 4/12 
,,_ I 
The Court's Scheduling Order of September 3,2009 ordered that discovery "must be 
served and completely responded to at least 60 days prior to trial". January 8th, 2010 is sixty 
days (60) before trial. The discovery requests were served on December 28th, 2009 and 
December 30, 2009 respectively. The responses will not be due until January 28th 2010 and 
January 30, 2010, which is 20 and 22 days beyond the respective discovery cut off date. The last 
date that the Third~Parcy Defendants could have timely se.rved chis discovery to comply with the 
pren'ial order was December 9, 2009. The Cross~ Defendant is deliber~tely violating the Court's 
scheduling Order by serVing discovery which cannot tilnely be responded to prior to January 
8th, 2010, the Court's clear discovery deadline. 
It is blatantly obvious that submission of additional discovery at this state of the 
proceedings serves no beneficial purpose other than needlessly increasing costs and fees for the 
litigants. 
If the Court dismisses the Plaintiff's Complaint, !:he Defendant's cross ... claim becomes 
mODI:. Furrher, the discovery seeks to re .... open the easement dispute betvveen Robert and Nancy 
Petersoll and Private Wilderness all of which are moot, irrelevant and immaterial considering 
the settlement agreement (Biughaln case CV ... 2006 ... 1289). 
It appears that Robert Petersonis-- once again-- wanting to escalate costly litigation, and 
re.-litigate the easement issue. Only a portion of the discovery requested would be relevant, and 
only if the matter proceeded to trial which is extremely unlikely. 
It is requested that the Court grant a Stay of Discovery, and further gram Private 
Wildemess a Protection Order with regard to the newly issued discovery until further Order of 
---------------------~~+ 
Jan. 6. 2010 3:35PM S rd Law No. 2016 P. 5/12 
l'l If (J. 
the Court. Private Wilderness desires to avoid the needless incurrence: of fees and costs in this 
matter. 
DATED this ~ ~ay ofJanual)T) 2010. 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Defendanr:s/Cross--Claimants 
Jan, 6. 2010 3:35PM r d Law No. 2016 p, 6/12 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day r caused co be served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document on che parties designated below and by the method of delivery indicated: 
Michael Cre:arnet, Esq. 
Givens Pursley) UP 
P.o. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701,2720 
(208)388--1200 
Donald L. Harris, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell Hahn & Crapo 
p.o. Box 50130 
Idaho Fails, ID 83405 
(208)523--0620 
OMAlLING 
.t FAXING (208,-388,1300) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
o MAILING 
./ FAXING (208,523,.9518) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
DATED this d F day of January, 2010. 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED 
~cJ~ 
RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Defendants/Cross--Claimants 
___________________ 3~ 
Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030 
Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #7288 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock st. 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701~2720 
Telephone: 208~388~1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
PRIV ATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRA Y, 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON. 
husband and wife, 
Third~Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007~3163 
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR STAY 
OF DISCOVERY AND MOTION 
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
page 2. at 10 
lJ: 10 . ..} 
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR STAY OF DISCOVERY AND MonON Ii'OR PROT.l£(""H.'!" nunlm nqge 1 337 
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Third-Party.DefendantsRobert and Nancy Peterson ('~Petersonsn), by and through their 
attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby submit this response to the January 6, 2010 
Motion/or Stay o.f Discovery and Motion/or Protective Order ("'Motions") filed by Thil'd .. Party 
Plaintiffs (collectively "Private Wilderness") in the above-captioned matter, The Motions should 
be denied beeausePrivate Wilderness cites incorrect discovery deadlines, because PetersoIlS 
have acted according to the correct deadlines, and because Petersons are entitled to dismissal of 
the Third Party Complaint based 011 Private Wilderness's representations. 
Private Wilderness is simply wrong that January 8} 2010 is the date by which discovery 
must have been completed. According to this Court's September 3,2009 2nd Amended Court 
Trial Scheduling Order ("Scheduling Order"), a copy of which is attached hel'eto~ the deadline to 
complete discovery is February 1,2010, Accordingly, Petersons' December 28 and December 
30,2009 written discovery requests were timely, andPetersons did not I'deliberately violat[eJ the 
Court's scheduling Order" by serving them, as Private Wilderness asserts. 
Petersons' written discovery requests were not served for "some unknown and 
inexplicable reason," Motions at 2, or to "needlessly increasE eJ costs and fees for the litigants." 
Motions at 3. Petersons served the discovery requests because they have been sued by Private 
WildemCS8, expressly because Private Wilderness wants to be indemnified if it is found liable for 
attorney fees. 1 The Petel'sons ate obligated to prepare to defend against that claim, unless and 
until the Court rules othezwise,2 Private Wilde1'lless may believe a trial in this matter is 
I Private Wilderness's counsel has represented to the COUl't in pleadings and oral argument, if the 
underlying action brought by FOOl Peterson was dismissed (as has been requested by the Plailltiff) the issue of 
liability for attorney fees would remain to be determined. 
2 In the status conference on Novomber 23) 2009 and again in the December 21,2009 hearing on PeteI'SOIlB' 
Motions for Reconsideration and for Pennissive Appea!, Petersolls' counsel urj~ed the COUL't to provide for an 
expedited hearing and order on their dispositive motions because there were looming discovery and other deadlines 
that Petersons could not ignore. Pelersons waited as long as possible undor the scheduling order to tlerve their 
discovery because it was anticipated after the December 21 at hearing that an order on their pending motions was 
forthcoming that might obviate the need for disoovery. 
THIRD·PARTY DEFENDANTS I RESPONSE TO TIURD·PARTY PLAINTU';FS' 
MOTION FOR STAY OF DISCOVERY AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER. - Page 2 
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"extr(~rn"dy unlikely,?) M()tl(l!m ~tt 3, but P~~terso!ls us yet havt'l ll() 'ittfb:r.matioIl to h:md them t.o the 
.Pdvat:(l WiJdcmcss :is ll()t entitled to u st~IY ()!' a protective or<ifll", 
Robert alld NamlY Peterson and Pdvute Wildemclis .. , [1s] moot, irrehwar.lt and imm.ateriu! 
cOllsidedng the settlement agreemont (Hingh!Ul1 case CV -2006 .. 1289), 7~ Moti.mm at 3. I}etcl'sons 
certainly wish Private Wilderness had cOJlceded this point nve l1l(mths tlg{} instead of arguing 
pr~ci$ely HIe C(II(tntty·····i.e.) thiit :it was nor barred ihun l'e~litig.E1ting the eusctllcnt issues here. 
Bused an this admissiolll Petersons clearly are entitled to all order dismissing the Third Party 
Complaillt wHh prejudice ~md nw~!rding PeterSQns their attomey f(,es and casts ill de:fcllding thi~ 
ElctiOIl a$ Petersons have p.revlm,lsly requested. 
Respectfully B\lbmitted this i l day of JanuElty, 2010. 
GIVENS PURSLEY) LL.? 
THL'RO~~)AR1'Y. U1i;FENDANl'S' RESilONSl<) '1'0 THIRL) .. l\f~R'rY PLAtNTW1"8' 
MOTION I~'OR flTAY Q¥ mSCOVll.R.Y ANY) MOTU)N }i'OR 'J!ROl'l'X;:'HVl'; ORUl!;Il. ... Fug{) 3 
.r .h~~l'eby certify that 011 the 711 d~IY (lfJUI1Um'Y\ 20:10. a true ~Uld con:CGt copy ()fI:ht:: 
tbregt)ing wus served upon the fbllowlllg indiv:iduul( s) by th(~ mmUls imiio'lted: 
Rcmald L. Swafford 
SWAr:poRJ) LAW OFFICE, CHARTI~l'tr~D 
525 Nillth Street 
Idnh,) Folhi, ID 8:34()4 
.I.lttome.J.~>·.Delenda!lt.~!rhil'd.\PaI'I;Y PlairetU!s 
Domlld 1,. Harris 
HOt11EN, Kmwit1.,t~ HArtl'! & CKt\PO, 
P.L.L.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Dr" S((:, 200 
P.O. Box 501.30 
Idaho FtlHs, II) 83405 
Attorneys for PfainttlJ 
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IN THE DlSTRJC'J' COURT OF TIm S,EV1~NTH JUDICIAL DIS~I'RICT( , .' 
OF THE STA'n:; OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY C.H~J3fN{"H;~¥Vl:) . '" ", r ~(.I 
FERN :PHTE':Rl;iON, H pl'()j;(~oted perscm, I' 
th)·ougb. I~~!r glul1'dian, PAUL PBTERSO.N~ I 
... ,.. .PI.imij'J; I 
PRIVATE W1LDll.RNllBS, IJ..C, '"' Idaho I 
limited Habi.lity COnlp~ltly.: CECIL D.A VIS :,' 
umi YU WEN DA V18, hllsbund /md wifr.; i 
lU!V,IN MUHRA Y ~ll'ld 8H.mUU I 
MlJRRAY, htlsbaud aIle! wif~~; DAVID 
_~~:::.(~;~::;::!;::::.J_~.~~ 
PRJ VAlE vVLLDBRNES8, .LLC, un Jd~lllO ! 
lilnited liabiiity UOlllp~my; C.ECIL D.A VIS ! 
and YU WEN DAVJS~ h:lIBbund m'ld wHi~; I 
KEVJN MURRAY and SHERRl I 
MURRA Y, .bU:;b~llJ(l unci wUc; !Inti DAV.lD Ii 
LAWRENCE., 
Thil'd"Purl), Phti!ltifl~;1 ,r 
-v;o;,' 
RO.13ERT nn.d NANCY PETERSON? I 
hWib~md tmd wi:!b~ I' 
.................................. :D~k~1.::J:~;1.U2~J£~H~.!g~~~~· ........... . 
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Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Id.lho Rules of Civil Pl'ocedul'c, the following Soheduling 
Order shaH govel'll all proceedings in this C4l:~e. Therefore, it is hel'cb)1 ordered as follows; 
A, Notice of Hearillgs. 
1, Court fda! will commence on M~lrch 8. 2010 at the hour of 1:30 DIm. Counsel 
shall be prepared Lo moet in chambers at 1 :00 p.m, This matter is scheduled for four 
and a half days. 
2. A Formflll)rc~'I'rial Conference will be held 011 Febl'Uar,1 8,2-010 at the hour of 
9:15 n.m, Counsel fol' the parties al'e required to attend this OOllfe)'e11Ce in person. 
B. Pl'e-Trial Conference Procedure. 
1. T1'1al cOlll1sel for the parties are ordered to prepare m1d file a Pre"Trial Memol'EJllduln. 
11le Pre-'Il'inl Mfllnot'.£mdul11 may be filed separately or joinlly, but ill any event!ili.n!! 
be sUhmitted to the Court at Ionsi' one (1) weeh prior to the tlntll of' the Pl'''~ Tt'inI 
Confer£!l£c (F'ebrum'll 1, 2010), The Pre-Trial MomOl'fUldUl11 shall contaill, in the 
order outlined below) the following: 
a. An index of a..ll exhibits. The index sball lndicate: 1) a brief description of the 
exhibi~ 2) whether the parties have stipulated to admissibility, and jf not. 3) 
the legal grounds fol' ol~iection. Ifthe l1lel1lm'.alld1.Ull is filed joilltly, the index 
shilll also indicate by whom the exhibit is being offered. 
b, All indication of whether depositiolls~ admissions, intel'L'ogatory responses, 0)' 
other discovery responses ate to be used il1liClU of Eve testimony, the matlLler 
h1 whioh such evidence will be presented, and the legftl gl'Oullci5' fo!' any 
o~jectiol1 to such excerpts. 
c. A sumtnllry ()fthe documenta!'y evidence supporting the d['lmagea sought by 
the partie;; shall be appended to the Pre~ Trial Memorandum. The 
Memol'illldu1l'l shall include e sMement as to whether the parties have 
stipulated to the ~ldmission of the summary under Rule 1006, of the Idaho 
Rules of Evidence in lieu of the underlying documents, 
d. A list of the lUnncs and addl'esses of all witnesses which such party l11aY call 
to testify Ilt tl'hiI, incltlding anticipated rebuttal OJ' impel\cbl'l1ent witnesses. 
Expert witnesses shall be identified .:1S such. 
e. A brief 11011~argumel1tatjve summary of the factual nature of the case. 111e 
pUl'pose of the summary is to pl'ovide an overview of the Duse, 
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f. A statement: that coul1sel havc1 in good faithl disoussed settlement 
ullsuccessfully. 
g. A statement that all answers 01' supplemental tUl!lWerS l() jl1terl'OgatoJ'ies under 
Rule 33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure reflect facts known to the daLe 
of the Memorandum. 
h, A statemellt of all claims, 
1. Any admissiolls 01' stipulaf:ions ofthe parties which can be agreed upon by the 
parties, 
j. Any amendments to the pleadings and any issues of law ttbanciolled by any of 
the parties, 
k. A short statement aHhe issues of faot and law which remain to be litigated at 
the tdal al1d those legal authorities upon whioh the party ]'slies as to each issue 
of law to be litigated, In addition the parties shall include a statement of 
whether HabiHty is disputed. 
I. A listing of all aIltlcipated motions in Llmine and any orders whicll will 
expedite the trial. 
2, At the Pre-Trial COl1ference, counsel will be provided an Exhibit List fonn which 
shall be submitted with each party's exhibits as outline in paragraph E below. Up011 
request. the list shall be provided to counsel in advance afthe pl'etrial cOllference, 
3, At the time of the Pre" Trial Conference, all parties shall be prepared to ~ssist ill the 
fOl'mulatiol1 of a Pre"Tl'ial Order ill the form descdbed in Rule 1. 6(d) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
C. Discovery Pracedw'6s l:lI1d Deadlines. 
1, lliscovclY Cutoff wtIl be one (1) weel, 12dor' to tile scheduled p"c" Tria! 
Confet'cncc (JI'ehru(tl'F .1, 2010), Counsel are advised that tIlis cutoff means that 
dLL disc()vcl')I w!ll be COMfLBtB b1' that deadline. 
2, Fnct Witncsse£; Plaintiff shall disclose the llames and addres~es of alI fact witnesses 
which such party lnay call to tc;stify Hl trial l exoept for impeachment witnesses> one 
hundred twenty-five (125) dal's before trial (October 6, 2009). Defcmdalli's shaH 
disclose the names and clcldl'esses of all fact witnesses which such party may call to 
testify at tl'lfll, except for impeachment witnesses, Ilincty .. fivc (95) clays bciol'(': tr'il!l 
(jIfoJltmzhe!'.2', 2()09), 
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3. Exp(wt Witnos&es! Plaintiff shall disclose the names and addreRses of all e>epel't 
witnesses ill the manner outlined in RI.11e26(b)(4)(A)(i) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
I>rocedure, disclosing the pel'son expeoted to b~ culled as an expert witness, the 
subject matter 011 which the expert is expected to testify, aIle) the underlying facts and 
d~tta upon which the expert opinion is based, no latcr than one hundred twemy-:f'ive 
(125) days befo?'£! trio} (October 6 • .20()9). The Defendant shall also compJy with ill 
Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and make a similar 
disclosure oftheil' expert witnesses no late/' thatl ninety .. five (95) days before trial 
CN(wembt!1' 51 2009). 
4. Witnesses 110t disclosed in this manner will be subject to exclusion at trial. 
5. Any witnesses discOVBl'Bd after the lust required disclosure shall ilmnediately be 
disclosed io tbe Court arJ.d opposing cOUl'lsel by i'iling and service stating the date 
'Up 011 which tlle s~me was discovered, 
D, Motion Cutoff: 
1. All Summary .1udgmclU' Motions must be filed 111 CQm12lirlllCe with Rule 56 ofrhe 
Idaho Rules gf Civil Procedure. Such motions lnust he filed at least sixty (60) days 
bcfoJ'(\ trigl (pecember 10, 2009). The motioll, affidavits and supporting brief shall 
be served a.t least twenty-eight (28) days before the time fixed for the hearing. 
OpPosing affidavits and answering brief must be selved at lC}ast fOUlteen (14) days 
pdo!' to the date of the heming, The moving party may thereafter serve a reply brief 
within sewn (7) dttys befCJL'C the hearillg. 
2. An other motions must: be filed by.J)at:amiJel' }tJ, 2()()9. ''I11is includes aIJ motions 
concel'l1ing an)/ o~jectiol1s to the testimony of e>:pel'ts at triaL This does llOt includG 
other Motions iLl Limine the pUTties may wish to file in COl'l1.p1illllce with the Idaho 
Rules of Civill)rocedul'C::. 
E. Exhibits: 
1. AU exhibiij thnt nre to bQ introd need at tt'!nl shall be nre-mal'lwd and deposited 
with the Cler), of the Court gow·teen (14} days before tIolfil (.lanum'v 25, 2010), 
except those for impeachn'.lent. 
2. Plaintiffs exhibits shall be mZl.l'kec1 in l1um~l'jcal H0qu011Ce. Defendallt's exhibits shall 
be mal'ked in alphabetical sequellce. Labels may be obtain~d fro111 the Clerk of the 
Cm.1l4 and should have the case 11L1mber and stal'l date oftt'ial shown on them. 
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3, Photographs shall be indiv)dtll~lly marked. 
4. A duplicate set of ~n exhibits to pc shllH also be m'ovidcd to the CgU!·t· fourtocm 
P4) days beforctl'ial (Jol1.llfl.J'l125, 2()]O)\ exc~p( those for !mpCfLChll1el'lt. The 
duplicate set shall be placed ill binders, indexed and deposited with the Clerk of the 
Court foJ' use of the Court. 
5, No exhibits shall be admitted into evidence at trial other than those disclosed. listed 
al1d submitted to the Clerk of the Court in accordance with this Ol'der, except when 
offel:ed for impeachll1.el'lt purposes OJ' unless they were discovered after the las(, 
required disclosure. 
Thill ordel' shall control the course of this action unlc:ss modified for good cause shown to 
prevent manifest injustice. Pmsuallt to Rule 16 of the Idabo Rules of Civillll'Oceciul'e. if a party 
01' pal'ty's attorney fails to obey a soheduling or pre-trial order, or if 110 appearance is made on 
behalf of a party at it schedulillg or pl'e-trial cOllfel'CllCe, 01' jf a party or pru.t~".s attorney is 
1mbstanlially tmpl'epal'ed to Plll."ticipate in the conference, or if a PIll'ty or patty's attorney lflils to 
participate in good faith, the judge, UpOll motion or his OWll initiative, may mal~e s1.Jch ol'd.er.:; 
with regard thereto as are just, and among others any oHile orders pl'Ovided il1 R1.Jle 37(b )(2)(B), 
(C), (D), Iii lieu of 01' ill addition to any other sallction, the Court may r~quire the party 01' the 
attomey representing said party OJ' both to pay the reasonable expenses illclll'l'ed because of any 
llOl1COlllp1iance with this l'ule, including attol'lleis fees? unless the judge TIl1ds that the 
nOl1compliance was substantially justified or that other circumstances make an award of 
expellse1; uqj usC 
All meetil1gs and/or headl1gs with the Court in the matter shall be scheduled ill advtlllce with 
the Court's Clerk, The eOlat apPl'eOi!ltes time to adequateJy consider each issue befol'e it, p/."ior 
to a hearing und/or meetil1~ 
:p' rz\..- \ 
DA1ED thiS.2.- day of S 't.mbel' 2009, { • 
I M.:b. ~~AfvM Dar 'en B, Simpsol1 
Dis' dot Judge 
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S\i\T AFFORD LA W OFFICE, CHARTERED 
Ronald L Swafford,Esq., Bar No, 1657 
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445 
Trevor L Castleton, Esq., Bar No, 5809 
Larren K Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Nimh Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208) 524;4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524;4131 
No, 2033 p, 2/8 
ZUIO -7 
Attorneys for Private Wilderness, the Davises, and the Murrays 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, 
through her guardian) PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
'VB. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and 
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband 
and wife; and DAVID LAWRENCE. 
Defendants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and 
YU V\lEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRAY al1d SHERRI MURRAY, husband 
and ViriEe; and DAVID LAWRENCE. 
Third~Party Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
Case No.: CV;2007;3163 
AMENDED 
MOTION FOR STAY OF 
DISCOVERY AND MOTION FOR 
PROTECTNE ORDER 
-----~----3Cflp 
;£ Ja\). 7. 2010 10:48AM rd Law 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband 
and wife, 
Third--Parcy Defendants. 
No. 2033 P. 3/8 
COMES NOW the Defendants and Cross--Claimancs, Private Wilderness, the Davises, 
and the Murrays, by and through their attorney of record, RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ. of 
Swafford Law Office, Chartered, who hereby Moves this Court for the invocation of a Stay on all 
discovery during the pendency of the Coure's deliberations on the Motions pending before it. 
The Court is deliberating the Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss, and the Defendants' 
Objeceion and Conditional Motion to Dismiss with regard to Attorney Fees and Costs, and as 
they relate [;0 the Third--PaJ:ty Defendants' Motion for Permissive Appeal, all of which will in 
Some luanner dispose of the substantive issues litigated between the parties. 
Vi/hile the Court is considering.che above described issues which will ahnost assuredly 
dispose of the substa11tive controversy, the Cross-Defendants through their counsel, Mr. 
Creamer, has for SOlue unknown and inexplicable reason, increased the costs and fees for his 
client, and seeks to increase the costs and fees of Private Wilderness through irrelevant, 
immaterial and moot questions regarding the primary controversy. On December 28th, the 
Defendants/Cross..-Claimants herein received a 17 page Discovery Request involving requests for 
production, interrogatories and request for admission. Then, on December 30, 2009, the 
Defendants/Cl'oss~Claimants received an additional 4 page Discovery Request with 117 pages in. 
attachments involving additional Requesr:s for Admissions. 
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It is blatantly obvious that submission of additional discovery at this state of the 
proceedings serves no beneficial purpose other than needlessly increasing costs and fees for the 
litigants. 
If the Court dismisses the Plaintiff's Complaint, the Defendant's Cl'oss.-claim becomes 
mOOL Further) the discovery seeks to re~open the easement dispute between Robert and Nancy 
Peterson and Private Wilderness all of which are moot, irrelevant and immaterial considering 
the setdemem agreement (Bingham case CV ~ 2006-1289). 
It appears that Robert Peterson i5- once again' wanting to escalate costly litigation, and 
re-litigate the easement issue. Only a portion of the discovery requeste.d would be relevam) and 
only if the matter proceeded to trial which is extremely u:nlikely. 
It is requested that the Court grant a Stay of Discovery, and further grant Private 
, 
Wildel11ess a Protection Order with regard to the newly issued discovery until further Order of 
the Court. Private Wilderness desires to avoid the needless incurrence of fees and costs in this 
maner, 
DATED this ~ay of january, 2010, 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
;;2;;c-~ 
RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ. 
Atr:orneys for Defendants/Cross-Claimants 
~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY chat on this day I caused Co be served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document on the parties designated below and by the method of delivery indicated: 
Michael Creamer, Esq, . 
Givens Pursley, LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 8370l~ 2720 
(208)388~1200 
Donald L Harris, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo 
p.o. Box 50130 
Idaho Falis, ID 83405 
(208)523~0620 
o MAILING 
,./ FAXING (208"388~1300) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
o MAILING 
,/ FAXING (208,,523~9518) 
o HAND DELIVERY 
o COURTHOUSE BOX 
DATED this fday of January, 2010. 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED 
~RONAiDLS AFFORD, ESQ. ' 
Attorneys for De£'endants/Cross"..Claimants 
-------.. ,---~-------------- , ~ ~qq 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, ) 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PRIV ATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY 
MURRA Y, husband and wife; DAVID 
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PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
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CASE NO. CV 2007-3163 
ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED 
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL 
UNDER I.R.c.P. 41(a)(2) 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL UNDER I.R.C.P. 41 (A)(2) 
Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson (hereinafter the "Petersons") 
filed a Motion for Permission to Appeal this Court's Order Denying Third-Party 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss l and a Motion for Reconsideration of this Court's Order 
Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss.2 Plaintiff Fern Peterson, a 
protected person, through her conservator, Paul Peterson (hereinafter "Fern"), filed a 
Motion for Voluntary Dismissal of this lawsuit. 3 
This Court heard all three motions on December 21, 2009.4 This Court took the 
matters under advisement. 5 Having considered all three motions, this Court is swayed by 
Fern's representation that the original controversy between Fern and Defendants Private 
Wilderness, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, Cecil Davis and Yu Wen Davis, 
husband and wife; Kevin Murray and Sherri Murray, husband and wife and David 
Lawrence (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Private Wilderness") has been 
extinguished.6 
I See: Motion for Permission to Appeal Order Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and 
Memorandum in Support Thereof, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLe, Bingham County case no. CV-
2007-3163 (filed November 16,2009) (hereinafter the "Petersons' Motion for Permissive Appeal"). 
2 See: Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and 
Memorandum in Support Thereof, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLe, Bingham County case no. CV-
2007-3163 (filed November 18,2009) (hereinafter the "Petersons' Motion for Reconsideration"). 
3 See: Motion for Voluntary Dismissal Pursuant to Rule 41(a)(1) I.R.C.P., Peterson v. Private Wilderness, 
LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed December 7, 2009) (hereinafter "Fern's Motion for 
Voluntary Dismissal"). See also: Amended Notice for Dismissal, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLe, 
Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed December 16, 2009) (hereinafter "Fern's Amended 
Motion for Voluntary Dismissal"). 
4 Minute Entry, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed 
December 21,2009). 
5 rd. 
6 Fern's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, at p. 1. 
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Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(l) allows for voluntary dismissal of a lawsuit 
by the plaintiff if all answering parties stipulate thereto. 7 Private Wilderness did not 
stipulate to Fern's Motion for Voluntary DismissaP 
Barring a stipulation, a court may dismiss a lawsuit "upon such terms and 
conditions as the court deems proper. "9 A trial court's dismissal of an action, pursuant to 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(2) is discretionary.1O Therefore, this Court must (1) 
correctly perceive the issue as one of discretion; (2) act within the boundaries of its 
discretion and consistent with legal standards applicable to the specific choices available 
to it; and (3) reach its decision by an exercise of reason. II 
Given Fern's representation that no justiciable controversy exists, and the fact that 
neither Private Wilderness nor the Petersons argued that a justiciable controversy, other 
than attorney fees, exists, this Court finds that dismissal of this lawsuit is appropriate. 12 
This Court must next determine the proper terms and conditions of dismissal. 
Private Wilderness argues that (1) the dismissal should be with prejudice; (2) 
Private Wilderness should be deemed the prevailing party; (3) upon dismissal of Fern's 
Complaint, Private Wilderness's Third-Party Complaint against the Petersons should be 
dismissed; and (4) all attorney fees and costs requested by the Petersons should be 
7 Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(l); Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 68, 175 PJd 754, 757 (2007). 
g Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, Peterson v. 
Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed December 10, 2009) (hereinafter 
"Private Wilderness's Objection"). 
9 Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(2). 
10 Parkside Schools, Inc. v. Bronco Elite Arts & Athletics, LLC, 145 Idaho 176, 178, 177 P.3d 390, 392 
(2008). 
IIId. 
12 See: Private Wilderness's Objection; Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Petersons' Response to 
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, Peterson v. 
Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV -2007-3163 (filed December 14, 2009) (hereinafter 
the "Petersons' Response"). 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL UNDER I.R.C.P. 41 (A) (2) 
awarded against Fern. I3 The Petersons request that Private Wilderness's Third-Party 
Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and reserve the right to present alternative 
positions. 14 
This Court finds that dismissal of Fern's lawsuit, with prejudice, is appropriate. 
The parties' positions aside, this matter has been on-going since December of 2007, and 
is a companion case to Private Wilderness, LLC v. Peterson, Bingham County case no. 
CV -2006-1289, which Private Wilderness filed in June of 2006 (hereinafter the "2006 
Easement Suit"). Both lawsuits have been particularly contentious. The parties' wary 
concession in this lawsuit that the terms of the agreement between Fern and Private 
Wilderness have now been fulfilled, and the mercurial, often incendiary, nature of the 
relationship between the Petersons and Private Wilderness supports dismissal of this 
lawsuit with prejudice. 
Private Wilderness's Third-Party Complaint simply seeks indemnity from the 
Petersons in the event that Private Wilderness had been found liable to Fern. Since Fern 
no longer seeks damages from Private Wilderness, Private Wilderness no longer has an 
indemnity claim against the Petersons. Therefore, Private Wilderness's Third-Party 
Complaint against the Petersons should be dismissed. Dismissal shall be with prejudice 
for the same reason as the dismissal with prejudice of Fern's lawsuit. 
With regard to attorney fees, the proper focus is not upon the prevailing party, if 
any, to this lawsuit. 15 The award of costs and attorney fees, or either, is not a prerequisite 
13 Private Wilderness's Objection, at p. 4. 
14 Petersons' Response, at p. 2. 
15 See: Jones v. Berezay, 120 Idaho 332, 335, 815 P.2d 1072, 1075 (1991). 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL UNDER I.R.C.P. 41 (A)(2) 
to an order granting voluntary dismissal pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
41 (a)(2). 16 
The original dispute between Private Wilderness and the Petersons centered upon 
Private Wilderness's access to its land, which it purchased from Fern. Private Wilderness 
and the Petersons eventually settled their differences, but not before Fern filed suit for 
foreclosure of Private Wilderness's mortgage and for breach of contract. Private 
Wilderness argued that it could not fulfill the terms of its contract with Fern because it 
had no access to its property. 
Even if the prevailing party standard applied to Fern's Motion to Dismiss, there is 
no basis in the record for a determination of a prevailing party. Due to the parties' well-
advised settlement of the 2006 Easement Suit, a finding of liability and/or fault was never 
made with regard to the access issue. Had the present lawsuit gone to trial, the issue of 
fault from the 2006 Easement Suit would have again been raised. Undoubtedly, a mini-
trial on the attorney fee issue would have rejuvenated the clash between Private 
Wilderness and the Petersons from the 2006 Easement Suit. 
Furthermore, the parties were ultimately willing to forego their differences in this 
lawsuit. Any award of attorney fees and/or costs will, without doubt, once again throw 
these parties into additional litigation, higher attorney fees, and a probable appeal. For 
these reasons, this Court finds the parties should bear their own attorney fees and costs. 
Finally, because a justiciable controversy between Fern and Private Wilderness 
does not exist, thus negating Private Wilderness's third-party claim against the Petersons, 
16 Jones v. Berezay, 120 Idaho at 336,815 P.2d at ]076. 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL UNDER I.R.C.P. 41(A)(2) 
the Petersons' Motion for Permissive Appeal and Motion for Reconsideration are moot. 
As such, both motions are denied. 
The jury trial in this matter, scheduled for March 8, 2010, is hereby vacated. A 
separate judgment shall issue. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
'I~ DATED this _1_ day of January 20 0. 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL UNDER I.R.C.P. 41 (A)(2) 
>CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing Order 
Granting Plaintiffs Amended Motion for Dismissal under LR.C.P. 41(a)(2) was served 
on the parties listed below by first class mail with prepaid postage and/or hand delivered 
and/or sent by facsimile this l day of January 2010, to: 
Donald 1. Harris, Esq. 
Karl R. Decker, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, 
P.L.L.c. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
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R. James Archibald, Esq. 
Larren K. Covert, Esq. 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, 
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525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Michael C. Creamer, Esq. 
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GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, ) 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY 
MURRA Y, husband and wife; DAVID 













____ ~D~e=£=en=d=a=nt=s. ________________ ) 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
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JUDGMENT 
CASE NO. CV 2007-3163 
JUDGMENT 
This matter, having been dismissed pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
41(a)(2), is ripe for entry of judgment. In accordance with the Order Granting Plaintiff s 
Amended Motion for Dismissal under I.R.C.P. 41 (a)(2), 
IT IS ORDERED that the Complaint in this matter is dismissed with prejudice. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Third-Party Complaint is dismissed with 
prejudice. All parties hereto shall bear their own costs and fees. 
JUDGMENT 
DATED this ~ day of January 20 O. 
2 
aJifen B. Simps n 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy ofthe foregoing Judgment 
was served on the parties listed below by first. class mail with prepaid postage and/or 
hand delivered and/or sent by facsimile this -W- day of January 2010, to: 
Donald L Harris, Esq. 
Karl R. Decker, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, 
P.L.LC. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq. 
R. James Archibald, Esq. 
Larren K. Covert, Esq. 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, 
CHARTERED 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Michael C. Creamer, Esq. 
Michael P. Lawrence, Esq. 
GNENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ill 83701-2720 
JUDGMENT 
o u.s. Mail 0 Courthouse Box 
o u.s. Mail 0 Courthouse Box 




SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Fails, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208) 524~4002 
Facsimile: (208) 524~4131 
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Attorneys for Private Wilderness, the Davises and the Murrays 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff! Respondent, 
vs. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and 
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband 
and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; JOHN DOES 
1~20, 
Defendants! Appellants. 
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and 
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN 
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband 
and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE 
Third~Party Plaintiffs! Appellants, 
v. 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband 
and wife, 
Third~Party Defendants/ Respondents. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ORIGINAL3lDD 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, FERN PETERSON a protected person through 
her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, ROBERT PETERSON, AND NANCY PETERSON AND 
THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, DONALD HARRIS OF HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & 
CRAPO, PO BOX 50130, IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405, ATTORNEYS FOR FERN 
PETERSON, AND MICHAEL CREAMER OF GIVENS PURSLEY, 601 WEST BANNOCK 
STREET, BOISE, IDAHO 83701, ATTORNEYS FOR ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSON, 
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT; 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellants PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; CECIL DAVIS and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY 
and SHERRI MURRAY, husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE appeal against the above 
named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Oder Granting Plaintiff s Amended 
Motion for Dismissal Under LR.C.P. 41(a)(2) issued on January 11,2010, the Honorable Judge 
Darren B. Simpson presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
11(a)(1)). 
3. Initial issues on appeal are the Court's ruling and findings regarding the denial of 
attorney fees and costs, determination of prevailing party and other elements of the above listed 
orders identified upon review of the record and transcripts. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion ofthe record. 
5. (a) A reporter's transcript is requested. 
(b) The appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the 
transcript: 
1: Transcripts are requested for the December 21, 201 ° hearing. 
3[pj 
6. The appellant requests the following additional documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.: 
(a) Motion for Voluntary Dismissal filed 12/7/2009 with all supporting 
documentation; 
(b) Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary 
Dismissal filed 12114/2009 with all supporting documentation; 
(c) Amend Motion for Dismissal filed 12/1612009. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom 
a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below: 
Sandra Beebe 501 N. Maple #310, Blackfoot, Idaho 83221 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
( c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. 
DATED THIS 22nd day of February, 2010 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document on the parties designated below and by the method of delivery indicated: 
Donald Harris, Esq. 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn Cst Crapo, PLLC 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Fails, ID 83405 
(208)S23~0620 
Michael Creamer, Esq. 
Givens Pursley 
p.o. Box 2720 
601 West Bannock Street 
Boise, ID 83701~ 2720 
(208)388~ 1200 
;?-k-









SWAFFORD LAW OFFIC ARTERED 
\> 
Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030 
Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #7288 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock st. 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants/Cross-Appellants Robert and Nancy Peterson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person 
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PRNATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 
husband and wife; DA VID LAWRENCE; 
and JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
PRNATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS 
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; 
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, 




ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, 
husband and wife, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - Page 1 
Case No. CV-2007-3163 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS/THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFFS, PRIVATE 
WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS and YU WEN 
DA VIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and SHERR! MURRAY, husband and wife; and 
DA VID LAWRENCE; and THE P ARTIES' ATTORNEY, RONALD L. SWAFFORD, 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED, 525 NINTH STREET, IDAHO FALLS, ID 
83404; and THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Third-Party Defendants, Robert and Nancy Peterson, cross-
appeal against the above-named Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs to the Idaho Supreme Court 
from the Order Granting Plaintiff's Amended Motion/or Dismissal Under l.R.CP 41(a)(2) 
C'Order"), entered in the above-entitled action on the 11 th day of January, 2010, the Honorable 
Judge Darren B. Simpson presiding. 
2. The Third-Party Defendants may cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court as a 
matter of right pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 15, and the Order described in paragraph 1 
above is an appealable order under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules 11 (a). 
3. The following is a preliminary statement of issues Third-Party Defendants intend 
to assert on cross-appeal: 
a. Whether the District Court erred in denying Third-Party Defendants' 
Motions to Dismiss and for Judgment on the Pleadings on the Third-Party Complaint filed 
against them. 
b. Whether the District Court erred in failing to rule on Third-Party 
Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Motion to Dismiss. 
c. Whether the District Court erred in failing to grant Third-Party 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment where Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs failed to 
file any responsive pleading in opposition. 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - Page 2 
d. Whether the District Court erred in ruling that Third-Party Defendants' 
Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Motion to Dismiss and Third-Party Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment were mooted by the District Court's granting of Plaintiffs 
subsequentl y-filed Motion for Voluntary DismissaL 
e. Whether the District court erred in determining that Third-Party 
Defendants were not a prevailing party. 
4. Third-Party Defendants request reporter's transcripts for the hearing dates listed 
in Exhibit A, attached hereto, in addition to those requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs. 
5. Third-Party Defendants also request that the documents listed in Exhibit A, 
attached hereto, be included in the clerk's record on appeal in addition to those automatically 
included under Rule 28, LA.R. and/or requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs. 
6. I certify: 
a. That a copy oftbis Notice of Cross-Appeal and any request for additional 
transcripts have been served on each reporter of whom an additional transcript has been 
requested; 
b. That the estimated fee has been paid for preparation of the additional 
reporter's transcripts as requested by Third-Party Defendants above; 
c. That the estimated fee has been paid the for preparation of the additional 
documents to be included in the clerk's record as requested by Third-Party Defendants above; 
d. That the filing fees for a cross-appeal have been paid; and 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to tA.R. 20. 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - Page 3 
~ 
DATED this 1/ day of March, 2010. 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - Page 4 
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP 
~~ MICHAEL C. C AMER 
Attorneys for Third-Party DefendantslCross-
Appellants Robert and Nancy Peterson 
CERTIFI,ftTE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ) I . .;..;.--day of March, 2010, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was served upon the foilOwing individual(s) by the means indicated: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attorneys Defendants/Third-Party PlaintiffS 
Donald L. Harris 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P .L.L. C. 
1000 Riverwalk Dr., Ste. 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Attorneys for Plaintif.! 




~ o o o 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Express Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
E-Mail 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Express Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 523-9518 
E-Mail 
ExnffiITA 
Third-Party Defendants/Cross-Appellants request reporter's transcripts for the hearing 
dates listed below in addition to those requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs 
/ Appellants: 
June 15, 2009 
September 14,2009 
September 28,2009 
September 29, 2009 
November 23, 2009 
December 8, 2009 
Third-Party Defendants/Cross-Appellants request that the documents listed below be 
included in the clerk's record on appeal in addition to those automatically included under Rule 
28, LA.R. and/or requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs/Appellants. 
Document Date 
Motion to Join Third Party Defendants 4/30/09 
Or,der Granting Motion to Join Third Party 8/5/09 
Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings; Memorandum in Support of 
8/11/09 
Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
8/25/09 
and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 
2nd Amended Court Trial Scheduling Order 9/3/09 
Petersons' Reply to Private Wilderness's Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to 
9/9/09 
Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 
Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and 
9/23/09 
Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 
Motion for Permission to Appeal Order Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
11/16/09 
and Memorandum in Support Thereof 
Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
11/18/09 
and Memorandum in Support Thereof 
Third-Party Defendants' Request for Status Conference 12/3/09 
Motion for Summary Judgment and Memorandum in Support Thereof 12/10/09 
Affidavit of Michael P. Lawrence in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 12/10/09 
Affidavit of Robert Peterson in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 12/10109 
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion for 
12/11/09 
Reconsideration 
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion for Permission 
12/11/09 
to Appeal 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - EXHIBIT A - Page 1 
Document Date 
Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson's Response to Objection and 12/14/09 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal 
Reply to Private Wilderness's Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party 
12/17/09 
Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration 
Reply to Private Wilderness's Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party 
12/17/09 
Defendants' Motion for Permission to Appeal 
Motion to Continue Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment 1/4/10 
Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson's Request for Order Granting Summary 
1/4/10 
Judgment, Dismissing Third-Party complaint and Awarding Attorney Fees 
Objection to Third Party Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 1/5/10 
Third-Party Defendants' Response to Third-Party Plaintiffs' Objection and Motions 
1/6/10 
Regarding Robert and Nancy Peterson's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Third-Party Defendants' Response to Third-Party Plaintiffs' Motion for Stay of Discovery and 
1/7/10 
Motion for Protective Order 
Amended Motion for Stay of Discovery and Motion for Protective Order 1/7/10 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - EXHmIT A - Page 2 
************************************************************************* 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
************************************************************************ 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, through her guardian, PAUL 
PETERSON, 
Plaintiffs I Respondents, 
-vs-
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL 
DAVIS and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and 
SHERR! MURRAY, husband and wife; DA VID LAWRENCE; JOHN DOES 1 -
20, 
-vs-
Defendants I Third-Party Plaintiffs / 
Appellants I Cross-Respondents, 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife, 
Third-Party Defendants / Respondents / 
Cross-Appe llants, 
SUPREME COURT # 37437 
CERTIFICATION OF EXHIBITS 
I, SARA STAUB, Clerk ofthe District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certifY, list and describe the 





IN WITNESS WHEREOF,;.pave hereunto set m r d and affixed the seal of said 
court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this OL I day of_-I--L--I--f.7I~~OlO. 
************************************************************************* 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
************************************************************************* 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, 
Plaintiffs I Respondents, 
-vs-
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS 
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI 
MURRAY, husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; JOHN DOES 1 - 20, 
-vs-
Defendants I Third-Party Plaintiffs I 
Appellants / Cross-Respondents, 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife, 
Third-Party Defendants I Respondents / 
Cross-A ellants, 
SUPREME COURT # 37437 
CERTIFICATION OF CLERK'S 
RECORD ON APPEAL 
I, SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the 
State ofIdaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certifY that the above and 
foregoing record in the above-entitled case was compiled and bound under my direction, 
and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings, documents and papers designated to be 
included in the clerk's record by the Idaho Appellate Rule 28, the notice of appeal, any 
notice of cross-appeal, and any designation of additional documents to be included in the 
clerk's record. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this ~ day of 'ffl a dt 201 O. 




IN THE SUPREME COURT OF STATE OF IDAHO 
**************************************************************** 
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, through her guardian, PAUL 
PETERSON, 
Plaintiffs I Respondents, 
-vs-
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL 
DA VIS and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and 
SHERRI MURRAY, husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE; JOHN DOES 1 
-20, 
-vs-
Defendants I Third-Party Plaintiffs / 
Appellants / Cross-Respondents, 
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife, 
Third-Party Defendants / Respondents I 
Cross-A ellants, 
SUPREME COURT # 37437 
CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I, SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certifY I personally served or mailed, by 
United States mail, one copy of the clerk's record and the reporter's transcript in the above-entitled 
case to each of the attorneys of record, to wit: 
Counsel for AppellantlCross-Respondent: Ronald Swafford, Esq., 525 Ninth Street, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 8340 I 
Counsel for Respondents: Donald Harris, Esq., PO Box 50130, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Counsel for RespondenUCross-Appellant: Michael Creamer, Esq., PO Box 2720, 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court at 
Blackfoot, Idaho, 1his a I day of m /14.f 2010. 
( 
TO: Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
DOCKET NO. 37437 
( 




( PRIVATE WILDERNESS, et al. 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on May 19, 2010, I lodged a transcript of 141 pages in 
length for the above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of the County of 
Bingham in the Seventh Judicial District. 
Hearings included: June 15,2009, Motion for Third-Party Complaint 
September 14,2009, Motion to Dismiss 
September 28,2009, Status Conference 
September 29,2009, Further Proceedings 
November 23,2009, Status Conference 
December 8, 2009. Status Conference 
December 21, 2009, Motions 
Sandra 1. Beebe. C.S.R. 
May 19,2010 
